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ABSTRACT
Designers often seek to improve their designs by considering several discrete modifica-
tions. These modifications may require changes in materials and geometry, as well as the
addition or removal of individual components. In general, if the modifications are applied
one at a time, none of them may sufficiently improve the performance. Also, the total
number of modifications that may be included in the final design is often limited due to
cost or other constraints. The designer must therefore determine the optimal combination
of modifications in order to complete the design.
While this design challenge arises fairly commonly in practice, very little research has
studied it in its full generality. This work assumes that the mathematical description of the
design and its modifications are frequency dependent matrices. Such matrices typically
arise due to finite element analysis as well as other modeling techniques. Computing
performance metrics related to steady-state forced response, also known as performing a
frequency sweep, involves factorizing thesematricesmany times. Additionally, determining
the globally optimum design in this case involves an exhaustive search of the combinations
of modifications. These factors lead to prohibitively long run times particularly as the size
of the system grows. The research presented here seeks to reduce these costs, making such
a search feasible.
vi
Several innovative techniques have been developed and tested over the course of the
research, focused in two primary areas: adaptive frequency sweeps and efficient com-
binatorial optimization. The frequency sweep methods rely on an adaptive bisection of
the frequency range and either a subspace approximation based on implicit interpolatory
model order reduction or an elementwise approximation using piecewise multi-point Padé
interpolants. Additionally, a strategy for augmenting the adaptive methods with the sys-
tem’s modal information is presented. For combinatorial optimization, an approximation
algorithm is developed that capitalizes on any presence of dynamic uncoupling between
modifications.
The net effect of this work is to allow designers and researchers to develop new dynamic
systems and perform analyses faster and more efficiently than ever before.
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Part I
INTRODUCTION
1
Chapter 1
OVERVIEW
This chapter provides an overview of the research presented in this dissertation. Section 1.1
discusses the design problem that motivates this work. This is followed by an introduction
to the terminology that will be used throughout and an overview of the framework of the
research in Section 1.2. The intention here is to provide the reader with the context to place
the methods presented in the remainder of text within the overall scope. Next, an algorithm
cost analysis is performed in Section 1.3 that gives estimated bounds on the effectiveness
of the developed methods. Then, with a basic understanding of the research, Section 1.4
discusses the significance and impact of the work. Finally, Section 1.5 provides a brief
summary of the chapters of this dissertation.
1.1 Motivation
The methods developed through this research are focused on the following design problem.
A designer is often able to determine several ways that their design may be improved.
These modifications may involve changes in geometry or material as well as the addition or
removal of components. However, when only some subset of these modifications may be
included in the final design, determining the optimal subset is not so straightforward.
As an example of this type of design problem, consider Figure 1.1. Here, the possible
modifications – the colored regions of the image – are designed to reduce the interior
cabin noise of the vehicle. Each of the modifications has been carefully specified, likely
requiring an extensive design process on its own. Also, it should be noted that the various
modifications rely on a variety of differing strategies and physics in order to reduce the
noise. The challenge comes when only some subset of the modifications are allowed to
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be included in the final design. Not only is a significant computational effort required
to determine the resulting interior cabin noise for any given set of modifications, many
such simulations are required to determine the optimal combination. This is necessary in
order to fully account for the possible interactions between the modifications. Note that
the constraint allowing only a subset of the modifications to be applied could be due to a
variety of sources, such as cost or weight.
Figure 1.1: Example of a design scenario involving several modifications to a base structure.
Consider how to determine which of the 19 colored components would minimize interior
cabin noise if only some subset, say 17 total, were able to be used. Image source [46].
An additional example is provided by the funding agency for this work, the Office of
Naval Research. The current strategy for damping vibrationswithinNavy relevant structures
is simply to apply damping treatments everywhere. Typically, these treatments take the form
of constrained layer damping (CLD). As one can imagine, this is extremely expensive. The
3
cost is compounded by the fact that this dampingmust be inspected and replaced periodically.
However, it can be shown that with correct placement, partial damping coverage can be
almost as effective as full coverage. The challenge is to determine the placement that
provides the optimal damping. It should be noted that while this particular example defines
modifications strictly as damping treatments, the methods presented here encompass any
general modification that might alter the local mass, stiffness, or damping. This will be
discussed further in later sections.
With these examples in mind, a formal statement of the design problem is in order.
Design Problem Statement
Given a set of modifications to a base structure of interest, determine the optimal subset
with respect to a performance metric.
1.2 Research Schema
With a basic understanding of the problem of interest, the terminology that will be used
throughout may be introduced along with the research goals.
The base structure is the system to be optimized through the addition of several mod-
ifications. The modifications are presumed to be specified such that they improve some
performance metric, or objective function as it is more commonly referred to in optimiza-
tion literature. To visualize these terms, consider Figure 1.2a where the base structure is
represented by the infamous ‘peanut shaped blob’ and the potential modifications shown
by the various colored regions. In this work, the focus is on systems whose steady-state
dynamics may be described by complex-valued, frequency dependent matrices. This a very
general formulation that arises in many fields including acoustics and vibrations, electro-
4
magnetics, and computational fluid dynamics. The author’s primary focus is vibrations and
acoustics and thus many of the example problems will be drawn from this field, however
the generality of the problem statement should be kept in mind. The objective functions
considered throughout this work will rely on the steady-state response of the structure, an
computational operation commonly known as a frequency sweep. The portion of the struc-
ture utilized in the objective function calculation is indicated by a dashed line. Additionally,
the optimization problem will also always involve some external forcing, which may be true
forces in the case of vibrations problems, volume accelerations for acoustics problems, or
appropriate loading terms for the system of interest. It should be noted that although the
objective function and external forcing are depicted to occur along the periphery of the base
structure, this is not a general requirement.
In some cases, it will be convenient to adopt a slightly different nomenclature for the
various objects using the terms components and assembly, as illustrated by Figure 1.2b and
Figure 1.2c. Component is used to refer either the base structure or any of the modifications;
thus all modifications are components but not all components are modifications. An
assembly is the system resulting from applying some subset of of the modifications to the
base structure. As an example of how both nomenclatures might be used, the system circled
in Figure 1.2c could equally be described as: the modified structure resulting from the blue
and green modifications; the assembly made up of the base, blue, and green components;
or, mixing the terminology, the assembly using the blue and green modifications.
Currently, there is no published method that addresses this problem in its full generality.
Therefore, describing the current state-of-the-art solution is somewhat vague; however, if
the lack of publications is taken at face value, the current best strategy can be summarized
in Figure 1.3. The designer begins with finite element analysis (FEA) models of all
components: FEA being the overwhelmingly most common approach in for modeling
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Base Structure
External
Forcing
Objective
Function
Calculation
Modifications
(a) General terms (b) Components (c) Assembly
Figure 1.2: Illustration of design problem terminology: (a) general terms and base struc-
ture/modifications nomenclature, (b, c) component/assembly nomenclature
complex dynamic systems. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, FEA formulates the steady-
state dynamics of a system through a frequency dependent, very large, sparse matrix
involving up to millions of degrees of freedom. These matrices have been depicted in
Figure 1.3 using sparsity diagrams. Once a choice of modifications has been made, the
assembly FEA model is formed, its forced response is computed, and the objective function
is evaluated. The nebulous part of the current approach is how the modifications are chosen
and, furthermore, if and how objective function evaluations influence modification choice.
Currently, the determination of applied modifications relies on the expert knowledge of the
designer. This work removes the dependence on the designer and formalizes the component
selection process.
In comparison to Figure 1.3, the approach presented here is illustrated in Figure 1.4.
Beginning from the same place, the component FEA models, first an efficient model order
reduction procedure to component Schur complements is performed. In particular, one
of several adaptive frequency sweep (AFS) techniques is applied to perform the reduc-
tion. The component Schur complements are then fed into the combinatorial optimization
problem. Combinatorial optimization is NP-complete and therefore, an exhaustive search
is the only way to guarantee an optimum is found. Here, the exhaustive search is made
feasible through use of the Schur complement substructuring (SCS) scheme which reduces
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· · ·Component FEA Models
choice of
components
Assembly FEA Model
Assembly Response
Objective Function Evaluation
Expert knowledge
?
Figure 1.3: Schema of the classic approach to the design problem at hand. The primary
drawbacks are the reliance on expert knowledge and the nebulous utilization of objective
function evaluations to determine the optimal modification choice. FEA matrix sparsity
patterns [13].
the cost required when compared to the same approach with full FEA models. A dynamic
uncoupling optimization (DUO) scheme is developed to reduce the cost further by capital-
izing on advantageous dynamic interactions between the modifications. Additionally, the
AFS methods may be used within the combinatorial optimization loop to further speed up
calculations.
Taking all the above into account, the research problem at hand may be formally stated.
Research Problem Statement
Given a set of modifications to a system of interest, determine the optimal subset with
respect to a performance metric dependent on steady-state response using
1) fast performance metric evaluation
and
2) accelerated combinatorial optimization schemes.
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Component FEA Models
Adaptive Frequency Sweep (AFS)
Component
Schur Complements
Dynamic
Uncoupling
Optimization
Assembly Schur
Complements
Reduced Assembly
Impedance
AFS
Assembly Response
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Evaluation
Figure 1.4: Schema of the proposed approach to the design problem at hand. Primary
research areas are the adaptive frequency sweep techniques giving rise to approximate
Schur complements and the dynamic uncoupling optimization scheme. FEAmatrix sparsity
patterns [13].
1.3 Algorithm Cost Analysis
As discussed in the preceding section, the optimization problem studied here is accelerated
through the use of threemain techniques: Schur complement substructuring (SCS), adaptive
frequency sweeps (AFS), and dynamic uncoupling optimization (DUO). An algorithm cost
analysis is now performed in order to demonstrate the potential of these methods.
To begin, several characteristic sizes of the systems must be defined. Let the average
number of DOFs in any given assembly be N . As will be discussed in later sections, the
effect of SCS is to reduce the number of DOFs to K , where those remaining are termed the
‘kept’ DOFs. This is accomplished by eliminating the so called ‘suppressed’ DOFs from
the equations of motion. The number of suppressed DOFs is represented by S, and note
that N = S + K . In each of these DOF counts the average is taken with respect to the all of
the possible assemblies to be analyzed. Taking the total number of modifications to be M ,
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and the maximum number of modifications allowable in the final designs as Mmax, then the
total number of these assemblies is given by
C =
Mmax∑
i=0
(
M
i
)
. (1.1)
In words, this equation is a sum over the following: the total number of assemblies involving
zero modifications, i. e. the base structure alone; the total number of possible assemblies
involving only a single modification; the number of possible assemblies with two modifi-
cations; and so on, where the appropriate number of combinations is computed using the
usual binomial coefficient.
Given the above parameters, then the performance of the algorithms may be approxi-
mated through rough floating point operation (flop) counts. The cost of performing a basic
exhaustive search optimization may be calculated by
cost = CN3 . (1.2)
This is motivated by recognizing that the dominant cost of evaluating the frequency sweep
based objective function for an assembly is performing matrix factorizations which scale
with the cube of the system size. This cost of matrix factorization will be further discussed
in Chapter 4, but the above suffices for this first pass analysis. It is important to recall that
C is given by the combinatoric function in Equation (1.1). So not only does the cost have a
cubic dependence on the (large) system size, it also grows extremely quickly with increased
numbers of modifications.
Now the effects of the methods developed in this dissertation may be taken into account.
SCS results in the cost depending not on the full system size, but rather the number of kept
and suppressedDOFs. In particular, it causes each possible assembly’smatrix factorizations
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to be dependent on the kept DOFs, but it does so through additional calculations involving
matrix factorizations of the suppressed systems. Thus, the cost with SCS implemented is
given by
cost with SCS = CK3 + (M + 1) S3 . (1.3)
The net effect of AFS calculations is to reduce the cost of matrix factorizations and may be
accounted for by introducing the adaptive frequency sweep ratio, ra < 1, as a multiplier of
each factorization term.
cost with SCS and AFS = C
(
raK3
)
+ (M + 1)
(
raS3
)
(1.4)
Finally, DUO results in a reduced number of assemblies that require significant computations
to analyze. This may be included in the cost estimate by multiplying the number of
combinations by the dynamic uncoupling ratio, rd .
cost with SCS, AFS, and DUO = (rdC)
(
raK3
)
+ (M + 1)
(
raS3
)
(1.5)
Normalizing the final cost in Equation (1.5) by that of the basic exhaustive search
calculation in Equation (1.2) leads to a convenient form.
normalized cost = rdrar3k + rcra (1 − rk )3 (1.6)
Two additional ratios have been defined to simplify this expression: the kept ratio, rk = KN ;
and the combinatoric ratio, rc = M=1C . Note that all four of the ratios introduced are ideally
less than one and thus the normalized cost is also less than one. Rather than dealing with
normalized cost directly, it is more common to discuss the speedup of an algorithm, where
speedups greater that one imply performance gains. The speedup due to the SCS, AFS, and
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DUO techniques is estimated by the inverse of the normalized cost.
Speedup =
[
rardr3k + rcra (1 − rk )3
]−1
(1.7)
Over the course of the work described here, a range of values for the four ratios have
been observed. Nominal values for these ranges are listed in Table 1.1. Computing the
speedup based on the upper and lower bounds, respectively, demonstrates the potential of
the methods presented here.
Estimated Algorithm Performance
1.8 < Speedup < 8million
Where speedup is defined as how many times faster the presented methods are than
current calculations.
Table 1.1: Typical parameter ranges for algorithm cost analysis
Parameter Range
combinatoric ratio 0 < rc < 1
AFS ratio 0.01 < ra < 0.8
kept ratio 0.05 < rk < 0.11
DUO ratio 0.1 < rd < 1.12
It is important to recognize that this upper bound is likely not truly achievable; rather, it
represents a theoretical performance occurring only when each of the techniques presented
here achieve their respective optimal performance. To study more realistic speedup cases,
consider Table 1.2 where various nominal parameter sets are presented. Note that speedups
generated are in the tens to thousands range.
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Table 1.2: Estimated speedups for various algorithm cost analysis parameters
rc ra rk rd Speedup
0.001 0.1 0.1 1 5800
0.06 0.1 0.1 1 220
0.06 0.01 0.1 1 2200
0.1 0.01 0.1 1 1400
0.3 0.3 0.05 0.1 13
While speedup is generally defined as howmany times faster an algorithm runs compared
to some reference, it has an interesting interpretationwith regard to the optimization problem
considered here. Rather than thinking in terms of run times, one may instead view speedup
in terms of designs considered. For example, if with the methods developed here, a speedup
of ten is achieved, that means that ten times as many modified designs were able to be
analyzed in a given amount of time.
1.4 Significance
The significance of this work is due to several factors. First and foremost is the fact that the
design problem solved here has not been addressed previously, at least in open literature.
This is compounded by the fact that the techniques developed are all enhancements on stan-
dard finite element calculations, the widespread use of which almost cannot be understated.
Perhaps the most common application for steady-state forced response FEA is vibrations
and acoustics, as is the focus here, but other applications exist including electromagnetics,
computational fluid dynamics, and many more. The methods utilize a wide variety of
mathematics and physics in order to be applicable to the entire range of FEA modeled
problems.
Besides the scope of the overall design problem, each of the techniques developed are
advances in their respective areas. This is evidenced by the fact that each has been or
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will be published in appropriate journals. In some cases, the methods presented here are
improvements and refinements of approaches that have been in use for decades; in partic-
ular, approximate Schur complement substructuring and modally approximated frequency
sweeps fall in this category. On another hand, the adaptive IMOR and adaptive piecewise
Padé frequency sweep algorithms are members of a group of state-of-the-art approaches
which have been introduced over the last few years. Finally, methods such as dynamic
coupling estimation have never been used before.
1.5 Outline
This dissertation has been divided into several chapters that have been categorized into
parts. A brief summary of each has been included here to introduce the reader to the
structure of the work.
Part I – Introduction
Consisting of Chapters 1-4, the first portion of this dissertation provides the back-
ground information necessary to discuss the methods developed throughout the re-
mainder of the text.
Chapter 1 – Overview
Chapter 1 gives a statement of the design problem solved herein. The particular
research tasks are introduced and a rough cost analysis demonstrates their potential.
The significance of the work is discussed and the remainder of the dissertation is
outlined.
Chapter 2 – Preliminaries
Chapter 2 presents some of the basic mathematics used throughout the dissertation.
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In particular, complex-valued frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrices and
Schur complement substructuring are discussed.
Chapter 3 – Optimization
Chapter 3 presents an overview to existing combinatorial optimization approaches
and their applicability to the design problem studied here. The physical characteristics
and modeling assumptions necessary to use these techniques are discussed.
Chapter 4 – Computation
Chapter 4 discusses the computational aspects of implementing the developed meth-
ods on modern supercomputers. This includes algorithm analysis, parallel program-
ming, optimized linear algebra, and language choice.
Part II – Developed Methods
Part II presents the new methods developed over the course of this research. Chapters
5-7 present adaptive frequency sweep techniques with differing underlying approx-
imations. Chapter 8 discusses a method for accelerating the optimization problem
given certain advantageous physics.
Chapter 5 – Adaptive Subspace Frequency Sweep
Chapter 5 is dedicated to subspace approximated frequency sweeps and adaptive
algorithms for determining the appropriate basis vectors. Particular attention is paid
to the decisions and trade-offs necessary to apply these techniques to problems with
many forcing vectors: as is the case for approximating a Schur complement.
Chapter 6 – Adaptive Elementwise Frequency Sweep
Chapter 6 discusses elementwise approximation of frequency sweeps where each
element of the frequency dependent quantity is interpolated independently. The
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primary method developed is an adaptive algorithmwith a piecewise Padé interpolant
kernel.
Chapter 7 – Adaptive Frequency Sweeps – Modal Considerations
Chapter 7 introduces modal approaches for approximating frequency sweeps. In par-
ticular, the existing Mode Acceleration and Mode Truncation Augmentation methods
are examined and compared to a newModal Residual technique. Combining a modal
description with an adaptive frequency sweep is discussed.
Chapter 8 – Dynamic Uncoupling
Chapter 8 is dedicated to a fundamentally new approach to the combinatorial opti-
mization problem studied here. This is accomplished by formulating a measure of
the interaction between modifications – their dynamic coupling – and capitalizing on
any lack thereof.
Part III – Appendices
Two appendices are included in this dissertation elaborating on topics not included in
the main text of the dissertation.
Appendix A – Interpolating Laurent Polynomials
Appendix A proves that an interpolating Laurent polynomial may be constructed
by a linear transformation from the values and derivatives of a function at a refer-
ence frequency, given the necessary equations to implement an interpolating Laurent
polynomial.
Appendix B – The Greedy Algorithm and Depth-First Exhaustive Search
Appendix B outlines two alternative optimization schemes that have potentially ad-
vantageous properties in certain situations. Also, several approximations that may be
made to the optimization problem are discussed.
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Appendix C – Dynamic Uncoupling Results
Appendix C presents the full results of the dynamic uncoupling optimization example
problem performed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
PRELIMINARIES
This chapter serves as an introduction to some of the basic mathematical fundamentals that
will be used throughout this dissertation. Section 2.1 discusses the equations of motion
resulting from finite element calculations; in particular, the frequency domain dynamic
stiffness matrix will be developed. Then, Section 2.3 introduces system reduction and
substructuring through Schur complements of the dynamic stiffness matrix.
2.1 Dynamic Stiffness Formulation
Finite element analysis (FEA) is used in a variety of fields to descirbe the dynamics of
complex structures. This approach leads to a matrix equation of motion,
M ¨ˆx(t) + Kxˆ(t) = fˆ(t) . (2.1)
The now spatially discretized degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the system are described by the
vector xˆ(t) and its second time derivative, ¨ˆx(t). The forcing applied to eachDOF is described
by fˆ(t). The vector of DOF coordinates, xˆ, will be referred to as the ‘displacements’ of
the DOFs, however this should not be taken to imply that all DOFs are strictly physical
displacements: the DOFs may also include rotations and acoustic pressures, among others.
The dynamic characteristics of the system are represented by the mass matrix, M, the
stiffness matrix, K, and if necessary some expression of damping. The mass and stiffness
matrices are typically real, symmetric, very large, and sparse. In Equation (2.1), any
damping effects have been neglected and so it is called the undamped equation of motion.
As the focus is primarily on the steady-state response of the system as the basis
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of the desired objective function, the next step is to convert Equation (2.1) to the fre-
quency domain. Utilizing the Fourier transform, the time-domain forcing may be writ-
ten as fˆ(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞ f(ω) e
iωtdω.1 The frequency-domain forcing amplitude vector, f(ω),
is complex valued and represents the spatial distribution of forces with circular or ra-
dian frequency, ω. Similarly, the displacements of the DOFs have the Fourier transform
xˆ(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞ x(ω) e
iωtdω, with complex valued frequency-domain displacement amplitudes,
x(ω). Under the assumption of steady-state response, Equation (2.1) is satisfied if
[
K − ω2M
]
x(ω) = f(ω) . (2.2)
Equation (2.2) is also referred to as the undamped equation of motion as it does not include
any damping effects.
The bracketed matrix on the left-hand side of Equation (2.2) is commonly defined as
the dynamic stiffness matrix. We will denote the dynamic stiffness matrix as A(ω) and thus
Equation (2.2) may be written as
A(ω) x(ω) = f(ω) . (2.3)
The dynamic stiffness matrix is very similar to the perhaps more frequently used impedance
matrix, the difference being that impedance relates steady-state velocities and forceswhereas
dynamic stiffness relates displacements and forces. Note that the diagonal elements of
A(ω) are, in fact, driving-point transfer functions for collocated forces and displacements.
Similarly, the off-diagonal elements are also transfer functions, but for a force applied at a
different DOF than the referenced displacement.
Damping in systems can be accommodated many different ways, although perhaps most
1The Fourier transform pair used in this work is: frequency to time domain transform, yˆ(t) =∫ ∞
−∞ y(ω) e
iωtdω; time to frequency domain tranform, y(ω) = 12pi
∫ ∞
−∞ yˆ(t) e
−iωtdt.
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directly as in Equation (2.4).
A(ω) = K − ω2M + D(ω) (2.4)
Here, the damping matrix, D(ω), has been included in the formulation of the dynamic
stiffness and is taken to be complex valued and generally frequency dependent. However,
this is rarely the case. In purely structural vibration analyses, the damping is usually either
explicitly given in a viscous damping matrix C, applied via structural damping with loss
coefficient η(ω), or by assuming Rayleigh damping with coefficients α(ω) and β(ω). The
dynamic stiffness matrices associated with each of these forms of damping are given in
Equation (2.5).
Viscous Damping A(ω) = K − ω2M + iωC (2.5a)
Structural Damping A(ω) = (1 + iη(ω)) K − ω2M (2.5b)
Rayleigh Damping A(ω) = K − ω2M + iω (α(ω) K + β(ω) M) (2.5c)
Unfortunately, damping is usually dependent on material properties and therefore the
describing coefficients may also be functions of the geometry of the structure. The dynamic
stiffness formulations listed in Equation (2.5) all assume that the damping is equally applied
throughout the structure and so are not valid in the most general case. However, note
that the effects of structural damping are to cause the effective stiffness matrix to be
frequency dependent and complex valued. Similarly, the effects of Rayleigh damping
could be generalized through the use of a frequency dependent viscous damping matrix.
Therefore, perhaps the most general formulation is better written as
A(ω) = K + iKd (ω) − ω2M + iω [C + Cd (ω)] . (2.6)
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Comparing Equation (2.4) and Equation (2.6), the form of the general damping matrix,
D(ω), has been factored into several terms: a frequency-dependent stiffness component,
Kd (ω), due to structural damping; a frequency-dependent viscous component, Cd (ω), due
to Rayleigh damping; and the typical viscous damping matrix, C.
2.2 Frequency Sweeps
Frequency sweeps are commonly used in order to characterize the steady-state response of
the system over the frequency band of interest. Because the dynamic stiffness matrix relates
steady-state loads and responses, a frequency sweep is performed by solving the matrix
equation for all of the frequencies in some range of interest. Mathematically this operation
can be written as
Solve A(ω) X(ω) = F(ω) ∀ ω ∈ [ωlo, ωhi] (2.7)
As will become clear in Section 2.3, frequency sweeps will be required for cases where
there are many right-hand side vectors. Thus forcing and responses, F(ω) and X(ω),
respectively, have been expanded to matrices to account for this. The frequency range of
interest is bounded by ωlo and ωhi on the lower and upper end, respectively.
2.2.1 Direct Calculation
As it is not possible to solve the system for all frequencies in the desired range, typically
a set of discretized frequencies is defined:
{
ω j
}
, with ωlo ≤ ω j ≤ ωhi for j = 1, . . . , N f .
Typically, the ω j are defined as a uniformly or logarithmically spaced set, however this is
not required and in general any set of frequencies may be used. The implicit assumption
is that these discrete frequencies provide an accurate description of true system response.
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However, because the response may be rapidly varying, particularly near the resonances
that are lightly damped, the spacing between sampled points may need be very small.
Direct calculation of a frequency sweep, sometimes referred to as a ‘brute-force’ fre-
quency sweep, is defined as explicitly solving the matrix equation at every frequency in{
ω j
}
. Algorithm 2.1 formulates this approach assuming that a direct matrix solver giving
an LU matrix decomposition is used. Note that direct matrix solvers are used throughout
this work and see Section 4.1.2 for a full discussion of this choice.
Algorithm 2.1 Direct Frequency Sweep Calculation
Require:
1: Dynamic stiffness matrix A(ω) and forcing F(ω)
2: Set of desired frequencies
{
ω j
}
for j = 1, . . . , N f
3: for j = 1, . . . , N f do
4: Factorize: A
(
ω j
)
= LU
5: Back/Forward Substitute: X
(
ω j
)
= U−1L−1F
(
ω j
)
6: end for
Direct calculation is advantageous in that it assumes nothing concerning the formulation
of the dynamic stiffness matrix or the set of frequencies. However, it is usually very
computationally expensive for systems of practical interest. This is primarily due to the
requisite factorization of the dynamic stiffness matrix and that it must be computed at each
of the discrete frequency points. In particular, the number of floating-point operations
(flops) required to perform a direct frequency sweep may be shown to be
direct frequency sweep flops = N f
[
2
3
N3 + 2N2Nrhs
]
, (2.8)
where N is the size of the system and Nrhs is the number of forcing vectors. Note that in the
above count, only operations resulting in quartic terms in any size variable have been kept.
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2.2.2 Fourier Transform of Time-Domain Calculations
One alternative to direct frequency sweep calculation is to determine the system’s response
in the time domain and then perform a Fourier transform in order to compute the frequency-
domain response. As will be seen, this has the potential to be much faster than direct
calculation, but is not as generally applicable.
To begin, consider a central-difference time discretization scheme with uniform time
steps applied to a viscously damped system. Computing the response of the system at a
time step then requires the response at two previously computed steps.
[
1
h2
M + 1
2h
C
]
Xˆn+1 = Fˆn −
[
K − 2
h2
M
]
Xˆn −
[
1
h2
M − 1
2h
C
]
Xˆn−1 (2.9)
Here, Xˆn is the time-domain response of the system evalutated at time t = nh, where h is
the uniform step size; Fˆn is the time domain forcing at the same time; and M, C, and K,
are the mass, viscous damping, and stiffness matrices of the system. Assuming zero initial
conditions – i. e., that Xˆ0 = Xˆ−1 = 0 – then the response at future times may be computed by
repeatedly solving Equation (2.9), incrementing the time index at each step. This choice of
initial conditions will be revisited momentarily. It should be noted that only a single matrix
factorization is necessary for this process as the left-hand side matrix does not change.
Next, the frequency response must be computed from the time-domain calculations.
Consider a scalar time-domain function, xˆ(t), that has been evaluated at Nt uniformly
spaced points with step size h, xˆn = xˆ(nh) for n = 0, . . . , Nt − 1. A fast Fourier transform
(FFT) algorithm computes Nt evaluations of x(ω), the Fourier transform of the function:
xn = x
(
2pin
hNt
)
. However, due to the Nyquist criterion, attention must be limited to only the
first half of these samples. Note that the frequency step size is ∆ω = 2pihNt and that the
maximum frequency is ωhi = pih . Therefore, the time step and number of time samples
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are precisely determined by the desired frequency step and maximum frequency range of
interest.
Taking the preceding concepts into account, Algorithm 2.2 presents an example of
how time-stepping and FFT algorithms may be used to determine a structure’s frequency
response. One feature presented there that has not yet been discussed is that the time-
stepping procedure must be run for Nss + Nt time steps – meaning it must run for Nss more
steps than are necessary to perform the FFT. This is because it is desired to determine
the steady-state frequency response and time-stepping is by definition a transient analysis.
In particular, the additional time steps are required to let the initial conditions sufficiently
decay. This justifies the earlier arbitrary choice of zero initial conditions as their effects are
not present in the steady state response. However, it should be noted that careful selection
of initial conditions would reduce Nss but determining these appropriate initial conditions
typically requires a priori knowledge of the steady-state response.
Performing a similar flop counting exercise on the FFT frequency sweep shows why the
method is of interest.
FFT frequency sweep flops = 6 (Nss + Nt ) N2Nrhs + 5NNrhsNt log2(Nt ) (2.10)
It should be noted that the previously dominant cubic dependence on the system size has
been eliminated entirely. Examining Algorithm 2.2 shows that there is indeed a matrix
factorization required, but the fact that it only needs be done one removes it from the
quartic-only count above. Also, note that the 5Nt log2(Nt ) is the flop count for the ‘radix-2’
algorithm of Cooley and Turkey although algorithms with slightly fewer flop counts exist,
e. g. [35] and the references therein.
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Algorithm 2.2 FFT Frequency Sweep Calculation
Require:
1: System matrices: M, C, and K
2: Time domain forcing: Fˆ(t)
3: Desired uniform frequency descritation: ∆ω and ωhi
Initialize:
4: h = piωhi and Nt =
2ωhi
∆ω
5: P0 =
[
K − 2h2 M
]
and P−1 =
[
1
h2 M − 12hC
]
6: A =
[
1
h2 M +
1
2hC
]
7: Factorize A = LU
8: Set Xˆ0 = Xˆ−1 = 0
9: for n = 0, . . . , Nss + Nt − 1 do
10: P = Fˆn − P0Xˆn − P−1Xˆn−1
11: Back/Foward Substitute Xˆn+1 = U−1L−1P
12: end for
13: 3D-array of time domain responses Xˆ [:, :, n] = Xˆn+Nss for n = 0, . . . , Nt − 1
14: for i = 1, . . . , N do
15: for j = 1, . . . , Nrhs do
16: X [i, j, :] = FFT(Xˆ [i, j, :] )
17: end for
18: end for
19: Truncate due to Nyquist criterion Xn = X [:, :, n] for n = 0, . . . , Nt2
2.2.3 Discussion
Two possible ways of performing a frequency sweep have been discussed: direct and FFT.
While the FFT approach was shown to have a much reduced cost when compared to direct
calculation, it has several limitations.
First, and most problematic for the work described here, is that it requires a time-domain
representation of the system. Beyond just requiring the mass, stiffness, and damping
matrices – which is itself something we wish to avoid – some systems have no easy
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description in the time domain. This is particularly true with regards to damping. Structural
damping, as shown in Equation (2.5b), is an excellent example of even a simplified damping
model without a convenient time-domain representation, even if we neglect the potential
frequency dependence of the material loss coefficient. This is because structural damping
effectively results in a complex-valued stiffness matrix.
Additional limitations of FFT frequency sweeps include that the frequency range is
discretized using uniformly spaced points and that the lower bound of the frequency range
resulting from the FFT is always zero. In the case where some shifted frequency range is
desired, for example 3 kHz ≤ f ≤ 4 kHz, the FFT frequency sweep will involve computa-
tion at a potentially large number of frequencies below this band. The uniform spacing of
frequency points is not a hard limitation, as non-uniform sampling discrete Fourier trans-
forms (DFTs) exist, however they require much more work than the usual FFT algorithms.
Although, to be fair, non-uniform DFTs are not as expensive as a matrix factorization for
sufficiently large systems.
For these reasons, in addition the fact that they are very commonly used, direct frequency
sweeps will be used as a basis for comparison throughout this work. Themethods developed
will be focused on reducing the cost of these frequency sweeps, primarily by reducing the
number of points requiring a matrix factorization. The resulting techniques will be referred
to as ‘fast frequency sweeps.’ Several new fast frequency sweeps relying on adaptive
algorithms will be developed in Part II.
Finally, note that while the frequency dependence of the various terms has been written
explicitly in the previous equations, it will be dropped where expedient in the remainder
of this dissertation. Any frequency dependence not explicitly denoted in the remaining
equations will be clear from the context.
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2.3 Approximate Schur Complement Substructuring
2.3.1 Background
As quality FEA software is commonly available, it is quite easy to generate large models
of a given structure but, unfortunately, forced response calculations for large models are
very costly. Therefore, efficient model formulation is often equivalent to efficient model
reduction. The resulting reduced order model (ROM) is considered efficient if forced re-
sponse calculations are fast in the reduced space, and accurate if the results agree with the
large model solution to within some acceptable error. ROMs which are both efficient and
accurate are typically achievable when the response of the structure is desired only over
a frequency band of interest. When multiple structures or, equivalently, a base structure
and modifications are to be analyzed, so called substructuring methods allow for coupling
between structures while reducing non-interface degrees of freedom. Perhaps the most pop-
ular of these is the Craig and Bampton method, [15], even decades after its publication. For
a particularly cogent summary of substructuring methods we direct the reader to de Klerk’s
review [18].
To visualize the concept of substructuring, recall the ‘peanut shaped blob’ example
introduced in Section 1.2. Figure 2.1 illustrates the nomenclature used in this report.
The DOFs of the system are partitioned into sets labeled as kept and suppressed. The
change from the more typical substructuring terms of ‘interface’ and ‘internal’ DOFs is
because more than just the DOFs on the interface of a given component are of interest.
In particular, DOFs where external forcing is applied and those involved in the objective
function calculation are also kept. The requirement to keep all DOFs where external forcing
is applied is not a strict one as will be seen, although suppressed external forcing leads to
increased complexity in the resulting reduced order forcing vector. All other DOFs are
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labeled as suppressed. An underlying assumption throughout this work is that the kept
DOFs are greatly outnumbered by those that are suppressed. This is when the methods
presented here will provide the greatest impact.
(a) Kept DOFs (b) Suppressed DOFs
Figure 2.1: Illustration of kept and suppressed DOFs. Kept DOFs include those that belong
to two or more components, those where external forcing is applied, and those necessary to
evaluate the objective function. The suppressed DOFs are all those that are not kept, and an
underlying assumption of this work is that there are many more suppressed DOFs than kept.
In the present work, we wish to avoid formulations restricted to mass, stiffness, and
damping matrices and instead assume that each structure and modification has been de-
scribed by just its complex-valued, frequency dependent dynamic stiffness matrix. The
dynamic stiffness formulation has the additional benefit that the effect of applying a modifi-
cation to the structure is simply accomplished by adding their respective dynamic stiffness
matrices together. The reduction technique developed herein relies on an approximate
computation of the Schur complement of each dynamic stiffness matrix.
2.3.2 Approximate Schur Complement
To begin the discussion, consider the formation of an assembly’s dynamic stiffness matrix
from those of its included components. For a given component n, which can refer to either
the base structure or a modification, the dynamic stiffness matrix is denoted by An. The
dynamic stiffness matrix for an assembly can then be computed by a direct sum of the
component dynamic stiffness matrices provided that all the impedances are expressed in
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terms of a global set of degrees of freedom. Thus, the modifications with indices α ⊆ µ,
where µ represents the set of all modifications, may be applied to the base structure and the
resulting dynamic stiffness matrix computed by
A{α} = Ab +
∑
i∈α
Ai . (2.11)
In Equation (2.11) and the rest of this paper, note that the subscript (·)b will be reserved for
base structure quantities alone and thereby Ab denotes the base structure impedance matrix.
Similar to Equation (2.3), the forced response of an assembly in global degrees of freedom
is the solution to A{α}x{α} = f {α}.
Now, assume that the DOFs of a given component are ordered such that the partition in
Equation (2.12) exists. 
Akkn Aksn
Askn Assn


xkn
xsn
 =

fkn
fsn
 (2.12)
Namely, the DOFs have been partitioned into those that are kept and suppressed, xkn and
xsn, respectively. The corresponding partitions have been formed in the forces and dynamic
stiffness matrix.
The suppressed DOFs may be eliminated from Equation (2.12) through a simple alge-
braic manipulation. The resulting forced response equation is
Snxkn = fkn − gn , (2.13a)
where Sn = Akkn − Aksn Tn , (2.13b)
Assn Tn = Askn , (2.13c)
Assn un = fsn , (2.13d)
and gn = Aksn un . (2.13e)
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Also, note that if the displacements of the suppressed DOFs are desired, they may be
computed by
xsn = un − Tnxkn . (2.14)
The matrix Sn is commonly referred to as the Schur complement (SC) of Akkn in An,
attributed to Schur’s 1917 paper [14]. The implications of these equations will be discussed
shortly; however, it is useful to recognize the physical interpretations of the various terms.
First, note that un is the response of the suppressed DOFs if all of the kept DOFs are
fixed at zero and is itself only non-zero if there is external forcing applied to the suppressed
DOFs. In the presence of suppressed external forcing, the reduced forcing vector, gn,
describes the effects of that force on the kept degrees of freedom. Finally, the matrix Tn
will be referred to as the expansion matrix due to its presence in Equation (2.14). Note
that if un is zero, then Tn is precisely the transformation that would be used to recover the
suppressed DOFs from those kept; as the assumption is that there are more suppressed than
kept DOFs, this transformation is an expansion.
Furthermore, recognize that, much like the full dynamic matrices, the SC for a set of
modifications is simply computed by matrix addition,
S{α} = Sb +
∑
i∈α
Si , (2.15)
where again each of the matrices must be expressed within the global kept degrees of
freedom. This is made possible due to the inclusion of all interface DOFs in the kept set.
Algorithmically, determining xkn and xsn via the Schur complement formulation is done
in several steps as listed in Algorithm 2.3. Note that, to this point, no approximation has
been made. Solving using the above steps gives the exact same answer as solving the
partitioned system in Equation (2.12), but, due to overhead costs, will likely take slightly
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longer than solving directly. What then is the advantage of the SC formulation? First,
note that a component’s dynamic stiffness matrix is an Nn × Nn, complex-valued, frequency
dependent matrix where Nn is the total number of DOFs of the component. The SC is
also complex-valued and frequency dependent, but it is only N kn × N kn where N kn is the
number of kept DOFs. Next, recall that performing the overall system optimization will
require solving for many different assembly responses, but that all of the DOFs necessary
for coupling components together and computing the objective function are, by definition,
contained in the kept DOFs. Therefore, by computing and storing the SC for all components
prior to the start of the optimization problem, the cost required to compute the objective
function is reduced.
Algorithm 2.3 System response calculation via Schur complement
1: Solve Assn [Tn, un] =
[
Askn , fsn
]
2: Compute and store Sn = Akkn − Aksn Tn and gn = Aksn un
3: Solve Snxkn = fkn − gn
4: Compute xsn = un − Tnxkn
The extent of this cost reduction is a function of primarily two factors. First, the
size of the resulting assembly SC depends on the ratio of kept DOFs to total DOFs, r kn =
N kn /Nn, for all the components included in the assembly. The cost reduction increases as
this ratio decreases, thus the SC approach is expected to do well when there are relatively
few kept DOFs, globally speaking. Additionally, the overall cost reduction depends on the
initialization costs required to pre-compute the SCs and reduced forcing vectors, that is,
steps 1 and 2 of Algorithm 2.3. Considering step 1, note that this calculation is a frequency
sweep, and thus performing this operation more efficiently would lower the initialization
cost. Three fast frequency sweep techniques have been developed which compute an
approximate solution to the frequency sweep problem at a potentially much reduced cost.
These techniques are described in Part II.
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2.3.3 Example Calculation
As an example base structure, consider a square, steel plate that is clamped along one edge
andwith a unit force applied at one of its free corners. An FEAmodel of such a plate resulted
in a system with 1260 DOFs. Seven possible modifications to the structure were attached
to between 10 and 20 of the 48 possible DOFs in each of the regions indicated by red lines
in Figure 2.2. Note that the attachment DOFs may define either rotation or displacement.
Each modification was a mass-spring-damper system with between 400 and 600 DOFs, had
undamped natural frequencies in the range of 0 kHz to 20 kHz, and was non-proportionally
damped. Also, no external forcing was applied to any of the modifications. Up to two of
these modifications were allowed to be applied in the final design, leading to a total of 28
possible assemblies.
Figure 2.2: Situation analyzed in the example problem: a plate with one edge clamped and
forcing applied at a free corner. The attachment regions of the modifications, generalized
stiffeners, are indicated with red lines.
Figure 2.3 plots the cumulative time required for the optimization problem in three
cases. Cumulative time refers to the wallclock time difference between the start of the
optimization and the current step of the optimization. There are 36 total steps in the
algorithm: the first eight are computing the SC for each of the components, then seven
steps computing the assemblies with only a single modification applied, and finally 21 steps
computing assemblieswith two of the sevenmodifications. Because the full system solution,
as depicted with a red line in the figure, does not use the SC technique, it requires zero
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time in the first eight steps. However, it requires much more time to compute the optimal
set of modifications. This is contrasted by the SC technique which requires initialization
time required to compute the component SCs, but the speed of the exhaustive search makes
up for this initial cost. An exact SC as well as an approximate version, in particular an
adaptive IMOR approximate solution as developed in Chapter 5 – the blue and green lines,
respectively – have been plotted as well. The initialization time required is reduced by
the approximate SC approach while retaining acceptable levels of accuracy although those
details have not been discussed yet. The final times of the full, exact SC, and approximate
SC are 634, 33, and 24 seconds, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Cumulative time for the exhaustive search optimization for three approaches:
full system, exact Schur complement, approximate Schur complement. (a)
full view of cumulative times, (b) partial view zoomed in to display Schur complement
solutions more effectively.
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Chapter 3
OPTIMIZATION
Optimization is a broad subject with roots in deep mathematics and practical applications
in a large number of fields. Due to this, a full examination of its various features is an
intensive endeavor and beyond the scope of the current work. This chapter presents an
introduction to optimization with a particular focus on results relating the the problem
studied here – a class of combinatorial optimization. Section 3.1 discusses the formulation
and classification of optimization problems, including a variety of simplifying criteria.
Then, Section 3.2 discusses truss topology optimization, perhaps the most closely related
field of optimization, including various solution methodologies. Finally, Section 3.3 poses
the problem studied in the current work and discusses its properties.
It is important to recognize that although all the optimization problems discussed in this
chapter will be defined in terms of their minimization variants, sometimes a maximization
problem must be considered. In some cases, this is straightforward to handle with an
appropriate change in constraint assumptions. In others, an alternate objective functionmust
be determined that achieves a minimum when the natural objective function is maximized,
however, this may change the properties of the objective function.
3.1 Problem Classification
A careful definition of the various terms arising in the following discussion is necessary as
they can easily be misused, and often are, as discussed in [58].
To begin, it is important to recognize the difference between an ‘optimization problem’
and an ‘instance of an optimization problem.’ An instance of an optimization problem
refers to a specific set of inputs, constraints, and objective function, whereas an optimization
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problem is amore general statement encompassingmany instances. Using the nomenclature
of the current work, if a designer determines the optimal subset of modifications for their
design, they have not necessarily solved the optimization problem in general; rather, they
have determined the optimum for a given instance. A solution to an optimization problem
is a method, algorithm, or strategy that determines the optimizer for any instance of that
problem – furthermore, this must be mathematically proven to be the case.
Next, note that care must be taken when referring to an ‘optimal’ solution, whether
with respect to an optimization problem or an instance thereof. In some cases, particularly
when dealing with approximation or heuristic methods, the term ‘optimal solution’ is used
to describe the output of the algorithm under consideration. However, unless the algorithm
has been proven to result in the optimum, then this statement is not necessarily correct
– instead, the output must be considered as the best solution achievable by the algorithm
under its requisite assumptions. Another consideration when discussing optimal solutions
is whether they represent a ’global’ or ’local’ optimum. Local optima are only the best
solutionwithin someneighborhood, whereas the global optimum is the best out of all feasible
solutions. Correspondingly, a given instance may have many local optima, but only one
global optimum. Here, the term optimal solution will always refer to the global optimum
unless explicitly noted otherwise. Additionally, note that the term ‘feasible solution’ is
used to describe any solution that falls within the constraints of the optimization problem
considered.
Much of the discussion to follow is drawn from Papadimitriou and Steiglitz’s excellent
introductory text, [48], although for an extended discussion of combinatorial optimization,
the reader is directed to Schrijver’s three-volume series [57]. More specific references will
be provided as necessary.
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3.1.1 Continuous Problems, Convexity, and Linearity
Continuous optimization problems are characterized by inputs thatmay be chosen from some
continuous set, typically some range of real numbers. Perhaps the most general statement
of a continuous optimization problem is that of the nonlinear programming (NLP) problem,
as given in Equation (3.1).
minimize f (x) (3.1a)
subject to gi (x) ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n (3.1b)
h j (x) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , m (3.1c)
x ∈ Rk (3.1d)
The nonlinear objective function, f (x), arbitrarily depends on the vector of inputs, x. The
range of inputs is constrained by two sets of equations – the inequality constraints, gi (x),
and the equality constraints, h j (x) – all of which are also nonlinear functions of the input.
Depending on the characteristics of the objective function and constraints, the NLP
simplifies down to various other optimization problems. The next order of problem to be
discussed is the convex programming (CP) problem. The formulation of CP is identical to
NLP in Equation (3.1), but adds the additional requirements that: f (x) is convex, gi (x) are
concave, and h j (x) are linear (or affine). A convex function, c, satisfies the property
c
(
λx + (1 − λ) y) ≤ λc(x) + (1 − λ) c(y) for 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 , (3.2)
where x and y are any two elements in the domain of the function. Similarly, the definition of
a concave function substitutes ≥ for ≤ in Equation (3.2). CP problems have the advantageous
property that any local minimum must in fact be the global minimum. This allows the
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application of gradient-following type algorithms, among others, which are only guaranteed
to find local optima.
As a final example of continuous optimizations, the linear programming (LP) problem
must be considered. The LP problem is developed by restricting the objective function and
constraint functions of NLP to be linear, leading to a formulation involving linear algebra
terms.
minimize fTx (3.3a)
subject to Gx ≥ 0 for (3.3b)
Hx = 0 for (3.3c)
x ∈ Rk (3.3d)
The inequality constraint matrix is defined as G ∈ Rn×k and the equality constraint matrix
as H ∈ Rm×k , giving the same number of constraints as in NLP. LP is solved by Dantzig’s
simplex method (a fascinating history of which, written by Dantzig himself, may be found
in [16]). The simplex method relies on the fact that the region of feasible solutions, as
defined by the contraints of LP, is a polytope, and that the minimum of a linear function over
such a region must be at one of the vertices. Thus, the simplex algorithm and its various
implementations determine the optimum by moving between vertices of the feasible region.
It should be noted that NLP, CP, and LP represent a series of optimization problems
descending in complexity – e. g. LP is a subset of CP and CP is a subset of NLP, but the
reverse is not true.
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3.1.2 Discrete Problems and Combinatorial Optimization
Continuous problems are contrasted by discrete optimization problems, of which combi-
natorial optimization is a subset. Again, the discussion is started with the most general
statement of the problem. Here, this is defined as the nonlinear discrete optimization
(NLDO) problem.
minimize f
(
y
)
(3.4a)
subject to y ∈ F (3.4b)
The optimization is performed relative to the set of objects, F , and a real-valued objective
function, f , that takes an element of F as input. Usually, the set F is finite but very large,
although there is no requirement that this be the case and infinite sets may occur. Comparing
to the NLP problem statement in Equation (3.1), it is seen that where the constraints on the
inputs had previously been defined through inequalities and equations, here the constraints
are built into how F has been defined.
Usually, discrete optimization problems are not truly as general as indicated in Equa-
tion (3.4). In particular, the set of objects is often generated by discretizing some continuum
of interest. For example, an integer nonlinear program (INLP) is formulated in the exact
same manner as NLP, only the inputs are restricted to be integer-valued.
minimize f (y) (3.5a)
subject to gi (y) ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , n (3.5b)
h j (y) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , m (3.5c)
y ∈ Zk (3.5d)
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Similar to the continuous optimization problems, a descending series of problems may be
defined: the integer convex programming (ICP) problem, and the integer linear program-
ming (ILP) problem. Each of these requires the same restricting assumptions on the
objective function and constraints as discussed in Section 3.1.1
Perhaps surprisingly, discretized continuous problems are, in general, harder to solve
than their continuous versions – commonly referred to as their continuous relaxations. For
example, LP problems are among the easiest of optimization problems, but ILP are among
the hardest. This statement will be formalized in Section 3.1.3.
Combinatorial optimization problems are defined as discrete optimization problemswith
feasible solution sets that are generated by some combinatoric means. So, the optimization
problem considered in the current work, is combinatorial because the feasible solution set
is precisely the set defined by combinations of modifications. It should be noted that the
majority of discrete optimization problems – i. e. any of those with multiple discrete inputs
– may be cast in a combinatoric light, even if they are not naturally defined in such a manner.
For example, the INLP problem formulated in Equation (3.5) may be seen as finding the
optimal combination of integers, yk , making up the input vector, y, such that they obey the
constraints in Equation (3.5b) and Equation (3.5c).
3.1.3 Complexity
A major concern when discussing optimization problems is whether an efficient algorithm
exists for determining their solutions. For many computational tasks, the convention has
been established to consider algorithms efficient if they require a number of operations that
is some polynomial in the number of inputs to the system – or, rather, that the number
of operations may be bounded by a polynomial. These are so called polynomial-time (P)
algorithms.
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Interestingly, even the simplex algorithm, discussed previously as one solution to the
LP problem, may be shown to not be P in worst case scenarios. It took several decades until
the ellipsoid algorithm developed by Khachiyan [39], demonstrated that a polynomial-time
algorithm existed for solving LP. Notable others include Karmarkar [37] and Renegar [53],
that develop more practical P algorithms solving LP.
With the definition of P comes the contrasting case, nondeterministic polynomial-time
(NP) problems. A rough definition of NP is the set of problems that, given a correct answer,
the answer may be verified as correct by a polynomial-time algorithm. Note that this is not
necessarily identical to P because it merely verifies a correct answer within polynomial-
time, but does not identify the correct answer. It should be noted that all P problems are NP,
but that it is an open question whether (or not) all NP problems are P. In fact, this is one of
the remaining unsolved Millennium Prize problems. Going one step further, NP-complete
problems are roughly defined as the most difficult NP problems. Formally, the NP-complete
problems are those to which any NP problem may be reduced in polynomial-time. Thus,
NP-complete problems represent a candidate set of problems for the entire NP regime
and showing that any NP-complete problem is, in fact, P would show that P=NP. Notable
problems that have been shown to be NP-complete include: the traveling salesman problem,
satisfiability of boolean expressions, and ILP.
An additional category of problems are those determined to be NP-hard. They are
similar to NP-complete in that all NP problems may be reduced to NP-hard problems by
a polynomial-time algorithm. However, NP-hard problems do not have the feature that
correct answers may be verified within polynomial-time.
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3.2 Truss Topology Optimization
One field of optimization that is particularly close to the optimization problem studied here
is that of truss topology optimization (TTO). Extensive work has been performed on this
problem, and readers interested in a comprehensive summary of this research are directed to
Stolpe’s review [58] that covers both deterministic and heuristic approaches. The following
discussion is based primarily off of this work with additional citations as necessary.
3.2.1 Problem Statement
TTO typically focuses on one of two problems: the minimum compliance (MC) problem,
or the minimum weight (MW) problem. In either case, the structure of interest (a truss) is
describe by its stiffness matrix, relying upon a vector of design variables that correspond to
the area of each bar.
K(a) = K0 +
n∑
j=1
a jK j (3.6)
Note that some base stiffness, K0, is included and that each bar’s stiffness matrix is defined
by
K j =
E j
l j
r jrTj , (3.7)
where E j is its Young’s modulus, l j is the its length, and r j contains its direction cosines –
all of which are assumed to be non-zero. Additionally, it is usually assumed that for any set
of bar areas, a > 0, that K(a) is positive definite, although this assumption may be relaxed
if the appropriate solution process is used [1, 2]
The MC problem wishes to minimize the quantity fTu – i. e. the dot-product of the
applied force and truss displacement – that is usually referred to as the ‘compliance’ although
it is actually the work done on the structure by the force. The MW problem is formally
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stated as follows.
minimize fTu (3.8a)
subject to K(a) u = f (3.8b)
n∑
j=1
a j l j ≤ V (3.8c)
a j ∈
{
a1j , . . . , a
m j
j
}
, j = 1, . . . , n (3.8d)
Here, the optimization is performed relative to the discrete design variables a, as well as the
truss’ displacement u that is a continuous real-valued vector. The constraints are, moving
from top to bottom: that the displacements correctly describe the truss’ statics, that the truss
does not exceed a specified total volume, and that each bar area is one of several specified
values. Note that the MC problem may be classified as a mixed integer nonlinear program.
The formulation of MW follows from replacing the objective function in the MC prob-
lem, Equation (3.8a), with
n∑
j=1
a j l j ρ j , (3.9)
where each bar’s density is given by ρ j . Additionally, the volume constraint, Equation (3.8c),
is replaced by either:
fTu ≤ cmax , (3.10)
that is referred to as a compliance constraint but is again more accurately a constraint on
the work done on the truss; or by,
Cu ≤ c (3.11a)
and σminj ≤ σ j (u) ≤ σmaxj , (3.11b)
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where Equation (3.11a) is a constraint on the displacement at the nodes of the truss, and
Equation (3.11b) puts bounds on the resulting stresses in the bars.
3.2.2 Solution Paths
The complexity of the MW problem has been studied by Yates et al., [65], and determined
to be NP-hard. Therefore, as one might expect, solving the TTO problem is computationally
intensive and researchers now seek to limit this cost wherever possible.
In recent years, the majority of publications on TTO have proposed so called heuristic
algorithms for solving the problem. These algorithms are based on techniques such as
genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, and others. For a full review, the reader is
directed to [58] and [45]. However, there are several drawbacks to such heuristic approaches.
First and foremost, they provide no guarantee that the optimal solution will be found,
although they typically agree quite well with alternately determined optima in practice.
Additionally, these approaches do not rely upon the underlying physics of the truss structure.
Often, this is presented as a benefit with idea that the algorithms may be applied to wide
range of problems; however, by neglecting these underlying features, these methods may
miss out on advantageous features that may accelerate their convergence. Finally, these
techniques often require a significant number of objective function evaluations. For small
systems – meaning systems with few DOFs – this may be acceptable, but for the systems
such as considered in this work, this will be prohibitive. For these reasons, heuristicmethods
are not considered in this work, although it is possible they may be applied with careful
adaptation.
Heuristic methods are contrasted by deterministic methods arising from classic com-
binatorial optimization techniques such as branch-and-bound or branch-and-cut (see [48]).
These methods require the solution of a continuous ‘relaxed’ subproblem at each step of the
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iteration that is then used to bound the true solution based on certain choices of the discrete
inputs. These methods guarantee that the global solution is determined provided that the
relaxed subproblem may be globally solved. Unfortunately, solving the relaxed problem is
heavily dependent on the mathematical properties arising due to the stiffness-only truss –
e. g. that its stiffness matrix is positive definite, or that the elemental stiffnesses are rank-1
matrices. Thus, these approaches are, in general, not applicable to the problem studied
here, as will be discussed momentarily. Again, it may be possible to develop solutions to
the requisite relaxed subproblems, but this has not been studied in this work.
3.3 Modifications to Dynamic Structures
With an understanding of the basic principles of optimization and some of themore advanced
techniques applied to the related TTO problem, the optimization problem studied here may
be formally stated. For the moment, this problem will be referred to as the modifications to
dynamic structures (MDS) optimization problem.
minimize c(u(ω) , a) (3.12a)
subject to A(ω, a) u(ω) = f(ω) (3.12b)
ωlo ≤ ω ≤ ωhi (3.12c)
n∑
j=1
a j ≤ Mmax (3.12d)
a j ∈ {0, 1} , j = 1, . . . , n (3.12e)
The objective function c is taken to be some general function of both the system’s dynamic
response u(ω) – likely involving frequency averaging and and a spatial RMS – as well as
the modifications used in the design – accounting for, as an example, if modifications weigh
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or cost different amounts. The system’s dynamics are taken into account by the constraint
in Equation (3.12b). The dynamic stiffness matrix for a given modification usage vector, a,
is computed by
A(ω, a) = Ab(ω) +
n∑
j=1
a jA j (ω) , (3.13)
where the summation is done in a global set of DOFs as discussed in Chapter 2. Also, recall
that the base structure and modifications are completely general in their mass, stiffness, and
damping characteristics. The frequencies considered are constrained to be within the range
indicated in Equation (3.12c). Finally, two constraints are imposed on the design variables
a j , the latter is that they are taken to be binary, indicating that a given modification is either
applied or not applied. This, in conjunction with the limit imposed by Equation (3.12d)
ensures than no more than Mmax modifications are applied in the final design.
Clearly, MDS is a much more general optimization problem than TTO and, corre-
spondingly, it is believed to be NP-hard, although this has not been explicitly proven. It is
important to note that both the objective function and dynamics constraint are nonlinear.
Also, the dynamics constraint does not have the same convenient properties as the static
stiffness constraint arising in the TTO. As such, a fundamentally new optimization proce-
dure is necessary to solve MDS. One such technique is developed in Chapter 8, relying on a
exhaustive search of the possible combinations accelerated through the use of advantageous
physics resulting from the lack of dynamic interaction between modifications.
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Chapter 4
COMPUTATION
Advances in computing hardware have increased the capabilities of designers and re-
searchers around the world; many universities and institutions developing their own super-
computing facilities to realize these gains. Furthermore, entire fields have arisen focusing
on developing software tools to capitalize on the resources now available. Modern scientists
and engineers dealing with computation, particularly those working with large models or
other computationally intense tasks, need to be mindful of these capabilities. This chap-
ter discusses some of these issues and the decisions made for the implementation of the
methods presented in this dissertation. This is primarily accomplished in Section 4.1 and
then Section 4.2 goes on to discuss some of the methods for analyzing the performance of
algorithms.
4.1 Implementation Details
It is important to recognize that the discussion presented in this section represents a snapshot
of the state of the art as of the time of itswriting. Whilemany of the basic principles are likely
to remain the same, some of the specifics such as particular packages may be superseded as
both hardware and software improve.
4.1.1 Parallel Programming
At the heart of supercomputing is the ability to perform multiple computational tasks at the
same time. Each of these tasks are assigned to one or more processes that both compute and
communicate as necessary. Depending on the hardware configuration, these processes may
be spread across various physical computers that are then networked together. Such parallel
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computing has necessitated the development of several standards to facilitate coding these
programs. The two main standards for this purpose are OpenMP (Open Multi-Processing)
and MPI (Message Passing Interface); the difference between the two being the memory
platform available. It should be noted that these standards have been implemented in
different libraries depending on programming language and hardware platform.
If all the computational processes have access to the same memory system, then the
OpenMP library, which implements ‘shared-memory parallel programming,’ is most appro-
priate. The most typical environment for shared-memory programs is the modern desktop
or even laptop computer. Because the processes can access the same memory space, their
interaction is greatly simplified. However, care must be taken to prevent one process from
unintentionally changing data that a different process relies upon. OpenMP is implemented
as a set of compiler directives and thus using it requires the correct choice of compiler.
Thankfully, most modern compilers include the OpenMP standard. For this work, the free
and open source GNU compilers were used, however others are available.
On the other hand, if the memory systems accessible to the various processes of a
program are different, the ‘distributed-memory parallel programming’ paradigm must be
used. In this case, the processes must transmit data to one another in addition to their
computational tasks. This is precisely what the MPI standard is designed to address. In
order to account for the variety of different system architectures that may be required
to communicate with one another, the MPI standard has been implemented in multiple
libraries. The two used by the author over the course of this research were OpenMPI [23]
and MPICH [31] – probably the two most popular implementations. Both were found to
work well, though the author had a slightly easier time building MPICH from source. Both
of these libraries are freely available and open source.
It’s important to note that shared and distributed memory programming are not mutually
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exclusive. On the most basic level, recognize that a distributed memory programmay be run
on a shared memory machine by appropriately partitioning the memory space. However,
in more complex cases, it is possible that both paradigms are implemented within the
same program. For example, in several of the methods developed throughout this research
the sparse matrix operations are parallelized with MPI, while dense matrix operations are
implicitly parallelized through an optimized LAPACK library that does so under a shared
memory paradigm.
4.1.2 Linear Algebra
As introduced in Chapter 2, FEA formulates the equations using matrices; thus, the aspects
of numerical linear algebra must be discussed. Extensive work has been done over the
past several decades in order to make efficient linear algebra libraries. These efforts
have been collected in the Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms (BLAS) [12, 22] and the
Linear Algebra Package (LAPACK) [6]. The reference versions of these libraries may be
downloaded from the Netlib repository (www.netlib.org). While the reference versions
perform the requisite computations, they are far from efficient.
For high-performance applications, it is necessary to use a BLAS/LAPACK library that
has been optimized for the hardware platform that codes will be run upon. These optimized
libraries have been parallelized and the algorithms have various techniques applied to prevent
inefficiencies resulting from the underlying memory architecture. Perhaps the most popular
of these libraries is theAutomatically TunedLinearAlgebra Software (ATLAS) [60, 61], that
performs test computations on multiple versions of the algorithms making up the library in
order to determine the optimal variations. This makes the library very flexible with regards
to the variety of systems on which it performs well. Another popular implementation is
the GotoBLAS [29, 28], which is no longer being maintained. However, the OpenBLAS
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[64, 49] library is directly built upon theGotoBLAS and is still beingmaintained. The author
tested both ATLAS and OpenBLAS libraries on various machines and found OpenBLAS
to be the better choice, although this may not be the case on all systems. Additionally, many
hardware vendors provide their own optimized BLAS/LAPACK libraries, such as Intel’s
Math Kernel Library (MKL), but these libraries may involve more restrictive licensing or
require purchase to use. A final consideration is that while the above libraries are all based
on shared-memory parallelism, distributed-memory libraries may also be necessary. The
Scalable Linear Algebra Package (ScaLAPACK) [11] project is designed to meet these
requirements.
Another characteristic of FEA calculations is that the matrices, while very large, are
also usually very sparse – meaning that most of their elements are identically zero. Often,
large performance gains may be obtained by capitalizing upon this structure; however,
this is a fairly complicated endeavor. Often, when systems of equations involving sparse
matrices must be considered, users turn to iterative matrix equation solvers. This is because
direct solution of matrix equations involving sparse matrix factorizations have several
complicating factors, as will be discussed momentarily. Despite this, iterative solvers are
not without their own drawbacks. The most problematic of which is that iterative solvers
are notoriously non-robust. This means that while an iterative solver may perform well
on a particular problem of interest, it may or may not do so on a subsequent problem. If
systems with a variety of differing physics and mathematical structures need be considered,
then this uncertainty is unacceptable. For this reason, sparse direct matrix equation solvers
have been focused on throughout the course of this research. In particular, the MUMPS
(Multifrontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver) [4, 5] package and the SuperLU [42]
solver have been used at various points.
As mentioned previously, sparse matrix factorizations require several special consider-
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ations. The primary one is that, in general, when performing a sparse matrix factorization –
for example, a LU factorization – the factors L andU, which are themselves sparse matrices,
will have at least as many nonzero elements between them as the original matrix and often
several times more. This phenomenon is commonly referred to as ‘fill-in.’ If the factors are
filled in to a sufficient extent, then the performance gains coming from considering sparsity
may become negligible. However, it has been shown that fill-in may be reduced through
permutations of the original matrix. These permutations are determined through the use
of certain graph theory techniques among others and have been implemented in several
libraries. The most popular, and often quoted as the best performing, matrix reordering
libraries are METIS [38] and its parallel implementation ParMETIS.
4.1.3 Programming Languages
The number of programming languages available seems to grow daily, reflecting the variety
of tasks that modern developers must perform. For those just entering the world of scientific
computing, this host of options can be confusing. Thankfully, most full featured languages
may be adapted to support scientific calculations through the use of appropriate libraries.
This section discusses four programming languages – C, Fortran, Python, and Matlab –
with regard to their utility for scientific computing.
Roughly speaking, programming languages can be divided into two categories: com-
piled and interpreted/scripting. Compiled languages like C (and its object oriented variants)
and Fortran have been around for decades, though even today they are in heavy use because
they often produce the fastest and most efficient programs. On the other hand, interpreted
languages like Python or Matlab are much newer and have become popular due to their ease
of coding and flexibility. It is important to note that the reasons these languages are popular
are precisely their strengths as scientific programming languages. Thus, researchers seeking
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high performance computations are best served by learning both a compiled language and
an interpreted language and using them in the appropriate situations, respectively. Such a
mixed language approach has been adopted for the research presented in this dissertation.
In addition to the four languages being divided into compiled and interpreted, they may
also be grouped by their intended application. In the case of Fortran and Matlab, this
emphasis is in fact on scientific computing with general purpose elements added on. C
and Python are intended as a general purpose language with various scientific computing
capabilities are introduced with libraries. Despite this, all of these languages are equally
valid for scientific computing, just with certain elements being more or less convenient in
each.
The choice of languages used for the author’s implementation of the methods presented
here are as follows: Fortran as a compiled language for heavy computation routines, and
Python as an interpreted language for high level interfaces and flexibility. It should be
noted that both of these languages can access the elements of parallel programming and
numerical linear algebra that were discussed in the preceding sections. Furthermore, the
interface between routines written in the two different languages was handled by the Python
module f2py.
4.2 Algorithm Analysis
On occasion, two or more algorithms need to be compared to determine which is best. This
section discusses some of the tools used and considerations necessary to perform these
analyses.
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4.2.1 Flop counts
At its most basic level, programming is simply writing down a list of instructions that the
computer is to perform. Algorithms may be analyzed by counting the number of certain
characteristic instructions. For scientific computing, one of these characteristic instructions
is the ‘flop’, or floating-point operation. The exact definition of one flop may vary between
authors or even between editions of the same work, i. e. Golub and Van Loan’s excellent
text [26]. However, the fundamental idea of a flop is some basic arithmetic operation(s)
on floating-point numbers that requires a fixed amount of CPU (central processing unit)
time to perform. For all of the flop counts performed in this work, any binary operation
on complex scalars will be taken to be one flop. It should be noted that this is a fairly
liberal definition of the flop as different binary operations will take different amounts of
CPU time – for example, adding two scalars is much simpler than dividing one by another,
particularly if the scalars are complex. This definition is adopted because when flop counts
are performed in this work, the goal is not to determine the true run time of an algorithm,
but rather to compare one to another. The flop defined as above is sufficient to meet this
requirement without needlessly complicating the analysis.
The flop counts for several common dense linear algebra operations may be found in
Table 4.1, where the variables are taken to be: ai, bi, c ∈ C; b, c ∈ CN×1; A ∈ CM×N ;
B ∈ CN×P; C ∈ CM×P; lower triangular L ∈ CN×N ; upper triangular U ∈ CN×N ; and
S ∈ CN×N . The first three flop counts in the table are easily verified by inspection. The
others require examination of the actual algorithms used to perform the operations as may
be found in [26].
It is important to note the relationship between the number of flops for the various
operations. In particular, recognize that the sum of products (e. g. vector-vector dot
product) is on the order of a single size variable. Along the same lines, the matrix-vector
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Table 4.1: Flop counts for common algorithm elements
Description Equation Flop Count
Sum of products c =
∑N
i=1 aibi 2N − 1
Matrix-vector product c = Ab M (2N − 1)
Matrix-matrix product C = AB MP(2N − 1)
LU factorization LU = S 23N3
Forward and back substitution c = U−1L−1b 2N2
product is on the order of a size squared and a matrix-matrix product is on the order of a
size cubed. These are referred as Level-1, Level-2, and Level-3 operations, respectively.
Accordingly, a LU factorization is a Level-3 operation and forward/back substitution is
Level-2. Also, note that as the sizes grow large, Level-3 operations will quickly dominate
the flop count. It is common to neglect flop counts that are smaller than Level-3.
Because sparse matrix operations are also an important part of the research presented
here, some discussion is necessary concerning their flop counts. At the most basic level,
sparsity causes the flop count of a matrix operation to be dependent on the number of non-
zero elements rather than the number of rows and columns. For example, given a sparse
M × N matrix, D, with Q non-zero elements, then the sparse matrix-vector product c = Db
will require 2Q − M flops. Note that the number of non-zeros must obey Q ≤ MN , and
that it is common to define a sparse matrix’s density, d, as the ratio d = QMN .
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, sparse matrix factorizations are fairly complex, and as
might be expected, the associated flop count is difficult to define in general. This is because
the flop count is a complex function of the sparsity pattern as well as the quality of the fill-in
reducing permutation. In fact, an analytical formula for the flop count of a sparse matrix
factorization algorithm is never presented. Often, implementers will empirically determine
an exponent α such that the flop count is of the form Qα where again Q is taken to be the
number of non-zero elements. The one exception to this is if the sparse matrix is in fact a
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banded matrix or may be permuted to be a banded matrix. The flop count for factorizing
an N × N banded matrix with upper and lower bandwidth taken to be B may be shown to
be about 2NB2, [26].
4.2.2 Memory and Communication
Beyond the act of performing the computations themselves, there are other facets of an
algorithm that take up CPU time. Each of these are necessary to take into account to get
the full picture of an algorithm’s performance.
The first is the act of moving data to and from memory. This is actually a fairly complex
endeavor due to the way a memory system is physically realized. Usually a computer’s
memory divided in to several nested levels, each requiring a certain delay for data retrieval
or storage. The fastest memory repository is known as the cache, and typically has a size
on the order of several megabytes on modern computers. Each processor in the CPU has
direct access to the cache memory, and storage and retrieval times are practically negligible.
At the next level is the random access memory (RAM), that is larger, on the order of one
or tens gigabytes, but takes longer for a processor to interact with. When data located in
RAM is necessary to perform a computation it must first be moved into the cache – clearing
out space if necessary – before the processor can access it. In fact, a significant portion of
the improvements made in an optimized BLAS/LAPACK library compared to the reference
implementation is arranging operations so that data transfer between the cache and RAM is
streamlined. The final level of memory, known as the disk or hard drive, takes the longest
for data transfer to complete – so much longer in fact, that algorithms that utilize the disk
as an active memory repository are referred to as ‘out-of-core’ algorithms and are the focus
of their own field. Data that must be retrieved from the disk must first be read into RAM
and then transfered to the cache before it may be used.
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The other major component of algorithm performance occurs for parallel programming,
particularly when distributed-memory parallelism is implemented. In this case, a potentially
significant amount of time is devoted to the communication between processes. The
speed of communication is dependent on the capabilities of the network between them
– typically some variety of Ethernet or Infiniband connection for most supercomputing
facilities. However, the communication cost can sometimes be disguised if an algorithm
can be arranged such that communication occurs when the processor would be sitting idle
otherwise.
Throughout thiswork, memory and communication costswill be neglectedwhen analyz-
ing algorithms. This certainly leads to a gross simplification of the algorithms performance.
However, the methods developed herein are implemented as much as possible through the
use of optimized BLAS/LAPACK routines or other prebuilt libraries. This means that the
bulk of the inefficiencies owing to memory or communication costs will be minimized as
much as possible already. Thus, the flop counts, while not a full measure of an algorithm’s
performance, represent a reasonable first pass approximation.
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Part II
DEVELOPED METHODS
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Chapter 5
ADAPTIVE SUBSPACE FREQUENCY SWEEP
This chapter develops and tests a fast frequency sweep relying on an adaptively determined
subspace approximation. Because the Schur complement necessitates a frequency sweep
problem with many right-hand sides, and because such problems have received little at-
tention in prior work, this will be the main focus of this chapter. Section 5.1 first gives a
literature review and then formulates the basic equations and describes an existing adaptive
subspace algorithm. Next, Section 5.2 analyzes the case where many right-hand sides need
be considered and then modifies the adaptive algorithm to accommodate them, including
developing a novel subspace size throttling procedure. Finally, Section 5.3 presents some
numerical experiments illustrating the effectiveness of the adaptive subspace algorithm and
is followed by conclusions in Section 5.4.
A large portion of this chapter was published by the author in [63]. This includes much
of the text and all the results, figures, and tables.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Background
When the frequency range to be examined during a frequency sweep is fairly small relative
to the spectrum of the system, as is practically always the case, it is well established that
subspace approximated frequency sweeps can achieve acceptable levels of accuracy at a
much reduced cost compared to the full system frequency sweep. Subspace approximation
is used here to refer to the general approach of projecting the full system matrices into a
smaller space, solving the resulting reduced order system, and then expanding the reduced
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order solution to the full space giving an approximate solution.
Most state-of-the-art subspace frequency sweep techniques rely on interpolatory model
order reduction (IMOR) as it provides mathematical guarantees about the quality of the
approximation, that is, that the reduced order model (ROM) exactly matches the true forced
response to a certain order at each of the interpolation points used. For an excellent
summary of IMOR frequency sweeps, the reader is referred to [33]. There, Hetmaniuk et
al. categorize IMOR techniques into explicit and implicit types. Explicit IMOR forms a
Padé approximant for each degree of freedom individually and therefore is not a subspace
approximation. However, the methods categorized as implicit IMOR are all subspace
techniques where the subspace used has been proved to provide interpolatory properties
to the ROM. In a later paper, [34], Hetmainuk et al. lay out a general statement of an
adaptive algorithm for IMOR that determines both interpolation location and order for a
single forcing vector. Here, we extend this algorithm in order to handle many forcing
vectors.
In the present literature, the majority of papers that discuss any special handling of
multiple forcing vectors arise in the context of iterative equation solvers. Generally speaking,
these works are not focused on a frequency sweep problem, rather on only solving a single
system. A notable exception is the work of Meerbergen as in [44], where a deflated Lanczos
procedure is applied to compute the forced response in a frequency band of interest for
multiple forcing vectors. To the best knowledge of the authors, very little attention has
been paid to the subspace approximation of frequency sweeps with many right-hand sides.
While the proofs of the interpolatory properties for specific subspaces are, in fact, carried
out in the context of multiple right-hand sides [10, 24], no detailed treatment of the multiple
right-hand side case is to be found.
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5.1.2 Subspace Approximated Frequency Sweeps
Often, the system resulting from finite element methods applied to structural and acoustic
problems is so large that the ‘brute force’ solution as specified in Equation (2.7) is infeasible.
In this case it has been shown that various subspace approximation methods can be effective
in efficiently performing the frequency sweep operation. A general subspace approximated
frequency sweep is formulated as follows, where the right-hand side is denoted as B(ω).
Compute Ar (ω) = VHA(ω) V and Br (ω) = VHB(ω) (5.1a)
Solve Ar (ω) Q(ω) = Br (ω) ∀ ω ∈ [ωlo, ωhi] (5.1b)
Let X(ω) ≈ X˜(ω) = VQ(ω) (5.1c)
The reduced system defined by Ar (ω) and Br (ω), as in Equation (5.1a), arises from the
Galerkin projection of the full system matrix and forcing vectors into the subspace spanned
by the columns of V and the approximate solution, X˜(ω), is then formed by expanding the
reduced state Q(ω) back into the full space. The exact choice of subspace and how to build
its basis are discussed in Section 5.1.3.
As with any approximate method, a measure of the quality of the approximation is
necessary. Here, as in many other works, we will use the force residual, R(ω), defined by
R(ω) = B(ω) − A(ω) X˜(ω) . (5.2)
Note that the Galerkin projection results in force residuals that are perpendicular to the
subspace, that is, that VHR = 0. In terms of the adaptive algorithm, using the force
residual as a stopping criteria is convenient as it is has many different variations, each with a
corresponding bound on the true error of the system. For an excellent summary of different
stopping criteria based on the force residual, see [9].
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5.1.3 Subspace Formulation via IMOR
In this work, we wish to examine subspaces that give rise to interpolatory ROMs. An
interpolatory ROM matches up to the Jp-th order derivative of the full system forced
response at a set of interpolation points
{
ωp
}
.
d j
dω j
X˜(ω) = d
j
dω j
X(ω) with j = 0, . . . , Jp ∀ ω ∈
{
ωp
}
(5.3)
While such ROMs can be formed explicitly through the use of Padé approximates, as in
[7] or Chapter 6, this is not a subspace procedure. However, as long as the basis for the
subspace is chosen correctly, it has been proved that the resulting ROM implicitly attains
the same interpolation properties.
There are two main subspace bases that have been shown to produce interpolatory
ROMs, one generated by a Krylov procedure and the other which utilizes the system’s
forced response and its derivatives. The deciding factor between the two methods is the
type of system being considered. Krylov subspaces are only applicable to systems with
frequency dependence that is parameterized by scalar functions. Thismeans that allmatrices
in the system dynamics equation, including the forcing vector, are frequency independent.
For example, any of those listed in Equation (2.5) would be amenable to a Krylov subspace
approximation provided they were forced by a frequency independent load. However a
Krylov procedure could not be applied to the system in Equation (2.4) because of the
frequency dependent damping matrix. For a viscously damped system, the Krylov space
takes the form
V =
P⊕
p=1
KJp−1
((
K − ω2pM + iωpC
)−1 M, (K − ω2pM + iωpC)−1 B) , (5.4)
where K represents the typical Krylov space operator,
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Kn (A,B) = Span
{
B, AB, . . . , An−1B
}
, and the
⊕
operator gives the spanning space of
the terms in the sequence. For proofs of the interpolatory properties of Krylov ROMs, see
[30, 24].
When frequency dependence arises either in the forcing vectors or in the system com-
ponent matrices, a different subspace basis must be generated. Beattie and Gugercin [10]
prove that a subspace spanned by the system’s forced response and up to its (Jp − 1)-th
derivative at a given frequency will be interpolatory at that frequency up to the Jp-th order.
V =
P⊕
p=1
Span
{
dn
dωn
X
(
ωp
)  n = 0, 1, . . . , Jp − 1
}
(5.5)
This requires computation of the higher order derivatives of the system response which may
be accomplished by solving
Ad
nX
dωn
=
dnB
dωn
−
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
dkA
dωk
d(n−k)X
dω(n−k)
. (5.6)
Equation (5.6) has been formed in the context of a completely general frequency dependent
system. If the frequency dependence of the system matrix A is known, its derivatives may
have convenient properties. For example, viscously damped systems as in Equation (2.5a)
will have a vanishing derivative above the second order.
In this paper, we wish to focus on the second subspace generation technique as it is the
more generally applicable. However, the algorithm proposed is equally applicable to either
IMOR procedure.
5.1.4 Hetmainuk’s Adaptive IMOR Algorithm
In [34], Hetmaniuk et al. formulate a general statement of an adaptive IMOR algorithm for
a single forcing vector. This scheme determines both interpolation point location within
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the frequency range of interest and the order of interpolation at each point. The user is
instead required to determine only the following parameters: the minimum and maximum
order of interpolation, Jmin and Jmax, respectively; the increment by which the order should
be increased at each step in the algorithm, ∆J; the number of candidate points, nc, which
are used as possible interpolation point locations and to check convergence as the order is
increased; and the tolerance applied to the normalized residual, τ. The algorithm computes
the ROM in two phases, one each for interpolation location and order, and then performs
the frequency sweep once the ROM has been determined.
The two phases of Hetmaniuk’s algorithm are reproduced in Algorithm 5.1 and Algo-
rithm 5.2. A minor correction has been made to the second phase in order to account for
Jmin > 1, which appears to have been neglected in the original algorithm statement in [34]
although it was discussed in the text.
Algorithm 5.1 Hetmaniuk’s Algorithm – Phase 1
1: Initialize subspace, V = [ ], and interpolation point sets, T = ∅ and Tnew = {ωlo, ωhi}
2: while Tnew , ∅ do
3: for all ωp ∈ Tnew do
4: Use Hetmaniuk’s Algorithm Phase 2 to add Jp vectors to V where Jmin ≤ Jp ≤
Jmax
5: end for
6: Set T ← T ∪ Tnew and Tnew ← ∅
7: for all intervals,
[
ωp, ωp+1
]
∈ T do
8: Compute the normalized residual r
(
ωc, j
)
where ωc, j = ωp + j
ωp+1−ωp
nc+1 and
j = 1, ..., nc
9: Find jmax that maximizes r
(
ωc, j
)
10: if r
(
ωc, jmax
)
≥ τ then
11: Set Tnew ← Tnew ∪
{
ωc, jmax
}
12: end if
13: end for
14: end while
At every frequency, the normalized residual r = ‖r‖‖b‖ is used as a measure of subspace
accuracy and is required to be less than the tolerance τ. It is important to note the require-
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Algorithm 5.2 Hetmaniuk’s Algorithm – Phase 2
1: if Jmin > 0 then
2: Compute and add Jmin vectors to V according to an IMOR procedure at ωp and
update ROM
3: end if
4: Define ω∗k = ωp−1 + k
ωp−ωp−1
nc+1 for k = 1, . . . , nc, and
5: ω∗k = ωp−1 + (k − nc)
ωp−ωp−1
nc+1 for k = nc + 1, . . . , 2nc
6: Set J = Jmin and rold
(
ω∗k
)
= ∞
7: Compute r
(
ω∗k
)
for k = 1, . . . , 2nc
8: while r
(
ω∗k
)
> τ, and
r
(
ω∗
k
)
rold
(
ω∗
k
) < (0.9)∆J for any k; and J + ∆J ≤ Jmax do
9: Add ∆J vectors to V according to an IMOR procedure at ωp and update the ROM
10: Set rold
(
ω∗k
)
= r
(
ω∗k
)
11: Compute r
(
ω∗k
)
for k = 1, . . . , 2nc
12: end while
ments for increasing the order of interpolation as listed in Step 5 of Algorithm 5.2. The first
and last are obvious: that the residual need be out of tolerance, and that the maximum order
of interpolation should not have already been reached. The second requirement provides for
the possibility that increasing the order may not increase the quality of the approximation
over the entire band. Thus, the normalized residual resulting from the new ROM is required
to be suitably smaller than its previous value.
5.2 Adaptive Scheme for Many Forcing Vectors
In this chapter, we develop an adaptive algorithm that extends Hetmaniuk’s to handle many
forcing vectors. The primary improvements are a simplification to the interpolation point
finding algorithm and the capability to fully utilize subspace direction coupling through
subspace size throttling as will be described. Wherever necessary, we will also use the
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relative force residual, r ( j), as a scalar measure of subspace accuracy.
r ( j) =
R( j)B( j) (5.7)
Here, the superscript (·)( j) signifies the j-th right-hand side and therefore the corresponding
column of the force and residual matrices.
5.2.1 Operation Counts
As a first-order analysis of how multiple right-hand sides affect the problem, consider the
floating point operation (flop) count for both the brute force and subspace approximated
frequency sweeps as in Equation (2.7) and Equation (5.1), respectively. For this analysis, let
any binary operation on complex scalars count as one flop. Also, because the factorization
cost of a sparse matrix depends on many factors including number of non-zero elements
and its sparsity pattern, neglect any effects of sparsity. It should be noted that this is a gross
over-simplification of the true computational costs of either algorithm. The run time of any
given algorithm is a complex function of required flops, memory accesses, data locality,
and even system architecture. Despite this, some rough conclusions concerning an adaptive
algorithm can be drawn from the flop counts. The assumptions relating to sparsity and
memory concerns will be revisited at the end of the section.
Letting the the size of the system be denoted by N and N f represent the number of
frequencies at which the forced response is desired, the flop count for the brute force
frequency sweep is
cbf = N f
[
2
3
N3 + 2NBN2
]
. (5.8)
Here, NB is the number of forcing vectors and only terms which are quartic in any size
variable have been kept. For the subspace approximation, the flop count using a given
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subspace with dimension NV can be calculated by similar analysis.
csa = N f
[
2
(
NVN2 + N2VN + 2NVNBN
)︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸
(a)
+
2
3
N3V + 2NBN
2
V︸             ︷︷             ︸
(b)
+ 2NBN2︸  ︷︷  ︸
(c)
]
(5.9)
In Equation (5.9), the terms in group (a) stem from the projection of the system matrices
into the subspace and the inflation of the reduced state response back to the full space, terms
denoted with (b) arise from the factorization and solution of the reduced order system, and
the final term (c) results from computing the force residual. It should be noted that this
ignores any of the costs necessary to compute a basis for the subspace used and therefore
could be viewed as a “best-case” value or perhaps as an asymptotic count when subspace
formulation costs are negligible compared to the remainder of the problem.
Immediately it is apparent that the flop count for the subspace approximated frequency
sweep, csa, is only quadratic in N whereas that of the brute force approach, cbf, is cubic in
N . The N2 terms in Equation (5.9) are seen to arise during the projection of the system
into the approximating subspace and while calculating the force residual, each of which
has been assumed to take place at each frequency. The latter is required in order to judge
the accuracy of the approximation; however, the projection cost may be significantly less
depending on the system.
For systems with generally frequency dependent matrices, as in Equation (2.7) or the
damping matrix in Equation (2.4), the projection operation must occur at every frequency
step of interest. We will term this as repeating projection. This is in contrast to the
more commonly occurring case where the frequency dependence of the system may be
parameterized such that the onlymatrices in the system equation are constant, as exemplified
in Equation (2.5). In this case, the projection operation can be applied progressively, as
is typical in ROM formulation, where the reduced order component matrices are formed
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(b)With progressive projection
Figure 5.1: Relative floating operation counts for subspace approximated frequency sweeps.
Solid lines are level curves of the brute force to subspace approximation flop count ratio.
Dashed lines are level curves for the ratio of subspace size to the number of forcing vectors.
(a) With repeating projection; (b) with progressive projection.
independently. Progressive projection results in a net flop count equal to projecting the
system at only a single frequency; however, the costs associated with inflating the reduced
state response into the full space still occur at every frequency. In the limit of a high number
of frequency steps, progressive projection results in the group (a) terms in Equation (5.9)
to reduce to approximately 2NVNBN .
To examine how the flop counts depend on the number of forcing vectors and the size
of the subspace used, we compute the flop count ratio, rc = cbf/csa, and vary it with respect
to the ratios rB = NB/N and rV = NV/N , the right-hand side ratio and subspace size
ratio, respectively. The results are found in Figure 5.1, where level curves of the flop count
ratio are shown for both repeating and progressive projection. For reference, dashed lines
showing the relative size of the subspace to the number of forcing vectors, NV/NB, are
included in Figure 5.1. As the dimension of the subspace is at least as large as the number
of forcing vectors, and likely several times that number, the regions of interest are in the
neighborhood of these dashed lines.
Regions in Figure 5.1 where the level curves are perpendicular to the ordinate indicate
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the cost being dominated by subspace sized operations, in particular the projection of the
systemmatrices in Figure 5.1a and the projected system factorization in Figure 5.1b. On the
other hand, regions where the level curves are perpendicular to the abscissa indicate where
computing the residual is the dominant cost. This leads to the conclusions that an algorithm
for computing subspace approximated frequency sweeps should consider (1) limiting the
number of subspace vectors in the case that repeated projection is necessary and (2) limiting
the number of residual calculations if progressive projection can be used.
If the effects of sparsity are to be included in the flop counts, perhaps the next order
approximation is to assume an effective bandwidth (upper and lower) of the matrix, Nbw,
and that it has Nnz non-zeros. The flop counts can then be shown to be
c˜bf = N f
[
2N2bwN + 4NbwNBN
]
, (5.10)
and c˜sa = N f
[
2
(
NVNnz + N2VN + 2NVNBN
)︸                                  ︷︷                                  ︸
(a)
+
2
3
N3V + 2NBN
2
V︸             ︷︷             ︸
(b)
+ 2NBNnz︸   ︷︷   ︸
(c)
]
. (5.11)
These approximations make the sparse flop count ratio, r˜c = c˜bf/c˜sa, a function of four
non-dimensional parameters: the previously defined subspace and right-hand side ratios,
rV and rB, respectively; the bandwidth ratio, rbw = Nbw/N ; and the typical non-zero density,
ρ = Nnz/N2. As such, it is difficult to visualize the topology of the resulting five dimensional
object, however the main effects of sparsity are as follows. First, increased sparsity leads to
fewer flops required for the both the brute force and subspace approximated frequency sweep.
However, because the relative change is problem dependent, whether an efficient subspace
approximation exists is not clear in general. Second, internal to the subspace approximation,
increased sparsity causes residual costs to become less pronounced compared to projection
costs. This can be seen when comparing groups (a) and (c) in Equation (5.11) to those in
Equation (5.9). Where before both residual and projection costs were both leading-order
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proportional to N2, now the residual cost does not depend on the full system size at all but
the projection cost still has terms on the order of N . Therefore, although residual costs can
still be large if the matrix is not very sparse, the subspace approximation is likely to be
dominated by costs dependent on the subspace size. It should be noted that this occurs for
both repeating and progressive projection as an order N term occurs during the inflation of
the reduced state response to the full space. This leads to the conclusion that the number of
subspace vectors be limited wherever possible.
Using the flop counts alone to evaluate algorithm performance neglects many effects,
most of which deal with how the various parameters are stored and accessed in memory.
It should be noted that the exact details of such memory issues are very system dependent.
Thankfully, a large number of the negative impacts can be mitigated by using a basic linear
algebra subprograms (BLAS) library that has been optimized for the system at hand. One
issue not dealt with by efficient BLAS libraries is that the subspace approximated frequency
sweep requires a larger memory allocation to store additional terms not necessary in a brute
force frequency sweep. The largest of these additional memory blocks is used to store the
subspace projector, V, and requires N × NV complex numbers to do so. Note that this
depends on the full system size and thus can become very large as the number of subspace
basis vectors grows. The next largest additional memory allocations are used to store the
projected system matrices, each of which requires NV × NV complex numbers. For each
non-frequency-dependent systemmatrix one projected matrix must be stored (e.g. M and K
are projected to Mr and Kr , respectively) and an additional block set aside for the projected
dynamic stiffness matrix. Therefore, the total additional memory required for projected
system matrices may be three or four times NV × NV . The projected forcing vectors are also
necessary and require an additional NV × NB complex memory addresses. Depending on
the exact implementation, the adaptive algorithm will likely require even more additional
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memory than that listed in the previous text but will primarily consist of terms of smaller
size. These extra memory requirements must be taken into account when considering any
subspace approximated frequency sweep.
As a final note, recognize that the adverse effects of many right-hand sides only become
noticeable when they number some appreciable fraction of the total DOFs of the system.
This is most likely to occur for small to medium sized systems, say on the order of tens of
thousands of DOFs, and this is where we will direct our attention.
5.2.2 Interpolation Point Location
The flop counts show that the cost of a subspace approximated frequency sweep, partic-
ularly with progressive projection, will most likely be dominated by the computation of
residuals. One way to reduce this cost is to make some assumptions about where to place
the interpolation points. In Hetmaniuk’s algorithm, a set of candidate points is generated
by linearly spaced frequencies between two previously used interpolation points. It is stated
in [34] that using nc = 9 candidate points provides a balance of accuracy and efficiency.
However, it should be noted that the residual needs to be computed at each candidate point.
This may lead to excessive overhead cost in the adaptive algorithm, particularly as the
number of right-hand sides grows. Here, rather than using a set of candidate points, we
will assume that the next interpolation point will lie at the midpoint between previously
used interpolation points. This is substantiated by examining Figures 2 and 4 in [34], where
it is seen that the maximum residual occurs very near the midpoint between two previous
interpolation points. Note that assuming the midpoint to be the next interpolation point is
equivalent to choosing nc = 2 in Hetmaniuk’s algorithm.
Additionally, Hetmaniuk’s algorithm decouples the formation of the reduced order
model and the computation of the frequency sweep within the reduced space. However,
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if the quantity desired is the forced response itself rather than the reduced order model
this could lead to duplication of effort. To avoid this, we wish to constrain the possible
interpolation points to the user’s desired final frequency discretization which typically takes
the form of a finely spaced linear or logarithmic set and is assumed to fully resolve all
system dynamics in the frequency range of interest.
{
ωp
}
s.t. ωlo ≤ ωp ≤ ωhi for p = 1, 2, . . . , N f (5.12)
With this constraint and the assumption that each new interpolation point be at the midpoint
between two previously used interpolation points, the first stage of the proposed algorithm
takes a convenient form: loop through the frequency steps in a non-sequential order. In
particular, the ordering is a nested bisection of the frequency domain that uses a predefined
frequency discretization. Algorithm 5.3 formally states this nested bisection.
Algorithm 5.3 ASFS Algorithm – Phase 1
1: Define non-sequential nested bisection ordering
q = 1, N f ,
N f
2
,
N f
4
,
3N f
4
,
N f
8
,
3N f
8
,
5N f
8
,
7N f
8
, . . .
2: for l = 1, 2, . . . , N f do
3: Compute ROM response and relative residuals at r ( j)
(
ωql
)
4: If r ( j)
(
ωql
)
> τ for any j, enter ASFS Algorithm Phase 2
5: end for
Note that the sequence indicated in Step 1 of Algorithm 5.3 for the nested bisection
ordering is only valid for first 2n steps where n is the highest integer such that 2n < N f .
The remainder of the frequency steps are then treated in sequential order.
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5.2.3 Interpolation Order
Allowing for higher-order interpolation is attractive because it provides additional infor-
mation to the subspace without requiring another matrix factorization. Hetmaniuk’s algo-
rithm for determining the order of interpolation is fairly straightforward to extend to many
right-hand sides. Each right-hand side is checked simultaneously for the three conditions
necessary to add corresponding basis vectors to the subspace; namely, that the residual
is out-of-tolerance, that improvement is being made, and that the maximum order of in-
terpolation has not been reached. However, as the flop counts show, when the number
of subspace vectors grows to an appreciable fraction of the total number of DOFs of the
system, projection costs can become competitive with the cost of factorizing the system
matrix. This is increasingly likely as the number of right-hand sides grows, and the effect is
compounded when repeating projection must be used. In this case, it may be advantageous
to forgo higher order interpolation, thereby limiting the subspace size, even though it may
necessitate additional factorizations later in the algorithm.
The number of subspace vectors can be limited further provided the responses are suffi-
ciently similar. At a given point in the algorithm, assume that Notol of the NB responses are
out-of-tolerance. The interpolatory properties of IMOR guarantee that when an appropriate
basis vector is added to the subspace, the residual for that particular right-hand side will be
reduced to the order of machine precision which is often several orders of magnitude lower
than what would be considered an ‘acceptable’ residual for the subspace approximation.
Therefore, by adding basis vectors corresponding to the Notol responses that are out-of-
tolerance, we will achieve acceptable levels of error at the interpolation point. However,
if the responses are similar to one another, it is possible that by adding only k < Notol
basis vectors we can lower the residual to within tolerance. We will term this phenomenon
as subspace direction coupling. An example of when one might expect this to occur is
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when forces in the same direction are located at distinct points in close proximity relative
to the system’s local response wavelength. Note that subspace direction coupling becomes
increasingly likely as the number of right-hand sides grows.
We propose the following subspace size throttling procedure to fully capitalize on this
effect. Define the throttling parameter rt as the ratio of subspace basis vectors generated
relative to the total number of right-hand sides out of tolerance. As an example, if 10
responses are out of tolerance and rt = 0.5, then 5 new subspace vectors will be generated.
The right-hand sides are ordered according to their normalized residual so that those most
out-of-tolerance are interpolated first. It is important to note that the throttling procedure
requires extra residual checks and therefore will not be advantageous when the cost of the
adaptive algorithm is dominated by residual computations.
Note that as in Algorithm 5.3, the non-sequential nested bisection ordering is used in
Step 1b of Algorithm 5.4 in order to determine the frequencies for higher order interpolation
residual checks.
5.3 Example Calculations
The adaptive algorithm was implemented on a 16 core shared memory machine utilizing
the MUMPS sparse matrix solver [4, 5] equipped with the ParMETIS ordering package for
all of the sparse factorizations/solutions, and an OpenBLAS optimized BLAS/LAPACK
[64, 49] for dense operations. Preliminary tests were performed to determine the optimal
number of processors to utilize during the sparse matrix factorization step for each example
problem.
The main objective of the following results are to investigate how higher-order interpo-
lation and the subspace size throttling parameter affect the efficiency of the algorithm as the
number of forcing vectors considered increases. To accomplish this, two example problems
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Algorithm 5.4 ASFS Algorithm – Phase 2
1: if Jmax ≥ 1 then
2: if Jmin > 0 then
3: Compute and add NB Jmin vectors to V according to IMOR procedure at ωql
4: end if
5: Define ω∗k = ωq2l−2, ωq2l−1 provided that 2l − 2, 2l − 1 < N f
6: Set J ( j) = Jmin and r ( j)old = ∞
7: Compute ROM approximate response and residuals r ( j) (ω∗k )
8: while r ( j)
(
ω∗k
)
> τ,
r ( j)
(
ω∗
k
)
r ( j)old
(
ω∗
k
) < (0.9)∆J , and J ( j) + ∆J ≤ Jmax for any j and k do
9: Determine the Notol right-hand sides for which the three conditions hold
10: Compute Notol∆J new orthonormal subspace basis vectors and update ROM
11: Set r ( j)old
(
ω∗k
)
= r ( j)
(
ω∗k
)
12: Compute r ( j)
(
ω∗k
)
for k = 1, 2
13: end while
14: Compute response at ωq
15: else
16: while r ( j)
(
ωpl
)
> τ for any j do
17: Determine the Notol right-hand sides that are out of tolerance and sort them
18: Compute k = drtNotole new vectors to add to V based on most out-of-tolerance
right-hand sides and update ROM
19: Compute approximate response and residual r ( j)
(
ωpl
)
20: end while
21: end if
were defined and the adaptive algorithm was applied for various values of Jmax, rt , and NB.
For all cases considered, Jmin was taken to be zero, ∆J was set at one, and the relative force
residual was considered out of tolerance if it exceeded 10−4.
5.3.1 Example Systems
Two example problems were considered, drawn from the fields of vibrations and acoustics.
The systems were modeled using the Abaqus software package. The global finite element
system matrices were then generated, and the adaptive algorithm described in the preceding
text was applied.
The first system was a spherical vacuum chamber made of aluminum with a Pyrex
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Figure 5.2: Example System 1: an aluminum spherical vacuum chamber with a single
viewing window. The FEAmodel is formed by 7728 3-node shell elements with 23202 total
DOFs. A typical response in the frequency range between 3 kHz and 8 kHz generated by a
point load is shown. (a) FEA model; (b) typical RMS displacement level, decibel reference
taken to be the frequency-mean of the sample response shown.
viewing port. The finite element model for this problem as well as a typical response of the
structure can be found in Figure 5.2. The main spherical chamber has a radius of 10 cm,
and the viewing port has a 4 cm radius and is located 12 cm away from the center of the
spherical vessel. The thicknesses of the spherical shell, viewport neck, and window are
2mm, 5mm, and 1 cm, respectively. Typical material properties were used with a small
amount of frequency-independent structural damping applied. The FEA model had 7728
three-node shell elements giving rise to 23,202 DOFs. The forces considered were unit
point loads in one of the cardinal directions at roughly evenly spaced points throughout the
structure. The vibrational response was desired over the frequency range of 3 to 8 kHz,
where the structure was found to have 32 undamped modes of vibration. A frequency
discretization of 500 linearly spaced points was found to satisfactorily resolve the forced
response.
The second system involved acoustic point sources in an underwater rigid cylinder
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Figure 5.3: Example System 2: four-fold radially symmetric underwater acoustic propaga-
tion of a point source located on the wall of a rigid cylinder with one end capped and the
other radiating into free water. A FEA model with 70,032 six-node and eight-node acoustic
elements gives 75207 DOFs. An approximate reflection free impedance condition has been
specified at the periphery of the domain. The real part of the acoustic pressure field (Pa) is
shown for a point source located at the closed end of the cylinder at 10 kHz.
capped at one end. The sound propagation was desired between 6 and 12 kHz for four point
sources evenly spaced around the circumference of the cylinder that are then positioned at
different locations laterally along the cylinder. The cylinder was 1m long and has a 0.25
and 0.3m inner and outer radius, respectively. The final frequency discretization used 500
linearly spaced points in the range of interest. A three-dimensional FEA model using two
symmetry planes is formed with 70032 six-node and eight-node acoustic elements resulting
in 75,207 DOFs. An approximately non-reflecting boundary impedance is applied to the
periphery of the model. The forcing vectors used correspond to acoustic monopoles at the
specified locations on the cylinder with unit inward volume acceleration. The model and a
sample response field can be seen in Figure 5.3.
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5.3.2 Adaptive Algorithm Component Times
As a first step to examining the adaptive algorithm’s performance on the two example
problems, consider the total wallclock times spent in various kernels of the algorithm.
These have been tabulated for several values of NB, rt , and Jmax in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2
for example systems 1 and 2, respectively. Also included is the final number of subspace
basis vectors generated by the adaptive algorithm for each case.
There are several interesting features of the adaptive algorithm that can be seen in the
tables. First, consider the number of subspace basis vectors generated in the various cases.
As the number of right-hand sides increases, additional subspace directions are certainly
necessary to capture the resulting response; however, the exact number of additional vectors
varies greatly between the different versions of the algorithm. For example, when higher-
order interpolation is performed on Example System 2 with 50 forcing vectors, almost four
times as many subspace basis vectors are generated than when subspace throttling is used.
The effects of this are clearly seen in the projection kernel times which increase as the
number of subspace vectors grows. The trade off for filtering out the unnecessary basis
vectors through the subspace throttling procedure is that more full system factorizations
need to be performed. This can be seen in the increased full system solution times for the
subspace throttling cases. It should be noted that the time spent checking the force residuals
increases when either higher-order interpolation or subspace throttling is implemented.
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Figure 5.4: Typical wallclock time curves for brute force algorithm (dashed line) and
adaptive algorithm (solid line) and the resulting instantaneous speedup. The adaptive
algorithm is considered successful when its running wallclock time is less than that of the
brute force solution or, equivalently, when the instantaneous speedup is greater than one.
(a) Running wallclock time; (b) instantaneous speedup.
5.3.3 Evaluating Adaptive Algorithm Performance
In order to measure the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, we will use the common
speedup metric. Speedup is most simply defined as the wallclock time of the brute force
algorithm divided by that of the adaptive algorithm. Typically this is only evaluated using
the total runtime of both algorithms. However, because both the brute force and adaptive
algorithms considered here compute the forced response at the exact same frequency steps,
we can define the ‘instantaneous’ speedup using the running wallclock time at each fre-
quency step. Plots of typical wallclock times and the resulting instantaneous speedup are
shown in Figure 5.4.
There are several interesting features that can be seen using the wallclock timings and
instantaneous speedup plots. The first is the stark contrast between frequency steps where
the adaptive algorithmmust augment the existing subspacewith additional basis vectors, and
steps where the subspace is sufficiently accurate. This is typically characterized by regions
of high positive slope in the wallclock time curve, for example in frequency steps 1-33 of
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Figure 5.4a, or where the wallclock time appears to make positive jump, as exemplified at
step 65 in Figure 5.4a. Equivalently, in the speedup plot subspace augmentation is typically
indicated by a marked decrease in the speedup curve as can be seen in the corresponding
regions of Figure 5.4b. Using this contrast, it is easy to see the point at which the ROM
has been fully formed: namely, the last frequency step that subspace augmentation was
performed.
Another feature of interest is the point at which the adaptive algorithmovertakes the brute
force algorithm, that is, when the running wallclock time for the adaptive algorithm starts
being less than that of the brute force algorithm or, equivalently, when the instantaneous
speedup exceeds one. In Figure 5.4, this occurs at frequency step 143. This cross-over
point is an interesting metric for judging the adaptive algorithm performance as it gives
information that is primarily a function of how quickly the ROM is fully formed and the
relative cost required to do so.
5.3.4 Effects of Higher Order Interpolation
Previous IMOR results have shown that increasing the order of interpolation at each interpo-
lation point can lead to decreased computation time. This effect can be seen for the example
problems considered here by plotting the instantaneous speedup achieved by applying the
adaptive algorithm with a single right hand side, as has been done in Figure 5.5. Note that
the cross-over point for example system 1 is much lower than that for example system 2.
When many forcing vectors are applied to the system, higher order interpolation is
found to actually increase the computation time of the adaptive algorithm. As discussed
in Section 5.3.2, this is due to the increased number of subspace basis vectors that higher
order interpolation produces. Figure 5.6 shows the instantaneous speedup achieved by the
adaptive algorithm applied to the example systems with 50 forcing vectors. In both cases,
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Figure 5.5: Instantaneous speedup for differing maximum allowable order of interpolation
(Jmax = 0, . . . , 5) for a single right-hand side.
the maximum speed up is achieved by disallowing the algorithm to perform higher order
interpolation. Note that in example system 2 the ROM computed by the adaptive algorithm
is sufficiently large that it is faster to compute the brute force solution.
To examine how the speedup varies as the number of forcing vectors increases, the final
speedup obtained, that is, the speedup at the final frequency step by the proposed adaptive
algorithm, is plotted for both example systems in Figure 5.7. Note that as the number of
right hand sides increases, the speedup achieved by high order interpolation collapses down
to that of first order interpolation.
5.3.5 Effects of Subspace Size Throttling
As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the subspace size throttling procedure may be able to main-
tain efficiency of the adaptive algorithm applied to a system with many forcing vectors
if the responses are sufficiently similar. Figure 5.8 plots the instantaneous speedup for
several throttling parameters when 50 right-hand sides are applied to the example systems
considered here. It is seen that the subspace throttling has a dramatic effect on example
System 2 but the gains for example System 1, although present, are marginal.
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Figure 5.6: Instantaneous speedup for differing maximum allowable order of interpolation
(Jmax = 0, . . . , 5) with 50 right-hand sides.
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Figure 5.7: Final speedup for differing maximum allowable order of interpolation
(Jmax = 0, . . . , 5) as the number of right-hand sides increases.
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Figure 5.8: Instantaneous speedup for various subspace size throttling parameters (rt =
1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625) with 50 right-hand sides.
In order to examine how the effects of subspace size throttling change as the number
of right hand sides grows, the final speedup of the adaptive algorithm for various numbers
of forcing vectors have been plotted in Figure 5.9. Note that for both example systems the
throttling procedure is not effective for lower numbers of right hand sides and only provides
performance gains beyond some threshold.
5.4 Conclusions
The adaptive IMOR scheme presented here has been shown to provide fast frequency sweep
capabilities for two vibro-acoustics systems with many forcing vectors. A rough floating
operation count was used to illuminate the need for an algorithm limiting the number of
subspace vectors used and the number of times a force residual must be computed wherever
possible. It has been demonstrated that, as the number of forcing vectors grows, allowing
higher order interpolation loses efficacy. It is also seen that subspace size throttling as
investigated here can lead to increased computational speedup for large numbers of forcing
vectors but is not effective for smaller numbers of forcing vectors.
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Figure 5.9: Final speedup for various subspace size throttling parameters (rt =
1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125, 0.0625) as the number of right-hand sides increases.
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Chapter 6
ADAPTIVE ELEMENTWISE FREQUENCY SWEEP
This chapter discusses adaptive frequency sweeps that rely on elementwise approximation
of the response. In particular, piecewise Padé approximants are used to interpolate each
element. Section 6.1 provides a brief introduction including the relevant previous literature.
The equations describing two-point Padé approximants are derived in Section 6.2 and then
the adaptive algorithm is discussed in Section 6.3. Numerical studies examining the choice
of Padé order are presented in Section 6.4 and, finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.5.
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the steady-state forced response of a structure was approximated via
a subspace reduction. However, other frequency dependent functions arise quite commonly
in a variety of fields: acoustics and vibrations, electromagnetics, and computational fluid
dynamics, just to name a few. Several examples of frequency dependent calculations drawn
from acoustics and vibrations are listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Frequency dependent calculations
Description Formulation
Steady-state forced response x(ω) = A−1(ω) f(ω)
Impedance based scattering ps (ω) = (Zs (ω) + Z(ω))−1 (Zi (ω) − Z(ω)) pi (ω)
Schur complement reduction S(ω) = D(ω) − C(ω) A−1(ω) B(ω)
While the list of problems in Table 6.1 is certainly not exhaustive, those included
illustrate the nature of calculations that will be of most interest to the current work. Namely,
each involves matrix factorizations, leading to lengthy run-times particularly as the size of
the matrix grows. In previous works, such as those reviewed in [33], attention is paid almost
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exclusively to the forced response problem. In fact, the subspace approximation developed
in Chapter 5 is only applicable to this case. Note that while impedance based scatting may
be viewed as a forced response problem, the Schur complement – which is particularly
important here – may not. One advantage of the methods developed in this chapter is that
it may approximate the Schur complement and other more general frequency dependent
functions directly through elementwise interpolation.
One previous work of particular interest is [7]. There, Avery et al. developed piecewise
‘multi-point Padé’ approximation and then apply it to several steady-state forced response
calculations. First, the frequency range of interest was discretized into a ‘coarse grid’ of
interpolation points using the system’s previously computed eigenfrequencies to locate the
coarse interpolation points. Then, several different possible multi-point Padé interpolants
of various orders were computed and evaluated for accuracy. It was shown that acceptable
levels of accuracy could be achieved at a much reduced cost. While this demonstrated
that piecewise Padé interpolation was a useful tool, the a priori determination of both
interpolation point and order is undesirable for a general purpose algorithm.
Recently, an adaptive algorithm with piecewise Padé approximants was proposed by
Rumpler et al. [55]. This work was quite complex as it integrated the adaptive Padé
interpolant with poroelastic FEA models as well as a modal-based reduction of a portion
of the computational domain. Focusing on the adaptive Padé portion of the paper, it
presented one solution that removed the a priori selection of interpolation points and order.
However, in Rumpler’s algorithm, the Padé approximants obtained on adjacent intervals do
not necessarily match. This leads to discontinuities, albeit small ones if the algorithm has
converged properly, at each of boundaries between the intervals of the piecewise function.
This is because only single-point Padé approximants are used and thus do not interact with
those at neighboring intervals.
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The approach developed here solves this problem by using the multi-point Padé approxi-
mants as discussed by Avery et al. with an adaptive algorithm determining the interpolation
points and orders. In particular, two-point Padé approixmants are used to build an in-
terpolant defined piecewise. Continuity at the boundaries is preserved due to the Padé
approximants on the adjacent intervals being defined to match the same values and deriva-
tives. The adaptive algorithm developed here is similar to that presented in Chapter 5, the
difference being that there, the focus was on subspace approximation of the equations of
motion rather than Padé approximants as used here.
6.2 Analysis
Throughout the derivation of the algorithm presented in this section, careful notation must
be used in order to distinguish between the various mathematical and computational objects
developed. For example, the underlying frequency dependent function of interest will be
represented by F , but writing its output will require explicit notation of the input frequency,
such as F (ω). This convention will also apply to the interpolant determined by the adaptive
algorithm, P. Computational procedures will use ‘small caps’ formatting such as relerr1.
6.2.1 Interpolation, Splines, and Function Derivatives
An interpolating function, I, is defined with respect to some function of interest, F , such
that they match to a given order at some set of locations. Defining the set of interpolation
points as
{
ωp
}
and the set of interpolation orders at each of these points as
{
Np
}
, then the
interpolation criterion is
dnI
dωn
ω=ωp = d
nF
dωn
ω=ωp for n = 0, . . . , Np at each ωp ∈
{
ωp
}
. (6.1)
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Typically, the interpolant I has a functional form that is easier to work with than F . In the
case of functions involving a matrix inverse, interpolants using Padé approximants are much
faster to compute than the true function. While this is the upside of using interpolating
functions, they must be built correctly in order to ensure acceptable levels of error at
frequencies other than the interpolation points.
Perhaps the most basic general purpose interpolating function is the spline. A spline is
defined as a piecewise polynomial function. The coefficients of each polynomial piece are
chosen in order to obey an interpolation condition as well as, typically, some smoothness
criterion, meaning that its derivatives are required to be continuous. In the case of cubic
splines, the spline interpolates the function to the zeroth order at each of the interpolation
points with smoothness ensured up to the second order. For a review of splines and their
practical application, the interested reader is directed to the excellent texts by Direckx [21]
and de Boor [17].
One of the most attractive features of spline interpolants is that they are guaranteed to
converge to the function of interest as the maximum distance between any two interpolation
points approaches zero. Furthermore, the error resulting from spline approximation is well
understood. Of particular interest is that for a function F and cubic spline interpolant S
with uniform interpolation points and ‘clamped’ boundary conditions – meaning that either
the first or second derivative is interpolated at the lower and upper bound of the frequency
range of interest – the following error bound holds [32].
‖F − S‖∞ ≤ 5384 h¯
4
d
4F
dω4
∞ (6.2)
Here, the infinity norm is taken to be the maximum magnitude value across the frequency
range of interest and h¯ is the uniform interpolation point spacing.
Another variant of spline is the cubic Hermite spline (CHS). In this case, rather than
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the derivatives of the interpolant at the breaks being specified by the smoothness criterion,
they are instead chosen to interpolate the true derivatives of the function. One important
feature of the CHS is that each cubic polynomial piece is locally determined by values
and derivatives of the function at the breaks of its respective interval. This removes the
requisite solution of a tridiagonal system for the interpolant derivatives as is necessary in
the traditional cubic spline. Because the error bound in Equation (6.2) was derived for
the clamped cubic spline, it may still be applied to the CHS; however, it applies to each
subinterval instead of the entire domain.
The piecewise Padé interpolant (PPI) developed here has a similar structure to the
CHS. It breaks the frequency range into intervals, continuity and smoothness are ensured
by exactly matching values and derivatives, and each interval’s approximating function is
locally determined by the data at the end points. However, instead of using polynomials
as the approximating functions, two-point Padé approximants are used. Padé approximants
are well known to outperform interpolating polynomials and therefore it is expected that the
PPI will outperform CHS. This is examined in Section 6.4.1.
The use of function derivatives is an attractive feature for calculations involving matrix
inverses. This is because the majority of the cost of evaluating any of the functions listed
in Table 6.1 is in performing the matrix factorization. However, once this has been done,
it is relatively inexpensive to then compute the derivative of the function as it utilizes the
same matrix factorization. Thus, the derivative provides a new datum to the interpolant at a
much reduced cost. However, computing derivatives involving matrix inverses can become
complex. In general, the following identity must be applied every time an additional
derivative must be computed.
d
dω
(
A−1(ω)
)
= A−1(ω)
(
d
dω
A(ω)
)
A−1(ω) (6.3)
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For example, the derivative of a steady-state forced response may be calculated by
d
dω
x(ω) = A−1(ω) d
dω
f(ω) − A−1(ω) d
dω
A(ω) A−1(ω) f(ω) . (6.4)
Typically, this is written for the general n-derivative of the response in terms of its lower
order derivatives.
x(n) (ω) = A−1(ω)
f (n) (ω) −
n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
A(n) (ω) x(n−k) (ω)
 (6.5)
Note that superscripted parenthesis-integers have been adopted to represent derivatives.
Often, the sum in the bracketed term of Equation (6.5) may be simplified using the particular
structure of A(ω). For example, for a viscously damped vibratory system, the dynamic
stiffness matrix has zero derivatives for all orders above the second.
6.2.2 Two-Point Padé Approximation
APadé approximant, r (σ), is a rational functionwith coefficients chosen tomatch a function
and its derivatives at one or more points. The argument of the approximant is taken to be
σ = ω −ω1: the shifted frequency relative to a reference frequency. As a rational function,
the Padé approximant is computed as the quotient of two polynomials,
r (σ) =
p(σ)
q(σ)
, (6.6)
where the numerator polynomial p(σ) is taken to be of degree L and the denominator
polynomial q(σ) to be of degree M .
p(σ) =
L∑
i=0
piσi and q(σ) =
M∑
j=0
qjσ j (6.7)
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Also, the coefficients are assumed to have been normalized so that q0 = 1. The Padé
approximant is said to be of order [L/M] and has L+M+1 unknown polynomial coefficients.
Equating the n-derivative of the Padé approximant with the the same derivative of the
function of interest gives rise to the following equation.
p(n) (σ) −
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
y(n−k)σ q(k) (σ) = 0 (6.8)
Here, the quantity y( j)σ refers to the j-derivative of the function evaluated at the appropriate
frequency, F ( j) (ω1 + σ). Note that the denominator polynomial has been multiplied to
both sides of the equation prior to any differentiation to generate a functional form with
a linear dependence on the the polynomial coefficients. To see this, the derivatives of the
polynomials may be computed:
p(n) (σ) =
L∑
i=0
pi din(σ) Hin and q(k) (σ) =
M∑
j=0
qj d j k (σ) H j k , (6.9)
where di j (σ) =
i!(
i − j)!σi− j (6.10)
and Hi j =

1 if i ≥ j
0 otherwise
. (6.11)
It should be noted that the effects of the Hi j terms can be equivalently accomplished by
a change in the bounds of the sums for each equation. However, this change is delayed
as it leads to a more convenient form momentarily. Substitution of Equation (6.9) into
Equation (6.8) results in the following.
L∑
i=0
pi din(σ) Hin −
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
y(n−k)σ
M∑
j=0
qj d j k (σ) H j k = 0 (6.12)
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As it is desired to eventually solve for the polynomial coefficients using amatrix equation,
Equation (6.12) must be arranged such that it appears as linear combination of the unknown
polynomial coefficients on the left-hand side and any completely defined terms on the right.
The numerator polynomial is already in such a form, but the double sum term needs further
work. First, recall that q0 is assumed to be one, and therefore terms involving only that
coefficient may be moved to the right hand side. Next, the Hi j terms must be taken into
account. For the numerator polynomial, the only summation available to change is its
own. However, for the denominator polynomial it will be more convenient to change the
sum due to the derivative rather than that of the polynomial itself. Making these changes
and interchanging the order of summations in the double sum gives the final interpolation
equation.
L∑
i=n
pi din(σ) −
M∑
j=1
qj
min( j,n)∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
y(n−k)σ d j k (σ) = y
(n)
σ (6.13)
Note that Equation (6.13) is equivalent to the equation derived in [7, 55], but arranged to
explicitly show its linear dependence on the unknown polynomial coefficients. Also, note
that summations with lower bounds that are greater than the upper bound are taken to be
zero.
The final step to derive the two-point Padé approximant is to evaluate the interpolation
equation at two distinct frequencies, ω1 and ω2, where the shifted frequencies are equal to
0 and h, respectively. At ω1 up to the N1-derivative will be matched and at ω2 up to the
N2-derivative will be matched. Thus, a set of N1 + N2 + 2 equations is generated.
n! pn −
n∑
j=1
j!
(
n
j
)
y
(n− j)
0 qj = y
(n)
0 for n = 0, . . . , N1 (6.14)
L∑
i=n
pi din(h) −
M∑
j=1
qj
min( j,n)∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
y(n−k)h d j k (h) = y
(n)
h for n = 0, . . . , N2 (6.15)
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Note that in Equation (6.14), pn is defined as 0 for n > L and qj is 0 for j > M .
In order to uniquely determine a set of polynomial coefficients, the degrees of the
numerator and denominator polynomials must be chosen to result in a square system.
Under the assumptions made here, the requirement is L + M = N1 + N2 + 1. Having
done so, Equation (6.14) and Equation (6.15) may be arranged to form the alternant matrix
equation,
A[L/M] c = y , (6.16)
where the polynomial coefficients are listed in the vector c = [p0, . . . , pL, q1, . . . , qM ]T ,
and the function derivatives are listed in vector y =
[
y0, . . . , y
(N1)
0 , yh, . . . , y
(N2)
h
]T
. Note
that the matrix A[L/M] is dependent on both the function derivatives and the frequency
spacing.
6.2.2.1 Four-variable Approximants
While Equation (6.16) is completely general as to the degrees of the numerator and de-
nominator polynomials, attention will be restricted for the remainder of this paper. In
particular, let it be assumed that only the function value, yσ = F (ω1 + σ), and its first
derivative, y′σ = F ′(ω1 + σ), are available at any given frequency. Note that the shorthand
‘prime’ notation has been adopted for the first derivative rather than the more cumbersome
superscript parenthesis integer necessary in the preceding section. Under this restriction,
the degrees of the numerator and denominator polynomials must obey L +M = 3, meaning
that the Padé approximants have four free polynomial coefficients to be determined by the
appropriate matrix equation developed in the preceding section.
Four possible orders, denoted by [L/M], exist for the Padé approximants obeying this
restriction: [3/0], [2/1], [1/2], and [0/3]. Each one results in its own form of Equa-
tion (6.16). It is known that the the alternant matrix necessary to fit Padé approximants
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becomes ill-conditioned as the order grows. While those studied here are small enough to
avoid serious numerical problems, the issue may be circumvented completely by finding
closed form expressions for the matrix inverses. This has been done for the four possible
Padé approximants and the results are presented in Table 6.2.
In the work of Avery et al. [7], a different restriction on the Padé approximants was
made. There, they took the denominator to be one order higher than the numerator, i. e.
M = L + 1. This constraint was also followed in [55]. However, this choice was not
motivated or verified in either work. Here, this claim will be studied in detail through the
use of the numerical studies presented in Section 6.4.
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Table 6.2: Alternant matrices and their inverses for two-point Padé approximants of order
[3/0], [2/1], [1/2], and [0/3].
A[3/0] =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
1 h h2 h3
0 1 2h 3h2

(6.17)
A−1[3/0] =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
− 3
h2
− 2h 3h2 − 1h
2
h3
1
h2
− 2
h3
1
h2

(6.18)
A[2/1] =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 −y0
1 h h2 −hyh
0 1 2h −yh − hy′h

(6.19)
A−1[2/1] =

1 0 0 0
−b 1 − y0c b − y0c
1
h2
− a − y′hc a − 1h2 y0−yhhc− 2hc − 1c 2hc − 1c

where
a =
2y′
h
hc
b =
2y0
hc
c = y0 − yh + hy′h
(6.20)
A[1/2] =

1 0 0 0
0 1 −y0 0
1 h −hyh −h2yh
0 1 −hy′
h
− yh −h2y′h − 2hyh

(6.21)
A−1[1/2] =

1 0 0 0
−b y2ha b − y0yhd
2yh+hy′h
ha
yh+hy
′
h
a −
2yh+hy′h
ha
yh
a
c − y′ha −c yh−y0h d

where
a = y2h − y0
(
yh + hy′h
)
b =
y0
(
2yh + hy′h
)
hd
c =
yh − y0 + hy′h
hd
d = −y2h + y0yh + hy0y′h
(6.22)
A[0/3] =

1 0 0 0
0 −y0 0 0
1 −hyh −h2yh −h3yh
0 −hy′
h
− yh −h2y′h − 2hyh −h3y′h − 3h2yh

(6.23)
A−1[0/3] =

1 0 0 0
0 − 1y0 0 0
a 2hy0 −a 1hyh
−b − 1
h2y0
b − 1
h2yh

where
a =
3yh + hy′h
h2y2
h
b =
2yh + hy′h
h3y2
h
(6.24)
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6.3 Adaptive Piecewise Padé Interpolation
Now that the basics of two-point Padé approximation and, in particular, the possible four-
variable approximants have been introduced, the remaining task is to develop an algorithm
that adaptively determines the interpolation points necessary to suitably approximate any
given function of interest. The adaptive nature of the algorithm is accomplished by a
nested bisection of the frequency domain of interest. At each step, the accuracy of the
current piecewise Padé interpolant is evaluated and then updated if necessary. This is most
easily described through a recursive procedure, however, it should be noted that a recursive
algorithm is not required. It is possible to instead write a nested bisection algorithm using
a loop structure. In fact, the adaptive subspace algorithm in Chapter 5 uses the loop form
of nested bisection. The recursive version of the algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 6.1.
It is assumed that, upon entry to the procedure at a given level of recursion,P interpolates
F at the upper and lower endpoints of the current interval,ωl andωu, respectively. Next, the
relative error of the interpolant is computed and compared to the user specified tolerance, τ.
If the interpolant is out-of-tolerance, it is updated to interpolate the function at the midpoint
and then the algorithm recurses on the upper and lower sub-intervals where necessary.
6.3.1 Relative Error Stopping Criteria
It should be noted that in the APPI algorithm, the relative error calculation has been
packaged into its own routine, relerr*, and that it provides relative error estimates for both
the lower and upper subintervals. Correspondingly, whether or not the algorithm continues
to bisect within the upper and lower subintervals is independent in general. However, some
relative error calculations may not be able to provide independent measures of the upper
and lower subintervals.
This section presents three possible stopping criteria, all of which are a measure of the
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Algorithm 6.1 Adaptive Piecewise Padé Interpolation (APPI) Algorithm
Require:
1: Lower and upper frequency bounds, ωl and ωu
2: Exact function, F
3: Desired relative error tolerance, τ
Initialize:
4: yl = F (ωl ) and y′l = F ′(ωl )
5: yu = F (ωu) and y′u = F ′(ωu)
6: Define P as the piecewise Padé interpolant matching yl , y′l at ωl and yu, y′u at ωu
Begin Recursion:
7: aapr(ωl , ωu, F , P, τ)
8: procedure appr(ωl , ωu, F , P, τ)
9: ωm =
ωl+ωu
2
10: rl, ru = relerr*(ωl, ωu, F ,P)
11: if rl > τ or ru > τ then
12: Update P to interpolate F (ωm) and F ′(ωm) at ωm
13: end if
14: if rl > τ then
15: appr(ωl , ωm, F , P, τ)
16: end if
17: if ru > τ then
18: appr(ωm, ωu, F , P, τ)
19: end if
20: end procedure
‘relative error’ of the approximation – meaning that they are all a unitless, scalar functions
such that the desired tolerance specified by the user should be thought of as an ‘acceptable
percent error.’ Thus, a tolerance of 10−2 implies a desire that the approximation be within
1% of the true function values across the frequency range of interest. It should be noted,
however, that none of the stopping criteria proposed here provide a guarantee that the true
relative error of the approximation is within tolerance.
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6.3.1.1 Value Check
The first, and most straightforward, relative error check is to directly compute the relative
error of the current adaptive interpolant at the the midpoint. This has been stated in
Algorithm 6.2.
Algorithm 6.2 Relative Error Criterion 1 – Value check
1: function relerr1(ωl , ωu, F , P)
2: ωm =
ωl+ωu
2
3: ym = F (ωm)
4: y = P (ωm)
5: r = ‖y − ym‖/‖ym‖
6: return rl = r and ru = r
7: end function
The value-check stopping criterion is built upon the assumption that the relative error
will be greatest at the midpoint of the interval, and the possibility for failure in this stopping
criteria is precisely that this assumption is not necessarily true. In fact, it is quite straight-
forward to build a function that will cause this stopping criterion to fail, even on the first
call of the adaptive algorithm recursion. However, the likelihood of this occurring in real
problems of interest is low. Also, note that because only a single relative error check is
performed at the midpoint, this relative error is used for both the upper and lower subregion.
Despite this, the value check is actually fairly useful in practice. This is particularly true
when a very low tolerance is desired as the maximum error is usually near the midpoint of
the interval in this case.
The other drawback of the value check stopping criteria is that F (ωm) must be evaluated
in order to compute the relative error, and further, that the relative error computed is
a measure of the error over the interval [ωl, ωu]. Thus, utilizing this stopping criteria
requires significant computational effort before deciding whether the accuracy of a given
interval is within tolerance.
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6.3.1.2 Convergence Check
The next relative error criterion seeks to avoid the drawbacks of the value check by com-
paring successive iterations of the Padé approximant. This is commonly referred to as
evaluating the convergence of the approximation. The convergence check criterion is for-
mally stated in Algorithm 6.3.
Algorithm 6.3 Relative Error Criterion 2 – Convergence check
1: function relerr2(ωl , ωu, F , P)
2: ωm =
ωl+ωu
2
3: yl = P (ωl ) and y′l = P′(ωl )
4: yu = P (ωu) and y′u = P′(ωu)
5: ym = F (ωm) and y′m = F ′(ωm)
6: Compute Q, a piecewise Padé that interpolates y and y′ at lower, mid, and upper
frequencies
7: rl = max
ωl≤ω≤ωm
‖P (ω) − Q(ω) ‖/‖Q(ω) ‖
8: ru = max
ωm≤ω≤ωu
‖P (ω) − Q(ω) ‖/‖Q(ω) ‖
9: return rl and ru
10: end function
Note that the the piecewise Padé approximant Q is exactly the same over the interval
[ωl, ωu] as the overall interpolant P if it is updated to interpolate the function at ωm. Thus,
the relative errors rl and ru are precisely the maximum relative errors between successive
iterations of the APPI interpolant, where the maximum has been taken over the lower and
upper subintervals, respectively.
The convergence check relative error criterion has several benefits when compared to
the value check discussed in the previous section. First, note that the value check criterion is
actually built into the convergence check. This is due to the fact that the updated interpolant,
Q, interpolates the true function at the midpoint. Next, recognize that while value check
criterion relies on only the midpoint, the convergence check is more sophisticated in that
it considers frequencies throughout the interval. This is possible because the comparison
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is made between two iterations of the interpolant, P and Q, rather than the true function
F which is too expensive evaluate over the whole interval. Finally, the convergence check
allows for differentiation between the upper and lower subintervals with regards to the
relative error. This allows the the algorithm to recurse on either region independently when
possible.
While the convergence check is an improvement in the above regards, it too has a few
drawbacks. The first is that the measures rl and ru are not true relative errors, rather they are
relative differences between iterations of the interpolant itself. This is excepting the case
that rl or ru is obtained at the midpoint. The other is that, like the value check, convergence
check requires computing the true function value (and derivative) at the midpoint before
evaluating the relative error.
6.3.1.3 Residual Check
When dealing with solutions to systems of equations, one measure of accuracy of an
approximate solution is its residual. For example, given an approximate steady-state forced
response, x˜, its residual is computed by
r = f − Ax˜ . (6.25)
Note that the residual does not require a matrix factorization and thus may be evaluated
cheaply. Additionally, recognize that if x˜ is the true solution to the system of equations,
then its residual would be zero. Thus, residual is an attractive measure of approximation
accuracy.
Unfortunately, not all functions have residuals. Examining the example calculations in
Table 6.1, it can be shown that steady-state forced response and impedance-based scattering
can be rearranged to give an appropriate residual vector. However, this cannot be done, in
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general, for the Schur complement reduction. So, although residuals are useful if they exist
for the problem at hand, this is not a guaranteed situation.
Given that a residual may be computed for the function, it is proposed to use them as a
first-pass check of the relative error prior to performing the significant computations neces-
sary for checking the other relative error criteria. This is formally stated in Algorithm 6.4.
Note that the residual is compared against a secondary tolerance, τr . This is due to the
different scaling that may be necessary depending on the exact form of the residual vector.
Algorithm 6.4 Relative Error Criterion 3 – Residual check
1: function relerr3(ωl , ωu, F , P)
2: ωm =
ωl+ωu
2
3: y = P (ωm)
4: r = R (ωm, y)
5: if r > τr then
6: rl, ru = relerr2(ωl, ωu, F , P)
7: end if
8: return rl and ru
9: end function
6.4 Results
The APPI algorithm was implemented and shown to provide satisfactory approximations
to a wide variety of frequency dependent functions. One example is shown in Figure 6.1.
There, the convergence of APPI is demonstrated by plotting the current interpolant after
each iteration of the algorithm. The color scheme used ranges from light to dark as
the interpolants draw closer to the exact transfer function that is depicted by a black line.
Examining the magnitude and phase plots, it is visually apparent that the interpolant reaches
very good agreement. This is quantified by looking at the relative error at the successive
iterations. For this example, the target relative error was chosen to be 10−1, or 10%, and it
is seen that the final interpolant satisfies this tolerance across the entire frequency range of
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interest.
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Figure 6.1: Convergence of the APPI algorithm. Magnitude, phase, and relative error of
successive iterations of the interpolant are plotted from in order from least accurate to most
accurate with colors going from light to dark, respectively. Results plotted here are for the
[1/2] order Padé approximant applied with a desired relative error tolerance of 10−1 or 10%.
It should be noted that the APPI algorithm does not result in a uniform interpolation
point distribution. Rather, as desired, it only adds interpolation points where necessary in
order to meet the desired tolerance. This is most easily seen in the relative error plot of
Figure 6.1. Each of the frequencies where the relative error drops below the lower limit of
the plot is an interpolation point. Note that these interpolation points are clustered where
the transfer function has interesting features such as peaks and troughs due to the presence
of modes. However, where the function is more smoothly varying, such as below 25Hz
or above 75Hz, the interpolant requires only a single Padé approximant over the entire
interval.
6.4.1 Comparison of 4-variable Padé approximants
As discussed in Section 6.2.2.1, restricting our attention to interpolations involving only
up to the first derivative of the underlying function leads to four possible Padé orders –
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[3/0], [2/1], [1/2], and [0, 3] – for the kernel approximant of the APPI algorithm. The task
in this section is to determine which of these orders leads to the fewest adaptively chosen
interpolation points. It will be convenient to define a color and marker for each of these
kernels that will be used throughout this section for plotting the corresponding results. This
has been done in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Legend for common elements in figures of Section 6.4.1. All others will be
defined on a figure-by-figure basis as necessary.
Padé Order Color Marker
[3/0]
[2/1]
[1/2]
[0/3]
The function examined in Figure 6.1 is one example of the types studied in this section.
The results of applying the APPI algorithm with each of the kernels to this function is
presented in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. The adaptively chosen interpolation points generated
by each case has been shown in Figure 6.2 through the use of markers placed on vertical
dashed lines. The ranking of Padé orders according to the number of interpolation points
used is as follows: first, [1/2]; second, [2/1]; third, [0/3]; and fourth, [3/0]. Note that
in each case, the interpolation points are clustered where the function is changing rapidly.
Also, it is interesting to note that the [3/0] kernel results in more interpolation points near
peaks in the magnitude of the response while the [0/3] kernel clusters them near the troughs.
The relative error of each of the interpolants may be seen in Figure 6.3. Note that each
achieves the desired tolerance used for this example: 10−1, or 10% relative error.
In order to compare the different Padé orders in a more general setting, Monte Carlo type
simulations were performed. The functions of interest used in this study were generated
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Figure 6.2: Interpolation points generated by the APPI algorithm with the four different
two-point Padé approximation kernels. Markers are place on vertical dashed lines indicating
interpolation points used in each case. The desired relative error tolerance used was 10−1,
or 10%.
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Figure 6.3: Final relative error resulting from the APPI algorithm with the four different
two-point Padé approximation kernels. The desired relative error tolerance used was 10−1,
or 10%, and note that all four versions achieve this tolerance.
using a modal sum as in Equation (6.26).
F (ω) =

Nm∑
n=1
1
ω2n

−1 Nm∑
n=1
1
ω2n + i2ωωnζn − ω2
(6.26)
The number of modes, Nm, the natural frequencies, ωn, and modal damping ratios, ζn,
were allowed to vary and, for each set of parameters, a number of system realizations were
generated through the use of uniform random distributions as appropriate. Note that the
bracketed sum in Equation (6.26) causes the function to have a unit static response. Also,
recognize that, in general, a modal sum will typically have a coefficient in the numerator
of each term based on the mode shape and forcing vector. This so called ‘modal influence
coefficient’ has been assumed to be one for all cases used here as its primary effect in
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practice is to change number of modes that participate to a significant level in a given
response.
The APPI algorithm was applied with each of the four kernels to all of these system real-
izations with a specified 1% tolerance. Additionally, a CHS was computed with uniformly
spaced interpolation points chosen in order to meet the same tolerance. This CHS is used as
a reference in order to compute a ‘speedup’ for the APPI kernels on each system. Speedup
here is defined as the ratio of number of interpolation points used by the APPI algorithm to
that necessary for the uniform CHS. Thus, speedups greater than one imply that the APPI
algorithm is performing better than CHS, as is the case for all the results seen during this
study. Average speedups and 95% confidence intervals were then computed for each of the
Padé order kernels used by APPI in order to determine the best performing kernel. Note
that in each case, the frequency range of interest was chosen to be between zero and 100Hz.
6.4.1.1 Random Mode Location, Uniform Damping Ratio
The first study performed involved systems specified by: a number of modes ranging from
1 to 100, mode natural frequency uniformly randomly placed between 5Hz and 100Hz,
and a uniform damping ratio ranging from 0.01 to 1.0. Twenty system realizations were
examined for each set of parameters and the results for the 5 and 100 mode systems are
shown in Figure 6.4. Note that for all sets of parameters, the [1/2] order kernel is the best
performing on average. However, examining the 95% confidence intervals shows some
overlap between the various kernels. In particular, the [2/1] Padé order approximant gives
only slightly lower performance over most damping ratios and the [0/3] kernel provides
similar results for very high damping ratios. These overlaps indicate regions where, for any
particular system, either kernel may provide the highest speedup. However, it is clear that
the [1/2] kernel is the best choice with regards to a general purpose algorithm. It should be
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noted that similar results were obtained for all other numbers of modes examined here.
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Figure 6.4: Performance of APPI with the four different kernels for various uniform
damping ratios and numbers of modes. Statistics as determined by application to 20 system
realizations for each set of parameters. Average speedups are given by lines and 95%
confidence intervals are indicated by error bars. (a) Results for systems with 5 randomly
placed modes. (b) Results for systems with 100 randomly placed modes.
The performance of the [1/2] Padé order APPI algorithm is further examined in Fig-
ure 6.5. Here, results for the full range of numbers of modes and damping ratios are plotted.
It is seen that, in general, speedup increases as damping decreases and as the number of
modes decreases. This is with the exception of the upper range of damping ratios where a
local minimum exists in the 5-10 mode range. It is also interesting to note that at the highest
number of modes, the speedup due to the APPI algorithm is essentially independent of the
damping ratio.
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Figure 6.5: Performance of APPI with the [1/2] order Padé kernel on systems with uniform
damping ratios. Statistics as determined by application to 20 system realizations for each set
of parameters. (a) Average speedup for varying numbers of modes and damping ratios. (b)
95% confidence intervals for the same systems, damping ratio increases as the lines darken.
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6.4.1.2 Random Mode Location, Random Damping Ratio
In the second study, not only is mode location chosen to be uniformly randomly varying,
but the modal damping ratio is as well. In order to still have some notion of how the
performance varies as the damping ratio changes, four damping regimes are defined, each
having their own range of damping ratios. These regimes and their respective ranges are
defined in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: Damping regimes used for randomly varying damping ratio tests.
Regime Damping ratio range
Low 0.01 ≤ ζn ≤ 0.1
Mid 0.05 ≤ ζn ≤ 0.5
High 0.1 ≤ ζn ≤ 1.0
Full 0.01 ≤ ζn ≤ 1.0
The averages and 95% confidence intervals for 100 system realizations for both 5 and
100 mode systems are plotted in Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.7, respectively. It is again seen
that the [1/2] Padé order kernel is the best performing, at least in the average sense. Also,
overlap is observed with the [2/1] kernel for all damping regimes and, to a lesser extent, the
[0/3] kernel when highly damped modes are present.
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Figure 6.6: Performance of APPI with the four different kernels on systems with randomly
varying damping ratio and 5 randomly placedmodes. Statistics as determined by application
to 100 system realizations for each set of parameters. Damping regimes as listed in Table 6.4.
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Figure 6.7: Performance of APPI with the four different kernels on systems with randomly
varying damping ratio and 100 randomly placed modes. Statistics as determined by appli-
cation to 100 system realizations for each set of parameters. Damping regimes as listed in
Table 6.4.
Examining the [1/2] kernel in further depth also leads to similar results, as seen in
Figure 6.8. Speedup again increases with decreasing damping. One interesting result is
that the speedup achieved for the higher numbers of modes within the full damping regime
was greater than for any of the other regimes by themselves. This indicates that the greatest
potential for speedup exists when a system’s modes have diverse damping ratios.
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Figure 6.8: Performance ofAPPIwith the [1/2] order Padé kernel on systemswith randomly
varying damping ratio and randomly placed modes. Statistics as determined by application
to 100 system realizations for each set of parameters. Damping regimes as listed in Table 6.4.
6.5 Conclusions
An adaptive algorithm applying piecewise Padé interpolation has been developed and tested.
The undesirable features of previously existing algorithms – namely: a priori specification
of interpolation points and orders, or discontinuities arising due to non-matching adjacent
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approximants – have been eliminated. Four possible Padé approximants were identified
by restricting attention to interpolation up to the first derivative. These were extensively
tested in order to determine the best performer. It was determined that the [1/2] order Padé
approximant is the best choice for a general purpose algorithm. However, for any given
problem, it is possible that either the [2/1] or [0/3] order kernels are actually optimal. The
[3/0] order Padé approximant, also known as the cubic Hermite spline, was shown to never
be the optimal kernel, even with adaptively chosen interpolation points.
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Chapter 7
ADAPTIVE FREQUENCY SWEEPS – MODAL CONSIDERATIONS
Perhaps the most prevalent analytical technique in vibrations and acoustics is to describe the
system’s response in terms of its modes, and no discussion of fast frequency sweeps would
be complete without considering modal descriptions of the system response. First, Sec-
tion 7.1 motivates and introduces so called high-order modal techniques. Then, Section 7.2
derives the equations for two existing methods and develops a new approach considered
here involving Laurent polynomials. Several numerical examples comparing the three
techniques are presented in Section 7.3. Then, Section 7.4 describes an approach for aug-
menting adaptive frequency sweeps such as presented in the preceding chapters with modal
information. Finally, discussion of the results is performed and conclusions are drawn in
Section 7.5.
7.1 Introduction
Mathematically arising as the eigenvectors of the system matrices, modes are useful for a
number of reasons. Physically, they represent the ‘shape’ and frequency of the structure’s
response when it resonates. Great insight has been drawn both in practice and theoretically
from modes, whether computed or determined experimentally. Computationally speaking,
the modes of a system are useful as they represent a set of basis vectors that uncouples
the EOMs provided any damping present may be appropriately taken into account. This
allows for rapid calculation of the system’s response via a weighted summation once all
of the modes are known, leading to fast frequency sweeps. It is important to note that
exact determination of the response truly requires all of modes to be known – a task that is
computationally infeasible for large systems.
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Instead of using all the modes of a system, the common approximation is to only use
a subset of the modes. Usually this subset is determined by proximity of the modes to
the frequency range of interest, i. e. only those modes with natural frequencies inside or
near the range are kept, and all others neglected. Any number of textbooks motivate such
modal projection/truncation techniques, for example, [25]. Here, we will refer to this direct
truncation of themodal sum as themodal displacementmethod (MD). The number ofmodes
kept in this approximation is assumed to be much smaller than the full system size and thus
it is usually much faster than direct solution. However, modal projection suffers from a
few limitations. One is that, typically, only undamped modes may be computed, which of
course leads to higher levels of approximation when damped systems need be considered.
The second is that determining which modes to keep based on proximity to the frequency
range does not provide any guarantees on accuracy of the resulting approximation, although
algorithms do exist for a more rigorous selection of modes such as Barbone’s ‘optimal
modal reduction’ [8].
To examine the errors resulting from the MD approximation, consider Figure 7.1. The
exact displacements are generated by direct solution of the EOMs of an aluminum plate,
while the MD approximation is computed through modal sum of all the modes with natural
frequencies between 400Hz and 1600Hz. The important thing to note is that the relative
error due to the approximation is approximately 30 to 50 percent throughout the frequency
range of interest except for in small neighborhoods around the mode natural frequencies.
Particularly important is the fact that there is no decrease in relative error towards the
interior of the range of interest. This indicates that keeping extra modes to either side of the
frequency range will not improve the accuracy of the approximation in the regions between
the modes. In fact, this may be verified through computing these updated approximations.
Also, it should be noted that the system studied in Figure 7.1 does not have any damping
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present, so all the errors shown are solely from the truncation of the modal sum.
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Figure 7.1: Modal displacement approximation over a frequency range of interest denoted
by dashed lines. a) Exact and approximate displacements – black and red lines, respectively
– for two particular DOFs. b) Relative error of approximation at the same DOFs. c) Average
relative error over all DOFs in the system.
Two different techniques have been developed over the years to correct for the error
introduced by the MD approximation. The first is known as the Mode Acceleration (MA)
method, usually attributed to a technical report by D.E. Williams in 1945 [62], although the
author was not able to obtain a copy of this report. Later, the MA method was generalized
– sometimes under different names such as the ‘force displacement method’ – by various
authors [40, 3, 43] to account for higher order corrections, as will be discussed in later
sections. Even more recently, work has been done to account for various forms of damping
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and other specialized applications [50, 52, 51, 66, 47, 41]. The other correction technique
for modal sums is known as Modal Truncation Augmentation (MT). It was first proposed
in a technical report by Dickens [20], who then later went on to publish a paper comparing
MT and MAmethods [19]. MT was generalized for higher order corrections by Rixen [54].
This chapter derives the MA and MT methods as well as introduces a new approxi-
mation called the Modal Residual (MR) method. The MR method is motivated by taking
approximating the neglected terms of the modal sum by their asymptotic limits, motivating
in a new form for the correction terms. All three of these techniques are then applied to an
example problem to demonstrate the differences between them.
7.2 High-Order Modal Approximation
Given the mass and stiffness matrices of a system, M and K, repsectively, the modes of the
system may be computed by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem in Equation (7.1).
Kφn = ω2nMφn (7.1)
The eigenvectors, φn, describe the mode shapes and the natural frequencies, ωn, are the
square roots of the eigenvalues. It is assumed that the eigenvectors are normalized such that
ΦTKΦ = Ω2 (7.2)
and ΦTMΦ = I , (7.3)
where the columns of the matrix Φ are the system eigenvectors and the diagonal matrix Ω
has the corresponding natural frequencies on its diagonal. Because no damping terms have
been included in the preceding equations, these eigenvectors and eigenvalues correspond to
the undamped modes of the system and are real valued.
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Damping may be included in various ways, depending on how it is mathematically
described. If the damping falls into the category generally referred to as proportional
damping, then the effects of damping do not change the eigenvectors, but the eigenvalues
become complex valued. Note that many of the most common damping descriptions fall
into this category – in particular Rayleigh and structural damping – and that if damping
parameters are experimentally determined, they are usually determined on a mode-by-mode
basis. If the damping is described by viscous damping matrix, then true damped eigenpairs,
where both eigenvalue and eigenvector are complex valued, may be computed by considering
a state-space EOM [25]. In cases where more complex damping descriptions are necessary,
other computational procedures exist for computing the eigenvalues. For the sake of the
discussion here, it is assumed that the eigenvalues of the system may be computed exactly
with whatever damping is included. Accordingly, the following equations will be cast in
their undamped form with the understanding that certain details will change for a damped
system, however the underlying concepts remain the same.
7.2.1 Modal Displacement (MD)
Given the modes of a system, computing the displacement of the system may be accom-
plished by a weighted sum of the eigenvectors.
x(ω) =
∑
n
φnφ
T
n f(ω)
ω2n − ω2︸            ︷︷            ︸
all modes
= Φq(ω) (7.4)
Note that the weight of each term depends on how the force interacts with the mode shape
as well as the proximity of the mode’s natural frequency to the desired frequency of the
response. The rightmost equality is verified by defining the set of modal displacements
qn(ω) =
φTn f(ω)
ω2n−ω2 , forming the vector q(ω) =
[
q1(ω) , . . . , qN (ω)
]T , and reformatting the
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sum as matrix-vector product.
To this point, no approximation has been made and Equation (7.4) is, in fact, exact. As
with all frequency sweep problems, the response of the system is desired over a range of
frequencies, ωlo ≤ ω ≤ ωhi. The MD approximation arises from partitioning the modes
of the system into three sets: those with natural frequencies below, inside, and above the
bounds of the frequency range.
x(ω) =
∑
b
φbφ
T
b f
ω2b − ω2︸         ︷︷         ︸
below
+
∑
i
φiφ
T
i f
ω2i − ω2︸         ︷︷         ︸
inside
+
∑
a
φaφ
T
a f
ω2a − ω2︸         ︷︷         ︸
above
(7.5)
Then the approximation is made by neglecting the ‘below’ and ‘above’ modes. Taking
xMD (ω) as the MD approximated system response, the resulting definition is
xMD (ω) =
∑
i
φiφ
T
i f
ω2i − ω2
= Φiqi (ω) . (7.6)
Again, a matrix version of the sum is defined for convenience where the columns of Φi are
the ‘inside’ eigenvectors and qi (ω) contains the appropriate modal coordinates.
7.2.2 Mode Acceleration (MA)
As discussed in the introduction, MA attempts to correct for the errors arising from the
MD approximation. It does so by adding on correction vectors to the MD approximated
response. The name ‘mode acceleration’ comes from the derivation of the first order static
correction vector. First, consider the time-domain EOMs of the undamped system.
Mx¨(t) + Kx(t) = f (7.7)
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The derivation continues by solving for the system response as if its acceleration were
known.
x(t) = K−1 [f −Mx¨(t)] (7.8)
Finally, as the method’s name suggests, the modal approximation is substituted for the
acceleration term, taking care to perform the appropriate time derivatives.
x(t) ≈ K−1f −K−1MΦiq¨i (t) (7.9)
One of the important things to note about this formulation is that K−1f has a physical
definition: it is the static response of the structure, i. e. its response at zero frequency.
x(t) ≈ xstatic −K−1MΦiq¨i (t) (7.10)
In the frequency-domain, this first order static correction takes the form
x(ω) ≈ xstatic + ω2Φi
(
Ω2i
)−1 qi (ω) , (7.11)
where Ωi is the diagonal matrix with only the inside natural frequencies on its diagonal.
There are two ways the MA method must be generalized in order to be applicable to the
frequency sweep problems of interest in the current work. First, higher orders of correction
terms must be included, each giving increased accuracy to the approximation. The second
is that non-static corrections must be allowed; in particular, the correction needs to be made
relative to an arbitrary reference frequency chosen by the user. Such non-static correction
is critical for applications where the lower bound of the frequency range of interest is above
some of the systems natural frequencies, i. e. the set of ‘below’ modes from Equation (7.5)
is non-empty. This will be discussed further in Section 7.3.
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Both of these generalizations have been developed in previous works. Qu [50] provides
a particularly cogent derivation and the reader is directed there for the full details. The
resulting approximated response is given by
xMA(ω) =
S∑
s=1
(
ω¯2K¯−1M
) s−1
K¯−1f +
∑
i
*, ω¯
2
ω2i − σ2
+-
S
φiφ
T
i f
ω2i − ω2
, (7.12)
where the order of correction is given by S and the desired reference frequency is given
by σ. Furthermore, two additional quantities must be defined: the shifted frequency,
ω¯2 = ω2 − σ2; and the shifted dynamic stiffness, K¯ = K − σ2M. It is important to note
that MA requires factorizing K¯, but that only a single factorization is required as it may be
reused to generate increasing orders of correction vectors.
An interesting connection may be made by examining the correction term of Equa-
tion (7.12). First, refactor the MA approximation as
xMA(ω) =
S∑
s=1
(
ω¯2
) s−1 x(s)cor +∑
i
*, ω¯
2
ω2i − σ2
+-
S
φiφ
T
i f
ω2i − ω2
, (7.13)
where x(s)cor =
(
K¯−1M
) s−1
K¯−1f . (7.14)
Then, recall the definition of the Krylov space operator from Chapter 5: Kn (A,B) =
Span
{
B, AB, . . . , An−1B
}
. Clearly, the s-th MA correction vector is the (s − 1)-th natural
basis vector of the Krylov space Kn
(
K¯−1M, K¯−1f
)
. Finally, recall that basis vectors of
such a Krylov space have connection to the derivatives of the system response – namely that
they span the same space. Thus, the implication is that generalized MA approximation is
correcting the MD approximation such that it matches the exact response and its derivatives
up to the appropriate order at the reference frequency. Furthermore, the form of the overall
correction term, i. e.the first sum in Equation (7.13), is a polynomial with vector coefficients.
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This is a very important consequence that is discussed further in Section 7.4.
7.2.3 Modal Truncation Augmentation (MT)
The MT approach builds upon the MA method by utilizing the correction vectors in a Ritz
approximation. The result of this approximation is a set of ‘pseudo-eigenpairs’ that may
be treated just like normal modes of the system. It has several beneficial features when
compared to MA. First, because the corrections are mathematically formulated as modes,
no special code is needed to compute the system response – the pseudo-modes just get added
into the regular modal sum. The second benefit is that because the correction terms each
have their own modal coordinate that varies across the band of interest, MT is generally
more accurate. Finally, MT is advantageous that the corrections are not inextricably tied
to the forcing vector used to generate them. They may still be used if the forcing vector
changes, although they will certainly be less accurate in that case.
Unfortunately, the MT approximation has one major flaw, that, to the best knowledge
of the author, was unknown prior to the research presented here. Namely: when a mid-
spectrum frequency range is approximated – meaning that the set of ‘below’ modes is
non-empty – the MT formulation can lead to a pseudo-mode arising inside the frequency
range of interest. Because all of the modes inside have been accounted for already, this
interior pseudo-mode leads to decreased accuracy when it occurs. This will be discussed
further in Section 7.3.2.
To derive the MT approximation, begin with a matrix whose columns are the correction
vectors from MA method.
Xcor =
[
x(1)cor, . . . , x(S)cor
]
(7.15)
In actuality, any matrix that has a column-space spanning the correction vectors will lead
to the same approximation, so in practice it is wise to perform a orthonormalization step to
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prevent numerical break down. Once this is complete, orthogonalize the correction matrix
with respect to the true modes of the system to prevent coincidence of any modes.
X = Xcor − projΦi Xcor (7.16)
Finally, form the projected system matrices by a Ritz procedure and compute the psuedo-
eigenpairs by solving a second generalized eigenvalue problem.
K˜ = XHKX and M˜ = XHMX (7.17)
K˜ψn = λ2nM˜ψn (7.18)
ΨTK˜Ψ = Λ2 (7.19)
ΨTM˜Ψ = I (7.20)
The pseudo-eigenvectors are denoted byψn and their corresponding pseudo-natural frequen-
cies by λn. Also, note the use of the Hermitian transpose when performing the projection
in order to preserve real-valued matrices.
The MT approximation is then simply the sum of both the normal modes and the
pseudo-modes.
xMT (ω) =
∑
i
φiφ
T
i f(ω)
ω2i − ω2
+
S∑
s=1
ψ sψ
T
s f(ω)
λ2s − ω2
(7.21)
7.2.4 Modal Residual Method (MR)
The final modal approximation – studied for the first time during this research – referred to as
the MR approximation, requires a reexamination of the partitioned modal sum, reproduced
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here for convenience.
x(ω) =
∑
b
φbφ
T
b f
ω2b − ω2︸         ︷︷         ︸
below
+
∑
i
φiφ
T
i f
ω2i − ω2︸         ︷︷         ︸
inside
+
∑
a
φaφ
T
a f
ω2a − ω2︸         ︷︷         ︸
above
(7.5)
As discussed previously, the truncated modes have been divided into two categories: those
with natural frequencies lower than the frequency range of interest, ωlo < ω; and those
with higher natural frequencies, ωhi > ω. If these inequalities are taken to their respective
limits, the sums containing the truncated modes reduce to a simpler form.
x(ω) ≈ 1
ω2
xl + xMD(ω) + xh (7.22)
This approximation is at the heart of the MR method: it motivates a fundamentally
different form for the correction terms. Instead of a standard polynomial as seen in the
MA approximation or the psuedo-modes generated by MT, the MR correction is a Laurent
polynomial – meaning a polynomial that has negative powers of its argument in addition to
the standard positive powers. In particular, we will define the MR approximation as
xMR(ω) =
∑
i
φiφ
T
i f
ω2i − ω2
+ xL (ω) , (7.23)
where xL (ω) =

a0 S = 1
1
ω2
a−2 + a0 S = 2
S−3∑
d=−2
ωdad S ≥ 3
. (7.24)
The piecewise nature of the correction term is chosen so that it resembles the asymptotic
residuals seen in Equation (7.22) as closely as possible. For the special case of a second order
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correction, S = 2, the asymptotic form is exactly recovered. For higher order corrections,
more typical Laurent polynomials are used with the smallest exponent in the polynomial
constrained to be −2. Also, note that if only a first order correction is desired, the MR
approximation will coincide with the first order MA approximation.
The remaining question is how to determine the coefficients of the Laurent polynomial,
ai. Noting that both the MA and MT approximations result in interpolating the true system
response at a given reference frequency, it is proposed to specify the Laurent polynomial
to have the same property. For the special case where S = 2, it may be shown that the
appropriate coefficients are given by Equation (7.25).
a−2 =
σ3
2
dxMD
dω
(σ) − σ4K¯−1MK¯−1f (7.25a)
a0 = K¯−1f − xMD(σ) − 1
σ2
a−2 (7.25b)
Also, Equation (7.25b) gives the correct coefficient for the case S = 1 if a−2 is taken to
be zero. Determining the coefficients for the general case requires a reasonable amount
of work so in the sake of brevity, it will be left to Appendix A. However, the end result
is that the coefficient vectors may be directly computed from the system response and its
successive derivatives by a linear transformation. Note that this is precisely the same set of
information required to form the MA and MT approximations. Therefore, computing the
MR approximant is slightly more computational expensive than the MA approach, but it
may be shown to be less so than the MT method.
7.3 Demonstrations
This section presents several example calculations intended to highlight various features
of the high order modal methods presented in the previous section. To this end, it will be
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convenient to assign a color to each of the methods and use them in all figures throughout
this sections, alleviating the need to have a legend on every figure. These colors are defined
in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Color guide for figures in Section 7.3
Color Method
Mode Displacement (MD)
Mode Acceleration (MA)
Modal Truncation Augmentation (MT)
Modal Residual (MR)
Exact Result
7.3.1 Static Corrections
In [19], Dickens andWilson compare the MA andMT techniques, or at least their first order
corrections. The problem used was a four-DOF series of masses connected by springs to
their neighbors and on either side to ground. This situation is illustrated in Figure 7.2. Note
that the force is applied to the third mass and that the fourth is half as massive of the others.
This problem is studied here to demonstrate the utility of non-static reference frequencies
for mid-spectrum frequency ranges.
k k k k k
m m m 0.5m
x1 x2 x3 x4
F
Figure 7.2: Dickens’ example problem, reproduced from [19]. Four DOF system composed
of masses and springs with m = 1.0 and k = 10, 000 in a consistent set of units.
To begin, consider the response of the structure over the frequencies between 3 and 70
Hz. The four methods described in Section 7.2 are applied to the system, keeping modes
in the frequency range 5Hz < f < 15Hz and performing first-order correction based on a
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Figure 7.3: Results from Dickens’ problem approximated by the high-order modal methods
over a low frequency range of interest indicated by dashed vertical lines. (a) Displacement
of DOF 3, and (b) Relative error at the same DOF.
static reference frequency. The results are depicted in Figure 7.3. First, note that because
only a first order correction is considered, the MA and MR methods produce the same
result and lie on top of one another. Next, recognize that MA, MT, and MR all outperform
the standard MD approximation throughout the frequency range of interest, MT providing
the lowest relative error. Finally, note that although it is not shown due to the logarithmic
scaling of the plots, all three correction methods provide approximations that exactly agree
with the true response at 0Hz. This is contrasted by the MD approximation that visibly has
some offset from the exact solution the leftmost side of the displacement plot, corresponding
to approximately 20% relative error. This difference would be seen to persist all the way
down to static response if the plots were extended.
Now, to understand why static correction is inappropriate for higher frequency ranges,
consider the case where the desired frequencies are 32Hz < f < 42Hz. The results for
static corrections as well as corrections generated from a reference frequency in the middle
of the band are presented in Figure 7.4. First consider the resulting approximations if
static corrections are made. Note that in the frequency range of interest, the higher-order
techniques do not make a significant difference in the relative error. This is because they
are forced to match the exact response at zero frequency as may be seen by their agreement
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Figure 7.4: Results from Dickens’ problem comparing static and non-static corrections for
a high frequency range indicated by dashed vertical lines. (a-b) Displacements and relative
error for static corrections. (c-d) Displacements and relative error for a reference frequency
in the middle of the frequency range of interest.
at the lower end of the plotted range. This is a particular problem for the MA and MR
methods: their response in the frequency range of interest is almost entirely dominated by
the correction vector rather than their included mode. In contrast, if the reference frequency
is chosen to be in the middle of the band, all three high-order methods provide significantly
improved approximations compared to the MD approach. This improvement is visually
apparent particularly for the MA and MR methods.
7.3.1.1 Static Corrections with the MRMethod
A brief word needs to be said concerning applying static corrections in the MR method.
Examining its formulation in Equation (7.23), it is seen that for all orders greater than one,
there are termswith negative powers ofω. Thus, the static response for anMRapproximation
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must be infinite and trying to determine coefficients tomatch a finite response is not possible.
However, it should be noted that the MR method is predicated upon the ‘below’ set
of modes being non-empty – the asymptotic residual resulting from these modes is what
motivates the negative power terms of the Laurent polynomial. If there are no such modes,
then the MRmethod is not an appropriate choice and either the MA or MT approach should
be adopted. If there are ‘below’ modes, then static correction is not the best choice anyway,
as has been just demonstrated, and the MR method may be applied with some suitable
choice of alternative reference frequency.
7.3.2 Convergence Study
The next set of results examines how the MA, MT, and MR methods perform as the
order of approximation is increased. As the increasing order leads to closer agreement
to the exact system response, this is more commonly described as the convergence of
the approximations. A more complex structure – meaning one that has more modes – is
necessary for these calculations so consider the aluminum plate examined in Chapter 2 as
depicted in Figure 2.2. Here, there is no need for the generalized stiffeners discussed in that
chapter, so the plate is considered by itself.
The frequency range of interest in the following calculations is 400Hz < f < 1600Hz.
The exact displacement for a two of the DOFs in the plate may be found in the previously
presented Figure 7.1a. It is seen that several modes occur within the band of interest in both
the in- and out-of-plane directions, as shown by the z and y displacements, respectively.
Furthermore, note that there are modes with frequencies below the lower end of the range.
A reference frequency of 1000Hz is selected and all the methods use the appropriate values
and derivatives calculated there.
To begin the discussion, consider Figure 7.5 that plots the modal approximations against
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one another for increasing orders of correction. First, it is seen that MT produces the lowest
relative error approximation in all cases excepting at the second order correction. The reason
for this is not immediately apparent until the natural frequencies of the psuedo-modes are
examined: in this case, the MT method results in a pseudo-mode occurring inside the
frequency range of interest. In fact, the presence of this mode may be seen in the relative
error plot, Figure 7.5b, as the spike in relative error at just under 1000Hz. Even worse
than the local increase of relative error due to this mode, practically no decrease is seen
throughout the range of interest when compared to the first order correction. Comparing
just the MA and MR approximations, it is seen that for low orders of correction – i. e. those
up to the fifth order – the MA method has slightly lower relative error. However, as the
order of correction increases, eventually the MR method does better than MA.
In order to further examine these points, consider Figure 7.6 that plots the approximations
so that the convergence of eachmethod is more readily apparent. Looking at theMTmethod
convergence in Figure 7.6b, further occurrences of in-band pseudo-modes may be seen. In
particular, peaks in relative error in several of the higher order corrections reveal their
presence. Next, considering the MA method convergence illustrated in Figure 7.6a, it is
seen that in fact, the approximations begin to diverge as the order of correction reaches high
levels of approximation. This increase in relative error is seen to occur particularly on the
upper end of the frequency range. In contrast, theMR approximation does not exhibit nearly
as significant of a breakdown, although the very highest order depicted shows a increase in
relative error on the lower end of the frequency range.
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of different high order modal techniques when applied to the plate
problem for various orders of correction. Note the jump between the fifth order correction
and tenth order correction
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Figure 7.6: Convergence of high order modal methods. For each graph, approximations
are plotted with colors ranging from light to dark as the order of correction increases,
respectively.
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7.4 Modal Deflation for Adaptive Frequency Sweeps
As evidenced in the preceding results, the existing high-order modal techniques do not
provide the robust characteristics desired for this work. Thus, the task now is to determine
how the information provided by modes may be utilized in an adaptive algorithm. In
particular, this section develops a concept for augmenting the subspace and elementwise
approximations presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, respectively.
7.4.1 Response Decomposition
First, consider that the response of a systemmay be decomposed into theMD approximation
and an remainder term, xr . In particular, the response decomposition assumes that
xr = x − xMD , (7.26)
where the frequency dependence of the various terms has not been explicitly denoted. The
remainder term is then determined using one of the adaptive approximation techniques
discussed previously. This is done by using the appropriate solution to the forced response
equation whenever either a value or derivative of the remainder term is required for the
adaptive method. For example, the remainder term is computed by
xr = A−1f − xMD , (7.27)
and its derivatives may be computed by
x(n)r = x(n) − x(n)MD , (7.28a)
where x(n) = −A−1

n∑
k=1
(
n
k
)
A(k)x(n−k)
 (7.28b)
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and x(n)MD = ΦiD
(n)
i Φ
T
i f . (7.28c)
The n-th derivative is represented here by the superscript-parenthesis notation and the
matrix Di is a diagonal matrix with the scalar terms
(
ω2i − ω2
)−1
on its diagonal.
Response decomposition is a very general technique that may be applied regardless of
the accuracy of the modal description for the problem at hand. In fact, it may be applied
given any initial approximation of the system response by replacing xMD in the above
equations with the appropriate terms. Perhaps the most typical application for the response
decomposition is if the undamped modes of a system are computed, but the system is
actually damped. In this case the adaptive algorithm will account for the difference between
damped and undamped response. Of course, if the initial approximation is not sufficiently
accurate, it may not make the adaptive algorithm perform any better than if applied alone.
7.4.2 Modal Deflation
A simplified method, modal deflation, requires that the computed modes represent the true
modes of the system – meaning that if damping is present, it must be taken into account
during the modal analysis. In this case, a simpler expression may be derived for the
remainder response that must be accounted for using the adaptive algorithm.
To begin, consider the mode orthonormalization assumed in Equation (7.3), i. e. that
ΦTMΦ = I. Also, recall that when a modal decomposition is performed, the ‘modal forces’
are given by ΦT f. Two conclusions may be drawn from these equations: first, that ΦT
represents a transformation from physical forces to modal forces; and, second, that MΦ
must represent the inverse transformation from modal forces to physical forces. These
statements also apply to any subset of the modes, in particular for the ‘inside’ modes Φi.
Therefore, a physical space representation of the forces accounted for by the inside modes,
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is given by
fm = MΦiΦTi f . (7.29)
The corresponding remainder force is given by deflating the total force by the inside modes.
fr = f − fm =
[
I −MΦiΦTi
]
f (7.30)
The next step is to substitute the decomposed force into Equation (7.27), giving
xr = A−1 (fm + fr ) − ΦiD(n)i ΦTi (fm + fr ) . (7.31)
Then, several identities must be taken into account.
A−1 = ΦiDiΦTi + ΦoDoΦTo (7.32)
ΦiDiΦTi fr = 0 (7.33)
ΦoDoΦTo fm = 0 (7.34)
The terms with subscript o are taken to correspond to the ‘outside’ modes of the sys-
tem – meaning all those not included in the ‘inside’ set. Note that Equation (7.33) and
Equation (7.34) are consequences of the M-orthogonality of the modes. After doing the
appropriate substitutions, it may be verified that the remainder response may be directly
computed from the remainder force.
xr = A−1fr (7.35)
The result of this analysis is that if the exact ‘inside’ modes of a system are computed,
then the system response may be approximated to arbitrary accuracy by a sum of the MD
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approximation and an adaptively approximated remainder that is computed with respect to
the modally-deflated force vector.
7.5 Conclusions
Several conclusions may be drawn from the preceding results and the collection of tests
that were conducted over the course of this research. Perhaps the most important is that
each of the higher-order modal methods are unreliable as a general purpose technique when
compared to the other fast frequency sweep techniques. The MT method, when applied to
a mid-spectrum frequency range, allows for the possibility of pseudo-modes lying inside
the frequency band of interest. The MA and the MR approximations eventually begin to
diverge at the periphery of the frequency range if sufficiently high orders of correction are
called for – although MR is seen to be more resistant to this breakdown. Additionally, in
further testing, the MT method was shown to exhibit increases in relative error for high
orders of correction; however, it occurs at the interior of the frequency range of interest.
The final problem, occurring in all three methods is that none of them provide any control
over the resulting relative error. No guarantees may be made that a specified relative error
will be achieved.
Despite this, each of these shortcomings are systematic and may be accounted for,
if not prevented. The relative error of successive MA and MR approximations may be
monitored at the upper and lower end of the frequency range, looking for increases at the
onset of divergence. Also, it is straightforward to identify when natural frequencies of the
MT pseudo-modes are within the frequency range of interest. Provided these checks are
performed, the high-order methods may be effective.
One of the benefits of the three methods that has yet to be discussed is that the relative
error, in all cases, is greatest at the edges of the frequency domain. This is with the exception
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of certain cases where MT has in-band pseudo-modes, however it is assumed those cases
are discounted. The advantage of this feature is that the relative error may be monitored
only at the upper and lower frequency bound to judge the accuracy over the entire range.
Thus, the MA, MR, or MT methods may be applied and their accuracy may be gauged, but
meeting a specified relative error remains elusive for those methods.
As an alternative to the high-order modal methods, two strategies for providing an adap-
tive frequency sweep with modal information have been outlined. Response decomposition
is a general technique that allows for for modes of arbitrary accuracy to augment any given
fast frequency sweep method. Of particular interest is that this would allow the undamped
modes of a system to be used to help accelerate the adaptive method applied to the damped
system. The other technique involves deflating the forcing vector by the known modes.
While easier to compute than the response decomposition approach, this is shown to be
valid only when the exact modes of the system are known. Neither of the methods have
been extensively studied, although preliminary calculations have shown promise.
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Chapter 8
DYNAMICALLY UNCOUPLED OPTIMIZATION
This chapter presents a fundamentally new approach to performing the optimization problem
studied in this work: finding the optimal subset of modifications to a dynamic system.
Section 8.1 introduces the problem of interest and discusses a few pertinent previous works.
Then, Section 8.2 derives the coupling residual as a measure of the dynamic interaction
between modifications that is then used to inform the optimization algorithm developed in
Section 8.3. Next, Section 8.4 presents an example calculation and discusses the dynamic
uncoupling observed. Finally, Section 8.5 draws conclusions.
8.1 Introduction
Very little attention has been paid in the literature to optimization of dynamic structures,
although a few previous works exist. Most notably, the work of Tong et al. culminating
in [59] (although the interested reader should see the references therein for the full set of
works by this author), that presents a two stage algorithm for exactly solving an optimization
problem for dynamic truss structures with constraints on the locations of the eigenvalues.
Also, Gomes [27] develops a heuristic particle swarm algorithm for solving the same
problem. Neither of these approaches, however, is general enough to solve the problem
studied here.
A formal definition of the combinatorial optimization of modifications to dynamic
structures is provided in Chapter 3, along with a introduction to some of the basic principles
of combinatorial optimization. This optimization problem is believed to beNP-hard and thus
is computationally intensive to solve. Additionally, it is shown that this optimization problem
does not have the requisite mathematical properties to apply traditional combinatorial
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optimization techniques. Here, we will adopt the approach of an exhaustive search over
all possible combinations of modifications, with an acceleration based on advantageous
physics. The particular physics studied here is the dynamic interaction, or coupling, of the
modifications and the algorithm developedwill provide faster computation if this interaction
is negligible. Wewill focus on performancemetrics that require a forced response frequency
sweep of the structure, and in this case, it is shown that a measure of the dynamic coupling
between modifications appears as a force residual in the equation of motion.
It should be noted that the idea of dynamic uncoupling is not by any means inextricably
tied to exhaustive search calculations. For example, see the discussion in Appendix B
for alternative optimization schemes that could be accelerated by capitalizing on dynamic
uncoupling between modifications. Additionally, in a more general sense, the dynamic
coupling residual developed here may be useful anytime interactions between modifications
to structures need be considered.
8.2 Analysis
The goal of this section is to present the overall framework of the optimization problemwith
a dynamic system undergoing a subset of several discrete modifications. A series of cases
are studied to show how the mathematics of dynamic coupling play out under increasing
levels of modification complexity.
To begin, let us recall the terminology and notations used throughout this paper. The
primary system of interest will be referred to as the base structure. The base structure is
being analyzed with respect to a set of possible modifications that may be applied either
singly or in groups. We will use the term assembly to refer to the system resulting from
applying one or more modifications to the base structure. In equations, the subscript b will
be reserved for terms relating to the base structure and other Latin character subscripts will
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be used to refer to quantities which are specific to a single modification, such as j or k.
When a set of modifications needs to be considered, Greek subscripts will be used to denote
related terms, for example α or β. Note that typical set notation conventions will be used
as necessary: i ∈ α refers to a general single modification, i, in the modification set α.
The base structure dynamic stiffnessmatrix is defined asAb and each of themodifications
is also modeled by a dynamic stiffness matrix, Ai. The modification impedance matrices
are defined such that computing the dynamic stiffness matrix for an assembly is a matter of
summing the component dynamic stiffness matrices in a global set of degrees of freedom.
For example, the assembly dynamic stiffness matrices for modification i and modification
set α, denoted byA{i} andA{α}, are shown in Equation (8.1) and Equation (8.2), respectively.
A{i} = Ab + Ai (8.1)
A{α} = Ab +
∑
j∈α
A j (8.2)
For convenience, we will also use the notation Aα to refer to the sum of just the modification
impedance matrices in set α. Therefore, we may write A{α} = Ab + Aα, as an abbreviated
version of Equation (8.2).
It is important to note that if a reduced-order substructuring technique has been applied
to one or more of the system components, a dynamic stiffness matrix may still be computed
from the resulting model. Therefore, dynamic coupling may still be estimated within any
substructuring framework. Specifically, for the Schur complement substructuring approach
proposed in this work, the components Schur complements may be substituted for their
dynamic stiffness matrices. However, the errors due to any approximation made during the
component level approximation are not taken into account here.
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8.2.1 Inexact Solves, Active DOFs, and Single Modifications
At a given frequency, a matrix solver computes the forced response of a system such that the
corresponding force residual is small. In the case of an iterative solver, the convergence is
typically directly monitored through the residual – for example, see Saad’s text, [56]. With
a direct solver the residual will be on the order of machine precision unless the matrix is
ill-conditioned. For the following work, we will assume that the matrix solver available is
able to provide a sufficiently accurate solution so that Equation (8.3) holds.
Ax = f − r
such that ‖r‖ / ‖f‖ < 
(8.3)
Note that the normalized residual, ‖r‖ / ‖f‖, is used as the measure of accuracy of the forced
response and that the tolerance reached by the solver is defined by  . For a discussion of
the implications of using the normalized residual in the context of iterative solvers, see the
text of Barrett et al., [9].
Additionally, care must be taken to handle the aforementioned global set of DOFs
necessary for this problem. Expressing a component’s dynamic stiffness matrix in this
global set requires the concatenation and/or insertion of many rows and columns of zeros
when compared to the basic FEA formulation. This causes any assembly involving only
some of the DOFs to be rank deficient by definition. For example, if the response of
assembly resulting from modifications in α is desired, then the following equation must be
solved
A{α}x{α} = f . (8.4)
However, the artificial singularities must be removed from the problem before the matrix
factorization may be performed. To do this, define a boolean transformation matrix, B{α},
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that identifies the DOFs present in the assembly from the global set. This smaller set of
DOFs will be termed the active DOFs for a given assembly. The solution to Equation (8.4)
is defined by first reducing the dynamic stiffness matrix and forcing vector to only the active
DOFs.
x{α} = B{α}y{α} (8.5)
where BT{α}A{α}B{α}y{α} = BT{α}f (8.6)
In the sake of brevity, this process of solving a system response within the active DOFs will
be denoted by the symbol, a=, as in
A{α}x{α}
a
= f . (8.7)
Much as an assembly’s impedance matrix is the sum of the component impedance
matrices, we also wish to express its response in terms of a sum of component responses.
We define the base structure response, xb, and the single modification assembly responses,
xi. according to Equation (8.8) and Equation (8.9), respectively.
Abxb
a
= f (8.8)
A{i}xi
a
= −Aixb (8.9)
Note that the single modification responses depend on that of the base structure and so the
base structure response must be computed first.
It is straightforward to verify that, in exact arithmetic, x{i} = xb + xi is indeed the
forced response of the assembly. However, the inexact matrix solver needs to be taken into
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account. The sum of responses actually satisfies
A{i}x{i} = Ai (xb + xi) = f − rb − ri ,
where ‖rb‖ / ‖f‖ <  and ‖ri‖ / ‖f‖ <  .
(8.10)
Therefore, the true normalized residual for the singly modified assembly is bounded by 2 .
As will be seen, this is a general characteristic of using this sum of component responses
technique; the normalized residual will be bounded by a linear combination of the matrix
solver tolerance as well as the dynamic coupling tolerance.
8.2.2 Dynamic Coupling Estimation Between Two Modifications
Next, consider an assembly that utilizes two distinct modifications to the base structure,
for example modifications i and j. If the two modifications are uncoupled, their effects
on the response will not depend on one another. In such a case, superposing their singly
modified responses with the base response will be the forced response of the assembly. Let
us examine this claim mathematically by computing the residual in the following equations.
A{i, j}
(
xb + xi + x j
)
= f − r (8.11)
⇔
[
Ab + Ai + A j
] (
xb + xi + x j
)
= f − r (8.12)
⇔ r = (f − Abxb) − ([ab + Ai] xi + Aixb) −
( [
Ab + A j
]
x j + A jxb
)
−
(
Aix j + A jxi
)
(8.13)
⇔ r = rb + ri + r j −
(
Aix j + A jxi
)
(8.14)
The only term in Equation (8.14) not arising from inexact solves at previous steps, i.e.
Aix j + A jxi, is precisely the residual that occurs if coupling between the modifications is
neglected. Thus we define the coupling residual and normalized coupling residual, c{i, j}
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and c{i, j}, respectively.
c{i, j} = Aix j + A jxi (8.15)
c{i, j} = c{i, j} / ‖f‖ (8.16)
If the normalized coupling residual exceeds the coupling tolerance, δ, a new response
field must be computed in order to account for the dynamic interaction between modifica-
tions i and j. There are two options for the new response field that depend on the reference
used. If the new response is superposed with the base and single modification responses,
then the corresponding assembly response is
x′{i, j} = xb + xi + x j + x′i, j , (8.17)
where computing x′i, j is accomplished by solving
A{i, j}x′i, j
a
= −c{i, j} . (8.18)
This results in an approximation with a normalized residual bounded by 4 . However,
if instead the new response is taken relative to the base response alone, then the desired
approximation is
x{i, j} = xb + xi, j , (8.19)
with the response xi, j computed via
A{i, j}xi, j
a
= −Ai, jxb . (8.20)
In this case the resulting normalized residual is bounded by only 2 . We will refer to x′i, j as
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the coupling response and xi, j as the primal response for the two modifications.
It is important to recognize that the coupling response and primal response account for
precisely the same dynamics in the system. However, there are benefits and drawbacks
to each formulation. Physically speaking, the coupling response is convenient because
it contains information solely on how the modifications dynamically interact with one
another, while the primal response also includes information regarding the coupled system
interacting with the base structure. In terms of a computational algorithm, the appeal of the
coupling response is that once the coupling residual has been computed – as is required to
determine whether a new response is necessary – it is then fed directly into the appropriate
matrix equation to compute coupling response. The primal response requires computing
the auxiliary forcing term on the right-hand side of Equation (8.20), although it should
be noted that this is a fairly minor cost compared to other operations in the optimization.
The advantage of the primal response is that it produces a smaller error. Additionally, the
primal response simplifies matters when considering more than two modifications as will
be discussed in the next section.
8.2.3 Dynamic Coupling Estimation for a Set of Modifications
A similar analysis may be performed for an assembly involving three or more modifications
to the base structure. Positing that the assembly response is the superposition of the
base response and singly modified responses of each modification in the set, i.e. that
x{α} = xb +
∑
m∈α xm, results in a residual given by Equation (8.21).
r = rb +
∑
m∈α
rm −
∑
m∈α

∑
n∈α\{m}
Amxn
 (8.21)
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As before, the terms not arising from the inexact matrix solver are due to coupling between
modifications. If the resulting residual is out of tolerance, then an additional response field
must be computed, and again, either coupling or primal responses are available as defined
by Equation (8.22) and Equation (8.23), respectively.
A{α}x′α
a
= −
∑
m∈α

∑
n∈α\{m}
Amxn
 (8.22)
A{α}xα
a
= −Aαxb (8.23)
These different approximations of the assembly response give different levels of error:
x′{α} = xb +
∑
m∈α xm + x′α gives a normalized residual bounded by (M + 2) where M is
the number of modifications in set α, and x{α} = xb + xα again results in a bound of 2 for
the normalized residual.
However, in the case of a general set of modifications, it may be possible to leverage
previously computed results depending on the exact nature of the interaction between the
modifications. To see this, note that it is possible to write the double sum in Equation (8.21)
as the sum of the coupling residuals of all possible pairs of modifications in the set. For
example, if α = {i, j, k}, then
∑
m∈α

∑
n∈{α/m}
Amxn
 = Aix j + Aixk + A jxi + A jxk + Akxi + Akx j (8.24)
=
(
Aix j + A jxi
)
+ (Aixk + Akxi) +
(
A jxk + Akx j
)
(8.25)
= c{i, j} + c{i,k} + c{ j,k} . (8.26)
Therefore, a set of modifications is coupled to the extent that the pairs of modifications
within the set are coupled. The question becomes how to use this fact to our advantage.
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Consider the scenario where, using the same modification set as above, modification
k is uncoupled from modifications i and j, meaning that c{i,k} and c{ j,k} are both less than
δ, but c{i, j} is non-negligible. Also, let us assume that either the coupling response or
primal response for modification pair {i, j} has been computed, x′i, j or xi, j , respectively.
Then, rather than approximating the assembly response as the sum of the singly modified
responses, we use a sum of responses including the appropriate coupling information. If
the coupling response has been computed, the response approximation used is
x′{α} = xb +
∑
m∈α
xm + x′i, j . (8.27)
On the other hand, if the primal response is known, the response approximation is
x{α} = xb + xi, j + xk . (8.28)
In either case, these approximations represent the best approximations of the assembly
response using all previous knowledge of the system. The residuals generated by these
approximations are as follows.
r′ = rb +
∑
m∈α
rm + r′{i, j} + c{i,k} + c{ j,k} + Akx′i, j (8.29)
r = rb + r{i, j} + rk + Akxi, j + Ai, jxk (8.30)
Note that while using the the coupling response removes its respective coupling residual,
the other two coupling residuals remain as well as the rightmost, undefined term. The
primal response instead groups the residual into fewer terms, and the remaining undefined
terms have a convenient form: note that they appear as a coupling residual, c{{i, j},k}. To
this end, we define the coupling residual and normalized coupling residual between sets of
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modifications α and β as
c{α,β} = Aαxβ + Aβxα (8.31)
and c{α,β} = c{α,β} / ‖f‖ , (8.32)
respectively. Note that the response fields xα and xβ are the primal responses for their
respective modification sets.
Using both of these responses, let us discuss the physics of this situation. We know
from previous results that modification k is uncoupled from i and j individually, however
it may be possible that modification k is coupled to the set {i, j}. The residual due to the
primal response is explicitly factored in this fashion. Unfortunately, it is not apparent where
this coupling arises. This would only occur if the coupling between modifications i and
j introduces dynamic effects that cause k to become coupled to the set. This is seen in
the residual due to the coupling response as the only possibly large term is Akx′i, j and by
recalling that the coupling response only contains the dynamic effects of the interaction
between i and j.
8.3 Computational Approach
Now that the mathematics of dynamic coupling estimation have been formulated, the
remaining question is how to utilize the lack of such coupling to accelerate optimization of
structures. As is discussed in previous sections, computing the primal response for a given
modification set results in overall lower error as well as advantages in estimating coupling in
higher order modification sets. Therefore, the algorithm developed here relies on building
up a set of primal responses with known dynamic coupling properties to generate the
responses for all possible modification sets. In the following outline of the algorithm, µ
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represents the set of all potential modifications and M is the maximum number allowed to
be applied in the final design.
Algorithm 8.1 Optimization utilizing dynamic uncoupling
1: Initialize
2: Define empty primal response set, φ = ∅.
3: Compute base structure velocity xb according to Equation (8.8).
4: for all i ∈ µ do
5: Compute and store single modification responses xi according to Equation (8.9).
6: Add modification i to primal set φ.
7: end for
8: for all pairs {i, j}, such that {i, j} ⊂ µ do
9: Compute coupling residual c{i, j} and normalized coupling residual c{i, j} according
to Equation (8.15) and Equation (8.16).
10: end for
11: for increasing m, such that 3 ≤ m ≤ M do
12: for all α ⊂ µ, such that Size (α) = m do
13: if α is composed of mutually uncoupled primal responses from current φ then
14: Compute response by summation of uncoupled primal responses.
15: Evaluate objective function.
16: else
17: Compute primal assembly response, xα according to Equation (8.23).
18: Evaluate objective function.
19: for all primal responses, β ∈ φ do
20: compute coupling residual c{α,β} and normalized coupling residual c{α,β}
according to Equation (8.31) and Equation (8.32), respectively.
21: end for
22: Add modification set α to the primal response set φ.
23: end if
24: end for
25: end for
As formulated here, the dynamic coupling algorithm generates all possible assembly
responses either by computing the primal response, or by adding together mutually uncou-
pled, previously computed primal responses. Therefore, the residual due to the coupling
approximation is bounded by a linear combination of the solver tolerance and the coupling
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tolerance. Define r β as the normalized residual due to the coupling approximation for
modification set β, meaning
r β =
rβ / ‖f‖ , (8.33)
where rβ = f − Aβxβ (8.34)
and aβ is the assembly response generated by the coupling algorithm. Then, recalling the
solver tolerance and coupling residual tolerance –  and δ, respectively – the upper bound
on this normalized residual may be written as
r β ≤

2, coupled β
(n + 1)  +
(
n
2
)
δ, uncoupled β
, (8.35)
where n is the number of uncoupled primal responses generating β, if they exist. Note that
the binomial coefficient,
(
n
2
)
, gives the number of pairs of uncoupled primal responses.
While Equation (8.35) gives an upper bound on the residual for any particular assembly,
wemay also determine a global upper bound that applies to all assembly responses generated
by the dynamic coupling algorithm. Examining Equation (8.35), we can see that the largest
bound occurs for an uncoupled modification set that is generated by the maximum number
of primal responses. For a problem allowing a maximum of M modifications in the optimal
assembly, the largest possible number of uncoupled primal responses is also M . This
occurs if the single modification responses are uncoupled. Therefore, the global upper
bound on normalized residuals due to the algorithm is (M + 1)  +
(
M
2
)
δ. This may be used
to determine a coupling tolerance guaranteeing a certain global residual size.
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8.4 Example Calculation
This section presents results obtained from applying the coupling optimization algorithm
to a realistic example problem and has been broken up into several parts. We will first
introduce the example problem studied here: a vibrating MEMS device being optimized
relative to four different collections of seven potential modifications. These particular cases
of the optimization problem are chosen to illustrate various levels of uncoupling. Next, the
coupling results for each example are introduced through several tables and figures. Finally,
the particular uncoupling seen in the four cases is discussed along with the implications to
utilizing the dynamic coupling algorithm in other systems.
8.4.1 MEMS Vibrating Grid
The base structure studied here was a MEMS-scale grid which was vibrating over the
frequency range between 40MHz and 100MHz. Figure 8.1 depicts this example and
presents two of the modes of the unmodified structure near the upper and lower limits
of the frequency range. It is important to note that over these frequencies, the structure
experienced ‘local modes’, both transverse and rotational, along each of the beams making
up the grid. The grid had an overall side-length of 100 µm and each beam was 2 µm thick
and 4 µm wide. Typical silicon material properties were assumed in addition to a small
amount of material damping. The software package Abaqus was used to develop a finite
element model of the device using rectangular shell elements that resulted in 6132 degrees
of freedom. A transverse direction forcing of unit value was applied at each of the nodes
in the region labeled ‘F’ in Figure 8.1a. The objective function considered for this example
problem was the frequency-averaged RMS vibration reduction at the midpoints of each of
the beams with modifications on either end. These regions have been boxed in Figure 8.1a.
Four different case studies were considered for this example problem. Each case involves
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(a)MEMS vibrational grid (b)Mode at 47MHz (c)Mode at 99MHz
Figure 8.1: MEMS vibrational grid example problem. (a) System image with the seven
modification locations and forcing location indicated by filled squares, and the objective
function computation locations indicated by unfilled rectangles. (b) Vibrational mode of
unmodified structure at 47MHz. (c) Vibrational mode of unmodified structure at 99MHz.
a different collection of seven modifications. The particular physics of the modifications
for each case is summarized in Table 8.1. All modifications were specified to have a
random number of degrees of freedom between 60 and 100, 54 of which were shared with
the base structure. The attachment locations for each modification correspond to one of
the seven intersection points on the grid as depicted in Figure 8.1a. The mass, stiffness,
and damping matrices for each modification were specified as follows. First, a diagonal
mass matrix was created with masses on the same order as the elemental masses occurring
in the MEMS grid itself. Next, a stiffness matrix was specified such that the resulting
natural frequencies were uniformly randomly distributed between 1MHz and 10GHz, with
at least some falling in the range of interest. Then, a viscous damping matrix was created
such that each modification was proportionally damped with damping ratios uniformly
randomly distributed between 0.1 and 1. Finally, according to the modification physics
indicated in Table 8.1, ‘full’ modifications included all three of these coefficient matrices
and ‘mass’, ‘stiffness’, and ‘damping’ modifications were truncated to only those particular
coefficient matrices. ‘Small mass’ modifications again involved a diagonal mass matrix,
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but with elements two orders of magnitude lower that the elemental mass values from the
base structure. This was done in order to induce particular uncoupling results as will be
discussed momentarily.
Table 8.1: Modification descriptions for each of the four cases studied. ‘Full’ indicates a
modification that includes mass, stiffness, and damping.
Description
Mod. Case A Case B Case C Case D
0 mass small mass full full
1 full full mass small mass
2 full full mass small mass
3 stiffness stiffness full full
4 full full mass small mass
5 full full mass small mass
6 damping damping full full
8.4.2 Dynamic Coupling Algorithm Results
The dynamic uncoupling estimation algorithm was applied to the MEMS grid example
problem for all four cases of modifications. The frequency range of interest was discretized
into 100 linearly spaced frequency steps. All combinations including up to the full seven
modifications were analyzed with a coupling residual tolerance of 10−2, or less than one
percent of the applied forcing. A sparse direct matrix equation solver was used throughout
and therefore the solver tolerance can be taken to be on the order of machine precision.
The approach was implemented in Python using the SciPy sparse matrix library [36] which
includes the SuperLU sparse direct solver [42]. Dense linear algebra operations were
performed using an OpenBLAS optimized linear algebra library [64, 49].
Note that the goal of this section is just to present the results obtained for this example
problem. A detailed discussion of these findings is reserved for Section 8.4.3.
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The frequency dependent normalized coupling residuals for all pairs of modifications
occurring in Case C are plotted in Figure 8.2 – note that these are the results of step 3 of
the algorithm. The normalized coupling residual between any two modifications is seen to
vary over a couple orders of magnitude across the frequency range of interest according to
the dynamics of the base structure and modifications involved. The coupling residuals have
similar overall shapes, roughly proportional to one another. Differences in the broadband
levels coupling residual are due to the differing base responses seen at each modification
as well as the overall magnitude of the modification impedance matrices. Details such
as the presence or relative strength of a particular peak differ due to the specific dynamic
interactions occurring within that pair. Similar results were obtained for the other three
cases but were not included here for the sake of brevity.
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Figure 8.2: Frequency dependent normalized dynamic coupling residuals for the modifica-
tion pairs occurring in Case C.
In order to reduce this frequency dependent quantity to a single boolean determination of
whether or not the set is coupled, we compared the maximum normalized coupling residual
to the coupling residual tolerance. However, other possibilities exist: a less restrictive
metric would be the frequency-averaged normalized coupling residual and a more complex
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version would be to perform a frequency-by-frequency coupling determination. Table 8.2
summarizes the coupling results for all pairs of modifications in each case study, where each
modification pair is either denoted as coupled or the uncoupled primal responses used to
generate the appropriate response are listed. Primal responses are denoted by a parentheses
enclosed list of the modifications used in that assembly: for example, a table entry of ‘(0,6),
(5)’ indicates that the assembly containing modifications 0, 5, and 6 is uncoupled by primal
responses for the assembly involving modifications 0 and 6, and the assembly involving
only modification 5. In the case of modification pairs as in Table 8.2, the primal responses
used are simply the single modification responses for the two modifications in the pair.
However, as higher order modification sets are considered, the primal responses used may
involve several modifications, as seen in Table 8.3. This table lists the coupling results
for the highest order modification sets present in each case: those with six or seven of the
possible modifications included. Note that Cases B and D both led to uncoupling in these
highest order modification sets, but that Cases A and C did not. For a complete listing of
the coupling status for every possible set of modifications, please see Appendix C.
Table 8.4 presents results relating to the algorithm’s overall effectiveness in each case.
First, note if up to 7 of 7 possiblemodifications are allowed to be applied to a structure, a total
of 128 assemblies exist, including the unmodified base structure. The dynamic uncoupling
algorithm may speed up calculations for assemblies involving 2 or more modifications. For
these examples, that is a total of 120 possible assemblies. The table lists the number of
assemblies that were uncoupled in each case. Next, Table 8.4 presents two run times: one
for the dynamic coupling algorithm, and a ‘reference’ time determined by computing the
response for all possible assemblies without regard to any coupling considerations. Both of
these times are wall-clock run times for the respective calculations on an otherwise unloaded
computer. Finally, the table presents the ‘speedup’ of the dynamic coupling algorithm. This
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Table 8.2: Dynamic coupling for pairs of modifications. If a pair is uncoupled, the primal
responses used to generate the appropriate response are listed.
Coupling
Mod. Pair Case A Case B Case C Case D
(0, 1) coupled (0,), (1,) coupled (0,), (1,)
(0, 2) coupled (0,), (2,) coupled (0,), (2,)
(0, 3) coupled (0,), (3,) coupled coupled
(0, 4) coupled (0,), (4,) coupled (0,), (4,)
(0, 5) coupled (0,), (5,) coupled (0,), (5,)
(0, 6) coupled (0,), (6,) coupled coupled
(1, 2) coupled coupled (1,), (2,) (1,), (2,)
(1, 3) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3,)
(1, 4) coupled coupled (1,), (4,) (1,), (4,)
(1, 5) coupled coupled (1,), (5,) (1,), (5,)
(1, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (6,)
(2, 3) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3,)
(2, 4) coupled coupled (2,), (4,) (2,), (4,)
(2, 5) coupled coupled (2,), (5,) (2,), (5,)
(2, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (6,)
(3, 4) coupled coupled coupled (3,), (4,)
(3, 5) coupled coupled coupled (3,), (5,)
(3, 6) coupled coupled coupled coupled
(4, 5) coupled coupled (4,), (5,) (4,), (5,)
(4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (4,), (6,)
(5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (5,), (6,)
is simply the ratio of the reference time to the coupling algorithm’s run time. Thus, speedups
greater than one imply improved performance due to the coupling algorithm.
The final result to be presented is the ranking of modification sets generated by the
optimization process. This has been done for each case study in Table 8.5, where the top
five performing modifications have been tabulated for both the dynamic coupling algorithm
as well as the reference calculation. Additionally, the objective function as determined by
both calculations has been listed. It is seen that the dynamic coupling algorithm agrees with
the exact calculation for all results except in Case C.
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Table 8.3: Dynamic coupling for higher order sets of modifications. If a set is uncoupled,
the primal responses used to generate the appropriate response are listed.
Coupling
Mod. Set Case A Case B Case C Case D
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0, 3), (1,), (2,), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,), (2,), (4,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,), (2,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,), (2,), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,), (4,), (5,)
(0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (2,), (4,), (5,)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3, 6), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,), (2,), (4,), (5,)
Table 8.4: Timing and overall coupling results for the dynamic uncoupling algorithm for
the four cases studied here. Note that in each case, a total of 128 possible assemblies must
be analyzed, 120 of which could potentially be uncoupled.
Case
Number
Uncoupled
Algorithm
Time (s)
Reference
Time (s) Speedup
A 0 3986 3489 0.88
B 63 1976 3500 1.77
C 11 3406 3409 1.00
D 116 359 3533 9.84
8.4.3 Discussion
Each case study results in a very different uncoupling pattern between the modifications.
In fact, this was the motivation for presenting these particular cases of modifications. In
the following paragraphs, each case study is discussed in detail using the results presented
in the preceding section. We will also define two terms relating to very particular forms of
uncoupling that are demonstrated by the cases presented.
Case A In this case, all modifications are coupled to one another, as seen in Table 8.2,
Table 8.3, and Appendix C. The feature that is of interest in this case is the speedup
obtained, 0.88, as seen inTable 8.4. This indicates that the coupling algorithm requires
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Table 8.5: Top five best performing modification sets in each test case. Both coupling
response and exact calculation results listed. Table heading keys are as follows: ‘#’ denotes
rank and ‘V.R.’ stands for frequency-averaged RMS vibration reduction given in percent,
which is the objective function for this study.
(a) Case A
# Method Mod. Set V.R. (%)
1 approx. (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 36.27
exact (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 36.27
2 approx. (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 36.23
exact (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 36.23
3 approx. (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) 35.34
exact (0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) 35.34
4 approx. (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) 35.19
exact (1, 3, 4, 5, 6) 35.19
5 approx. (0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) 26.95
exact (0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) 26.95
(b) Case B
# Method Mod. Set V.R. (%)
1 approx. (0, 6) 1.240
exact (0, 6) 1.240
2 approx. (6,) 0.899
exact (6,) 0.899
3 approx. (0, 3, 6) 0.895
exact (0, 3, 6) 0.894
4 approx. (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 0.562
exact (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) 0.561
5 approx. (3, 6) 0.553
exact (3, 6) 0.553
(c) Case C
# Method Mod. Set V.R. (%)
1 approx. (1, 2, 5) 0.4018
exact (1, 2, 4, 5) 0.4559
2 approx. (1, 2, 4, 5) 0.3896
exact (1, 2, 5) 0.4350
3 approx. (1, 2) 0.3245
exact (1, 2, 4) 0.3668
4 approx. (1, 2, 4) 0.3209
exact (1, 2) 0.3424
5 approx. (1, 4, 5) 0.2790
exact (1, 4, 5) 0.3126
(d) Case D
# Method Mod. Set V.R. (%)
1 approx. (1, 2, 4, 5, 6) 6.673
exact (1, 2, 4, 5, 6) 6.667
2 approx. (1, 2, 5, 6) 6.618
exact (1, 2, 5, 6) 6.614
3 approx. (1, 2, 4, 6) 6.530
exact (1, 2, 4, 6) 6.525
4 approx. (1, 4, 5, 6) 6.500
exact (1, 4, 5, 6) 6.496
5 A (1, 2, 6) 6.476
exact (1, 2, 6) 6.473
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approximately 12% overhead computation compared to an exhaustive calculation
if no uncoupling occurs. The overhead comes from the calculation of coupling
residuals for all the primal responses. More in depth profiling revealed that, for
our implementation, the dominant cost in computing a coupling residual was that
of determining and performing the permutations necessary to add the component
impedance matrices in order to generate the assembly impedance matrix. It should be
noted that the amount of overhead is implementation dependent and it is conceivable
that a lower overhead could be achieved.
Case B This case demonstrates a very particular type of uncoupling. Table 8.2 shows
that modification 0 is dynamically isolated, meaning that it is uncoupled from all
other modifications. When a modification is uncoupled from all others, this leads
to a large reduction in the number of primal responses necessary to generate all
possible assembly responses because every assembly involving that modification will
be uncoupled. This is seen in Table 8.3 and Appendix C. Table 8.4 shows that 63 of
the assemblies can be generated cheaply from uncoupled primal responses in this case
– all of which are due to only a single modification being uncoupled from the rest.
This translates to a speedup of 1.77 for our implementation of the algorithm. Note
that although almost half of the possible assemblies are uncoupled, we do not see a
full halving of the computational time required, again due to overhead computations.
In this case, the overhead comes from not only computing the coupling residuals but
from adding up primal responses to generate uncoupled assembly responses. In depth
profiling again revealed permutation related operations as the most expensive part of
the overhead computations.
Case C In contrast to Case B, this case demonstrates the effects of coupling limited to
only a few modifications. Here, modifications 1, 2, 4, and 5 are mutually uncoupled,
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meaning any pair of those four are uncoupled. However, each these modifications are
still coupled to the other threemodifications. As the optimization proceeds, the results
of this are that any assembly that involves only a combination of the four mutually
uncoupled modifications is also uncoupled, but any assembly with modifications 0,
3, or 6 in any capacity is coupled. Table 8.4 shows that this leads to 11 uncoupled
assemblies and, coincidentally, a speedup of 1.00. The overhead in this case almost
exactly cancels out the savings due to uncoupling.
Case D This case is a demonstration of the uncoupling algorithm performing extremely
well. In this example, modifications 1, 2, 4, and 5 are all dynamically isolated. Note
that this also implies that these modifications are mutually uncoupled. The benefits
of a single dynamically isolated modification as seen in Case B are compounded by
havingmultiple suchmodifications. In this case, we see that all but 4 of the potentially
uncoupled assemblies are in fact uncoupled. This leads to a speedup of 9.84, which
is again slightly less than that expected without overhead costs taken into account.
A final comment must be made regarding the coupling tolerance used for these example
problems: δ = 10−2. Recall that this implies that coupling residuals are neglected when
their norms are less than 1% of the norm of the forcing vector. This is a fairly large tolerance
compared to those typically used by iterative solvers, but was found to be satisfactory for
Cases A, B, and D. In fact, using this coupling tolerance produced identical optimization
results as an exhaustive search in these cases. However, in Case C, while the optimal
combination agreed between the exhaustive search and dynamic uncoupling algorithm,
several of the middle performing combinations (i.e. the combinations that were neither
the best or worst) were ranked in a different order. This was found to be caused by
differences in objective functions that were smaller than the precision of the dynamic
coupling approximated results with a coupling tolerance of 10−2. In an actual optimization
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problem, the coupling tolerance would need to be refined and the analysis performed
again for this case. However, because the goal of this particular example problem is to
demonstrate how the dynamic coupling algorithm performs for varying levels of coupling
between modifications, the results have been presented without this coupling tolerance
refinement.
8.5 Conclusions
This chapter introduced and demonstrated the concept of dynamic coupling between modi-
fications to vibrating structures. First, the mathematics of dynamic coupling were presented
through the use of the impedance matrix formulation of vibrating structure dynamics. The
effects of dynamic coupling were seen to appear as a force residual in the equations of
motion. Also, two possibilities for computing approximate assembly responses were pre-
sented: coupling response and primal response. The coupling response formulation was
advantageous in its explicit factoring of the dynamic interaction of the modifications in-
volved, however utilizing primal responses was seen to provide smaller overall levels of error
and simplified coupling residuals when sets of modifications need be considered. Next,
an optimization algorithm was presented that capitalized on any lack of dynamic coupling
present. It relied on computing a set of primal responses with known coupling properties to
generate the responses of all possible modified structures. Bounds on the residual arising
from the coupling approximations made in the algorithm were presented.
In order to demonstrate various features of dynamic coupling estimation and the op-
timization algorithm presented, an example problem involving a MEMS vibrating grid
undergoing four different modification cases was considered. It was seen that the dynamic
coupling algorithm leads to a small amount of overhead computation: approximately 12%
for the implementation presented here. However, provided a sufficient level of uncoupling
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occurs in the system, this overhead cost is overcome and performance gains begin. In
particular, large performance gains were seen when the dynamic isolation of modifications
occurred. A single dynamically isolated modification led to a 77% computational speedup,
and multiple dynamically isolated modifications resulted in an optimization performed 9.86
times faster than exhaustive calculation.
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Chapter 9
SUMMARY AND FUTURE TOPICS
The conclusions drawn for the various methods presented in this work have already been
presented in their respective chapters, and so to do so here would be redundant. However,
some concluding remarks may still be made. First, Section 9.1 provides a brief summary
of the new results documented over the course of this research. Then, Section 9.2 outlines
several opportunities for future work as suggested by the research contained herein.
9.1 Research Firsts
Many milestones have been achieved during the research documented in this dissertation.
The goal of this section is to highlight the novel analyses and results of this work. A
bulleted list of ‘firsts’ – meaning never before seen features – is presented for each method
developed. For a full discussion of the conclusions drawn for each method, the reader is
directed to the conclusion section of the appropriate chapter.
Adaptive Subspace Frequency Sweeps (Chapter 5)
First to:
• Study effects of multiple right hand sides
• Show potential drawbacks of allowing for higher-order interpolation
• Develop and demonstrate subspace throttling procedure to extend efficiency
Adaptive Elementwise Frequency Sweeps (Chapter 6)
First to:
• Develop adaptive two-point Padé interpolation
• Study which Padé order gives greatest the speedup statistically
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• Explore alternate stopping criteria (other that force residual)
Adaptive Frequency Sweeps – Modal Considerations (Chapter 7)
First to:
• Demonstrate potential failures of MA and MT methods for mid-spectrum fre-
quency ranges
• Develop MR method based on an interpolating Laurent polynomial
• Describe strategy for augmenting adaptive methods with modal information
Dynamically Uncoupled Optimization (Chapter 8)
First to:
• Mathematically formulate a measure of interaction between modifications
• Develop and demonstrate combinatorial optimization scheme based on dynamic
uncoupling
The research firsts described above have been published or are in various stages of
the review and publication process. Additionally, several conference proceedings and
presentations addressed pieces of the research. Please refer to the author’s included CV for
details; or, for the most up-to-date information, please find the author’s online publication
listing.
9.2 Future Topics
In any large research effort there are always topics that leave room for further study, or even
suggest entirely new research directions. The present work is no exception and the goal of
this section is to outline these opportunities for future work.
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Best performing higher-order two-point Padé approximant for adaptive bisection
In Chapter 6, an adaptive elementwise frequency sweep algorithm is developed,
relying on two-point Padé approximants as the underlying interpolation scheme. It is
shown that, statistically speaking, the [1/2] order Padé approximant is the best choice
as a kernel for the adaptive algorithm under the restriction of 1st order interpolation
only. In general, higher-order interpolation may be advantageous and this would
require suitably higher order Padé approximants. Previous works (i. e. [7, 55])
assume, a priori, an order [L/M] where M = L + 1. The results in Chapter 6 support
this choice for the restricted case, but it is still an open question whether this is the
best choice in general.
Effectiveness of modal augmentation to adaptive methods
Chapter 7 demonstrates that existing modal correction methods do not provide the
desired tight control over the error in approximation. It then goes on to formulate
a strategy for augmenting an adaptive method with modal information. The goal of
this is process to provide the tight control of error via the adaptive method, but to
do so at a reduced cost due to the inclusion of the modal information. Unreported
preliminary calculations showed promise for one version of this concept with the
adaptive subspace frequency sweep; however, a comprehensive study has yet to be
performed.
Greedy algorithm and depth-first exhaustive search
Appendix B outlines two alternative approaches to solving the optimization problem
studied here – a greedy algorithm and a depth-first exhaustive search. No extensive
calculations studying the potentially advantageous features of these methods has
been performed. Additionally, the dynamic uncoupling technique of Chapter 8 may
be applied to either of these approaches, but this has not yet been studied.
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Appendix A
INTERPOLATING LAURENT POLYNOMIALS
This appendix develops an algorithm for determining the coefficients of a Laurent poly-
nomial (LP) such that it interpolates a function to a given order. They will be seen to be
a linear transformation of the derivatives of the function of interest assuming it is vector
valued. If other objects, e. g. scalars or matrices, are required then an appropriate change
in the implementation will be required, although the basic premise remains the same.
A vector valued LP is defined as
l(ω) =
n∑
i=−p
ωi li , (A.1)
where the coefficient vectors are given by li, the principality is given by p, the degree is
given by n, and the order may be computed by p + n. To clarify the terminology: the
principality of a LP is defined as its maximum negative power, owing to the more common
nomenclature which refers to the terms of a LP with negative powers of the argument as its
‘principle part’. On the other hand, the maximum positive power is referred to the degree
of the LP. Finally, the order of a LP is defined here as the number of terms in its summation
less one. Thus, two out of the three descriptions are necessary to fully define the overall
form of a LP. For the present analysis it will be most convenient to use principality and
order, as will become clear momentarily.
A function y(ω) interpolates the function x(ω) to the k-th order if
y(i) (ω) = x(i) (ω) for i = 0, . . . , k . (A.2)
Derivatives with respect to ω are indicated by superscripted-parenthesis integers. The LP’s
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order nomenclature should be clear as it is noted that in order to perform a k-th order
interpolation, a k order LP is required.
To begin the development of the desired algorithm, the Taylor polynomial (TP) must
first be discussed. Given the function f(ω), and the reference frequency ωo, the k-th order
TP is defined as
t(ω) =
k∑
i=0
1
i!
(ω − ωo)i f (i) (ωo) . (A.3)
It is well known that the TP as defined above interpolates the function f(ω) up to the k-th
order. For the purposes of this analysis, the sum in Equation (A.3) will be expressed as a
matrix product,
t(ω) = Fo T eo(ω) , (A.4)
where Fo =
[
f(ωo) , f (1) (ωo) , . . . , f (k) (ωo)
]
, (A.5)
T = diag
(
1
0!
,
1
1!
, . . . ,
1
k!
)
, (A.6)
and eo(ω) =
[
(ω − ωo)0 , (ω − ωo)1 , . . . , (ω − ωo)k
]T
. (A.7)
Here, the operator diag(. . .) creates a diagonal matrix with its arguments along the main di-
agonal. Note that the matrix T transforms the function derivatives in Fo into the coefficients
of the TP, and as such it will be referred to as the Taylor transformation. Also, recognize
that the evaluation at ω is performed by a matrix-vector product with the evaluation vector
eo(ω).
It may be shown that given a function x(ω), the LP that interpolates it up to the k-th
order at ωo may be specified by the following steps.
1. Form the auxiliary function f(ω) = ωpx(ω).
2. Determine the TP, t(ω), that interpolates f(ω) to the k-th order at ωo.
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3. Set l(ω) = 1ωp t(ω).
Proof. Note that by construction, ωpl(ω) must interpolate ωpx(ω) to the k-th order at ωo.
This will be denoted by ωpl(ω) ‖kωo ωpx(ω). It is sufficient to prove the slightly more
general statement that a(ω) b(ω) ‖kωo a(ω) c(ω) =⇒ b(ω) ‖kωo c(ω), and this may be
done using (strong) induction.
Base case (0-th derivative interpolation):
a(ω) b(ω) ‖kωo a(ω) c(ω) (A.8a)
=⇒ a(ωo) b(ωo) = a(ωo) c(ωo) (A.8b)
=⇒ b(ωo) = c(ωo) (A.8c)
The last implication only holds if a(ωo) , 0, however this is true of the original problem
for any non-zero ωo.
Induction step ( j-th derivative interpolation):
a(ω) b(ω) ‖kωo a(ω) c(ω) (A.9a)
=⇒ d
j
dω j
[a(ω) b(ω)]ω=ωo =
d j
dω j
[a(ω) c(ω)]ω=ωo (A.9b)
=⇒
j∑
i=0
(
j
i
)
a( j−i) (ωo) b(i) (ωo) =
j∑
i=0
(
j
i
)
a( j−i) (ωo) c(i) (ωo) (A.9c)
By the strong induction hypothesis, b(i) (ωo) = c(i) (ωo) for all i ≤ j − 1, and therefore all
terms in the sum cancel except for the j-th.
=⇒ a(ωo) b( j) (ωo) = a(ωo) c( j) (ωo) (A.9d)
=⇒ b( j) (ωo) = c( j) (ωo) (A.9e)
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Again, the last implication only holds provided a(ωo) , 0. 
The goal is to define the interpolating LP using matrices in a similar matter to that
of Equation (A.4). Examining the steps for determining the interpolating LP presented
previously, it is seen that the only truly undefined step is to form the auxiliary function
f(ω) = ωpx(ω). In particular, a transformation from the derivatives of x(ω) to those of
f(ω) must be developed. The j-th derivative of the auxiliary function may be written as
f ( j) (ω) =
max(p, j)∑
i=0
(
j
i
)
p!(
p − i)!ωp−i x( j−i) (ω) . (A.10)
Correspondingly, the matrices Fo and Xo may be related by
Fo = XoUo , (A.11)
where the matrix Uo is seen to be upper triangular, possibly banded, and may be defined
elementwise as in Equation (A.12).
[Uo]mn =

(
n−1
n−m
) p!
(p+m−n)!ω
p+m−n
o , 1 ≤ m ≤ k + 1 and m ≤ n ≤ m + p
0 otherwise
(A.12)
Once Uo has been computed, a matrix, Lo, that is defined here as the Laurent transfor-
mation may be determined by performing the Taylor transformation such that
Lo = Uo T . (A.13)
Note that the Laurent transformation depends on the reference frequency chosen and thus
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the subscript o is included. The interpolating LP may be written as
l(ω) = 1
ωp
Xo Lo eo(ω) . (A.14)
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Appendix B
THE GREEDY ALGORITHM AND DEPTH-FIRST EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH
This appendix develops and discusses some alternative combinatorial optimization schemes
for the problem studied here. In particular, it examines the greedy algorithmand an extension
thereof that results in a rearrangement of the exhaustive search giving what will be referred
to as a depth-first search.
It should be noted that the ideas of dynamic uncoupling presented in Chapter 8 may be
used in all of the approaches discussed here to accelerate the calculation.
B.1 The Greedy Algorithm
One approach to combinatorial optimization problem is referred to as a greedy algorithm,
and it has a very basic premise: any time a choice must be made, choose the best current
option. Of course, this does not always lead to a global optimum unless the optimization
problem considered has certain properties. A classic example of an optimization problem
that is solved by the greedy algorithm is the maximum weight forest problem of graph
theory, see [48] for a full discussion as it is beyond the scope of the current work.
With regards to the modifications to dynamic systems (MDS) problem studied in this
work, a recursive version of a greedy algorithm applied to this problem is presented in
Algorithm B.1. To keep the discussion somewhat brief, all of the details of computing
the objective function will be packaged into the function c that takes as argument the
set of modifications applied to the system, and it will be assumed that it is desired to
maximize this objective function. Additionally, let µ be the set of all modifications, any
other Greek characters represent (sub)sets of modifications, and Latin characters represent
single modifications. Also, typical set theory notational conventions will apply.
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Algorithm B.1 Greedy Algorithm for MDS
Initialize:
1: λ = µ
2: β = ∅
3: cbest = c(∅)
4: procedure greedy(β, λ)
5: for m ∈ λ do
6: Define set γ = β ∪ {m}
7: Compute c
(
γ
)
8: end for
9: Determine n, the best modification from λ
10: Let δ = β ∪ {n}
11: if c(δ) ≥ cbest then
12: Remove n from λ and add it to β
13: Let cbest = c(δ)
14: if Size(β) , Mmax then
15: greedy(β,λ)
16: end if
17: end if
18: end procedure
The ‘greedy choices’ made in Algorithm B.1 are to recursively determine the best single
modification to add into the current best set, denoted by β. If at any stage of the algorithm,
the addition of any of the remaining modifications does not improve the objective function
then the algorithm terminates. However, whether the recursion ends due to the use of as
many modifications as are allowed, or stops early because no further progress is made, there
is no guarantee that the resulting modification set is optimal.
To see this, consider the following small example. Let four modifications be defined
and identified by integers from 1 to 4, giving the full modification set µ = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Furthermore, let each modification be given a weight wi, and consider the objective function
c(α) =
∏
i∈α
wi . (B.1)
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The optimization problem is then to determine the set of modifications maximizing the
objective function using up to a total of three modifications. The weights for two cases of
this optimization problem are contained in Table B.1 and the step-by-step application of the
greedy algorithm is outlined in Table B.2.
Table B.1: Modifications weights for greedy algorithm example problem
wi
i Case 1 Case 2
1 2 2
2 4 4
3 3 -3
4 5 -5
In either Case 1 or Case 2 of the example problem, the true optimal result is β = {2, 3, 4}
with an objective function evaluation of 60. However, the greedy algorithm does not find
this result for Case 2. Additionally, it doesn’t find the optimal set of just two modifications
nor would it find the optimal if four modifications were allowed to be applied. This due
to a special interaction between modifications 3 and 4 in Case 2. When either of these is
added into the assembly without the other, suboptimal results occur. However, when both
are added in, they work together to achieve the optimal result.
In fact, an interesting result arises concerning the greedy algorithm and the dynamic
uncoupling analysis presented in Chapter 8. It may be shown that systems that are fully
uncoupled – meaning all their modifications are dynamically isolated from one another –
may be optimized by the greedy algorithm if the objective function considered is monotonic
relative to a linear function of system response.
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Table B.2: Greedy algorithm example problem. Step refers to the level of recursion at
a given stage. The returned modification set of each case is boxed at the bottom of the
appropriate column.
Step Case 1 Case 2
1
β = ∅, λ = {1, 2, 3, 4} , cbest = 0
m = 1, c({1}) = 2
m = 2, c({2}) = 4
m = 3, c({3}) = 3
m = 4, c({4}) = 5

n = 4
β = ∅, λ = {1, 2, 3, 4} , cbest = 0
m = 1, c({1}) = 2
m = 2, c({2}) = 4
m = 3, c({3}) = −3
m = 4, c({4}) = −5

n = 2
2
β = {4} , λ = {1, 2, 3} , cbest = 5
m = 1, c({4, 1}) = 10
m = 2, c({4, 2}) = 20
m = 3, c({4, 3}) = 15
 n = 2
β = {2} , λ = {1, 3, 4} , cbest = 4
m = 1, c({2, 1}) = 8
m = 3, c({2, 3}) = −12
m = 4, c({2, 4}) = −20
 n = 2
3
β = {4, 2} , λ = {1, 3} , cbest = 20
m = 1, c({4, 2, 1}) = 40
m = 3, c({4, 2, 3}) = 60
}
n = 3
β = {2, 1} , λ = {3, 4} , cbest = 8
m = 3, c({2, 1, 3}) = −24
m = 4, c({2, 1, 4}) = −40
}
n = 3
β = {4, 2, 3} , cbest = 60 β = {2, 1} , cbest = 8
B.2 Depth-First Exhaustive Search
As is discussed in Chapter 3, the only method guaranteed to determine the optimal solution
to the general MDS problem is exhaustive search. However, the concept behind the greedy
algorithm may be used to rearrange such an exhaustive search. This may prove advanta-
geous for a wide range of systems, and enables some interesting approximations as will be
discussed in a later section.
To begin, consider the exhaustive search outlined inChapter 8. Note that as the algorithm
proceeds, it first considers all assemblies with only a single modification, then all those with
twomodifications, then all the threemodification assemblies, and so forth. Thiswhatmay be
termed a breadth-first search of modification combinations – meaning that all possibilities
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at a given level of complexity are searched before moving on to the next level.
This type of search is contrasted by that described in the greedy algorithm. First, all
single modification assemblies are considered and the best modification is identified. Next,
two modification assemblies are considered, but only those that include the best single
modification are examined. This process continues as the level of complexity is increased
further: keeping the best performer from the previous level and only considering possibilities
that include those modifications. Visualizing all the combinations of modifications as a
tree, the greedy algorithm may be viewed as searching only a single branch. In particular,
it only searches the branch with the locally optimal choice made at every fork.
The concept of a depth-first exhaustive search is simply to use the greedy notion to
search first down the ‘locally optimal branch’ of the tree, but then to also go back and search
the all the remaining branches. Furthermore, the remaining branches will be searched
in decreasing order according to their local optimality. Algorithm B.2 formulates such a
depth-first exhaustive search.
A new recursive procedure, branch, is defined that is very similar to the greedy
recursion outlined in Algorithm B.1. However, in branch, the check as to whether the new
relatively optimal assembly is an improvement on the old assembly has been removed. This
forces the algorithm to search the entire branch of modification i, whether or not it contains
global or local optima. Also, it is important to note that branch searches all possible
modification sets containing i. Thus, the loop over single modifications starting at line 5 of
Algorithm B.2 does indeed search all possible modifications.
B.3 Approximations
This section discusses several approximations that may be made at various stages of the
optimization problem and their effects.
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Algorithm B.2 Depth-First Exhaustive Search for MDS
1: for i ∈ µ do
2: Compute c({i})
3: end for
4: λ = µ
5: for i ∈ µ taken in order of decreasing c({i}) do
6: β = {i}
7: Remove i from λ
8: ν = λ
9: branch(β, ν)
10: end for
11: procedure branch(β, ν)
12: for m ∈ ν do
13: Define set γ = β ∪ {m}
14: Compute c
(
γ
)
15: end for
16: Determine n, the best modification from ν
17: Remove n from λ and add it to β
18: if Size(β) , Mmax then
19: branch(β,λ)
20: end if
21: end procedure
Target Objective Function
Often in a design scenario, finding the true global optimum is not actually required,
rather the goal is to determine a set of modifications meeting some target performance
metric. Put another way: it is not necessary to find the best possible design, only one
that is good enough. With regards to an optimization scheme, this relaxed criteria
means that the optimization may be terminated as soon as a design meets this target,
whether or not the design represents a global or even local optima.
In this case, depth-first exhaustive search may be a very useful tool as it examines the
‘best’ modifications first.
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Discounting Modifications
In some cases, a user may wish to define some criteria for removing modifications
from consideration. One example of such a case might arise in the early stages of a
design problem where the usefulness any given modification is in doubt. As such,
it may be reasonable to ignore a modification if its singly modified response results
in a worse performance than the base structure alone. Additionally, more advanced
criteria based on higher order combinations or other factors could be conceived.
Whatever the reason for removing modifications from the design set, this of course
leads to an approximation of the optimization problem. The coupling residual and
other aspects of dynamic uncoupling defined in Chapter 8 may be useful in this case
as it would give users metrics for how modifications interact with one another.
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Appendix C
DYNAMIC UNCOUPLING OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
This appendix contains a listing of the coupling for all possible modification sets in the
MEMS grid vibration problem described in Chapter 8.
Table C.1: Dynamic coupling for all modification sets. If a pair is uncoupled, the primal
responses used to generate the appropriate response are listed.
Coupling
Modification Set Case A Case B Case C Case D
(0, 1) coupled (0,), (1,) coupled (0,), (1,)
(0, 2) coupled (0,), (2,) coupled (0,), (2,)
(0, 3) coupled (0,), (3,) coupled coupled
(0, 4) coupled (0,), (4,) coupled (0,), (4,)
(0, 5) coupled (0,), (5,) coupled (0,), (5,)
(0, 6) coupled (0,), (6,) coupled coupled
(1, 2) coupled coupled (1,), (2,) (1,), (2,)
(1, 3) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3,)
(1, 4) coupled coupled (1,), (4,) (1,), (4,)
(1, 5) coupled coupled (1,), (5,) (1,), (5,)
(1, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (6,)
(2, 3) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3,)
(2, 4) coupled coupled (2,), (4,) (2,), (4,)
(2, 5) coupled coupled (2,), (5,) (2,), (5,)
(2, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (6,)
(3, 4) coupled coupled coupled (3,), (4,)
(3, 5) coupled coupled coupled (3,), (5,)
(3, 6) coupled coupled coupled coupled
(4, 5) coupled coupled (4,), (5,) (4,), (5,)
(4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (4,), (6,)
(5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (5,), (6,)
(0, 1, 2) coupled (0,), (1, 2) coupled (0,), (1,), (2,)
(0, 1, 3) coupled (0,), (1, 3) coupled (0, 3), (1,)
(0, 1, 4) coupled (0,), (1, 4) coupled (0,), (1,), (4,)
(0, 1, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 5) coupled (0,), (1,), (5,)
(0, 1, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,)
(0, 2, 3) coupled (0,), (2, 3) coupled (0, 3), (2,)
(continued on next page)
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(continued)
Coupling
Modification Set Case A Case B Case C Case D
(0, 2, 4) coupled (0,), (2, 4) coupled (0,), (2,), (4,)
(0, 2, 5) coupled (0,), (2, 5) coupled (0,), (2,), (5,)
(0, 2, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 6) coupled (0, 6), (2,)
(0, 3, 4) coupled (0,), (3, 4) coupled (0, 3), (4,)
(0, 3, 5) coupled (0,), (3, 5) coupled (0, 3), (5,)
(0, 3, 6) coupled (0,), (3, 6) coupled coupled
(0, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (4, 5) coupled (0,), (4,), (5,)
(0, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (4, 6) coupled (0, 6), (4,)
(0, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (5,)
(1, 2, 3) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,)
(1, 2, 4) coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (4,) (1,), (2,), (4,)
(1, 2, 5) coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (5,) (1,), (2,), (5,)
(1, 2, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (6,)
(1, 3, 4) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3,), (4,)
(1, 3, 5) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3,), (5,)
(1, 3, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3, 6)
(1, 4, 5) coupled coupled (1,), (4,), (5,) (1,), (4,), (5,)
(1, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (4,), (6,)
(1, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (5,), (6,)
(2, 3, 4) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3,), (4,)
(2, 3, 5) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3,), (5,)
(2, 3, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3, 6)
(2, 4, 5) coupled coupled (2,), (4,), (5,) (2,), (4,), (5,)
(2, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (4,), (6,)
(2, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (5,), (6,)
(3, 4, 5) coupled coupled coupled (3,), (4,), (5,)
(3, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (3, 6), (4,)
(3, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (3, 6), (5,)
(4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (4,), (5,), (6,)
(0, 1, 2, 3) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3) coupled (0, 3), (1,), (2,)
(0, 1, 2, 4) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 4) coupled (0,), (1,), (2,),
(4,)
(0, 1, 2, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 5) coupled (0,), (1,), (2,),
(5,)
(0, 1, 2, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,), (2,)
(0, 1, 3, 4) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 4) coupled (0, 3), (1,), (4,)
(0, 1, 3, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 5) coupled (0, 3), (1,), (5,)
(0, 1, 3, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,)
(continued on next page)
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(continued)
Coupling
Modification Set Case A Case B Case C Case D
(0, 1, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1,), (4,),
(5,)
(0, 1, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 4, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,), (4,)
(0, 1, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,), (5,)
(0, 2, 3, 4) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 4) coupled (0, 3), (2,), (4,)
(0, 2, 3, 5) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 5) coupled (0, 3), (2,), (5,)
(0, 2, 3, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (2,)
(0, 2, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (2, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (2,), (4,),
(5,)
(0, 2, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 4, 6) coupled (0, 6), (2,), (4,)
(0, 2, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (2,), (5,)
(0, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (3, 4, 5) coupled (0, 3), (4,), (5,)
(0, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (3, 4, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (4,)
(0, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (3, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (5,)
(0, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (4,), (5,)
(1, 2, 3, 4) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,),
(4,)
(1, 2, 3, 5) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,),
(5,)
(1, 2, 3, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3, 6)
(1, 2, 4, 5) coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (4,),
(5,)
(1,), (2,), (4,),
(5,)
(1, 2, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (4,),
(6,)
(1, 2, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (5,),
(6,)
(1, 3, 4, 5) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3,), (4,),
(5,)
(1, 3, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3, 6), (4,)
(1, 3, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3, 6), (5,)
(1, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (4,), (5,),
(6,)
(2, 3, 4, 5) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3,), (4,),
(5,)
(2, 3, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3, 6), (4,)
(2, 3, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3, 6), (5,)
(2, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (4,), (5,),
(6,)
(continued on next page)
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(continued)
Coupling
Modification Set Case A Case B Case C Case D
(3, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (3, 6), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4) coupled (0, 3), (1,),
(2,), (4,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 5) coupled (0, 3), (1,),
(2,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(2,)
(0, 1, 2, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1,), (2,),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 4, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,),
(2,), (4,)
(0, 1, 2, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,),
(2,), (5,)
(0, 1, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0, 3), (1,),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(4,)
(0, 1, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(5,)
(0, 1, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (1,),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 2, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0, 3), (2,),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 2, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (2,),
(4,)
(0, 2, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (2,),
(5,)
(0, 2, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 6), (2,),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0, 3, 6), (4,),
(5,)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,),
(4,), (5,)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,
6), (4,)
(1, 2, 3, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,
6), (5,)
(continued on next page)
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(continued)
Coupling
Modification Set Case A Case B Case C Case D
(1, 2, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (4,),
(5,), (6,)
(1, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (3, 6),
(4,), (5,)
(2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (2,), (3, 6),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4,
5)
coupled (0, 3), (1,),
(2,), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4,
6)
coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(2,), (4,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 5,
6)
coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(2,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 4, 5,
6)
coupled (0, 6), (1,),
(2,), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 3, 4, 5,
6)
coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(4,), (5,)
(0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (2, 3, 4, 5,
6)
coupled (0, 3, 6), (2,),
(4,), (5,)
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled coupled coupled (1,), (2,), (3,
6), (4,), (5,)
(0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) coupled (0,), (1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6)
coupled (0, 3, 6), (1,),
(2,), (4,), (5,)
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